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ABSTRACT
This study i-gated

three research questions: (1 ) In spb of text

coherency and domain knowledge combinations, can we expect generic
question sterns to lead to greater measurable outcomes on memory (i-e.,
textbase model) and learning (i.e., situation model) variables as compared to
signal words andlor unguided questioning techniques? (2) Will there be
interaction effects on these variables suggesting that combinations of domain
knowledge and text coherency are uniquely affected by generic question stems,
signal words, or unguided queo
sitnnig?

(3) Will the employment of generic

question stems lead to superior calibration of comprehension scores than those
generated by signal words and/or unguided que
osintig

conditions?

Sixty-three first year psychology students participated in tfw study. On
the basis of their domain knowledge scores, which were ascertained during a

screening procedure, participants were categorized as high or low domain
knowledge. They were then randomly assigned to twelve treatment corrdiions
in a 3 x 2 x 2 cross-factorialdesign. The first factor was treatment with three

levels (i.e., generic question stems, signal words, and unguided questioning);
the second factor was domain knowledge with two levels (La,high domain
knowledge and b w domain knowledge); and the third factor was &xt

coherence with two levels (i.e., high text coherence and low text coherence).
Generic questbn stem and signal word participants were

trained

to generate qUBSh*musing their questioning strategies. Participants in the
unguided questioning condition received no instructions. Upon reading the
experimental and supplemental texts, all partidpants were required to generate,
and respand to six qwtions. This was followed by a series of pst-teststests
Partiupants were administered four measures: a pre- and post-treatment sorting

task; a short answer post-test; a summary recall measure; and a calibration of

comprehension task. All dependent variabJes derived from these measures
were categorized as representing either a textbase model or a situation model.
The experimental phase of this study was 120 minutes.
Results of this study suggest that high domain kmwklge and structured

questioning strategies are Um most reliable predictors of text memory and text
learning. Several main effects favoun'ng high domain knowledge arose on text
memory, and to a lesser extent, text learning measures. Significant results
involving signal words and generic question stems were detected primarily

through interaction effects and one main effect. While not atways significantly
superior, generic question stem participants outperformed their signal word and

unguided questioning counterparts on the majority of text memory and text
learning variables.
Based on the research findings, it appears that generic question stems

engage the reader in a deeper bml of processing. By making connections
within the text and to one's prior knowledge, memory for text details and depth

of processing increases. However, when insbuetional time is limited, as it was
in this study, high domain knowledge is necessary for signlicantty superior

memory of text and for spwfii structural mmcrions.
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CHAPTER ONE
lNTRODUCTION

The proficiencies required to comprehend, remember, and learn from
text are difficult to acquire. Each necessitates specific knowledge, skills, and

strategies which are transmitted and obtained through extensive instructfon and
practice. In light of such inherent complexities, it is imperative that research
expediting optimum text processing be pursued. This is especially true for

expository text processing. To date, empirically-based instructional techniques
and models of nonnarrative text have received lime attention in the cognitive

literature (0-g., Lorch, 1995; Lorch & van den Broek, 1997). Hence, any
research furthering our understandings of nonnara#
it

text processing are

well-warranted cansidering the contribution of expository text on classroombased knowledge acquisition and utilization. Specifically, research involving
expository text processing, learning, and memory is required for educational
instructional development and application. ldenttfying the most effective means
by which information can be drawn from text is salient when developing life

iong learners.
A text comprehension technique which has received increased attention

over the past two decades is questioning. It has been shown to solicit and
cultivate metacognitive and self-regulatory knowledge, skills, and strategies by

way of comprehension monitoring, creatMty, increased attention, and higher
level thinking, to name a few (e-g., Schank, 1986). One s p d c questkming

approach which has generated significant results is the generic que~tionStam
technique. However, this approach has typically been conducted in conjunction
with lecture and/or lesson comprehension as wet! as in group settings.

Moreover. it has been pursued almost exclusively by its creator, Alison King
(e-g., 1989). Therefore, due to scant research findings and obvious genre
limitations, further research combining generic question sterns with expository
text comprehension is warranted. Specific research questions worthy of
investigation indude whether guided generic question stems improve
knowledge acquisition, retention, and transfer of coherent text andfor incoherent
text at the micm and macrolevels more so than signal word questions or

unguided quesotins?

Does a reader's level d domain knowledge in

combination with coherent andlor incoherent text at the micro- and macrolevets
affect performance outcomes? Do guided generic question stems enable the

reader to better calibrate expository text comprehension more so than signal

word questions or unguided questions? Thus, there is much to be learned so
that educators may improve leamrs' acquisition, utilization, and maintenance

of text-derived knowledge and comprehension skills and strategies.

The ability to read and comprehend text is a Wl-recognized goal of

instructional practice. Research findings indicate that ward recognition
processes must be accurate and automatized in order for text comprehension to
occur (e.g., Adams, 1990). More simply, text comprehmsim is cmthgent
upon the basic decoding skills of the reader. Fortunately, a great deal of

laudable research concerning otthographic, morphemic, and phondogic
processing has been conducted enabling a clearer understanding of the

complexities involved in word pr-ng
1989).

(e.g., Adarns, 1990; Stanovich, 1986,

Such research has enabled the development of instructional models

targeting adaptive reading development as well as reading m v e r y .
Word remgnition, however, is only one of many reading comprehension

processes. Mental representations of text, text cohetence, and topic familiarity
all contribute to comprehensibility (Beck,McKeown, Sinatra, & Loxterrnan,
1991; Just & Carpenter, 1987; Spires 8 [)onby, 1998; van Dijk 4% Kintsch,

1983). DesQitea reader's technical proficiency, his or her ability to

comprehend a piece of text may be impeded if one or more of these

components are deficient. For instance, a mental representation d text is
comprised of a textbase and a situation model. The textbase model

encompasses those elements and relations which are directly derived from the
text itsetf (McNamara & Kintsch, 1996). For adaptive development of this model,

the reader must have syntactic and semantic knowledge of the text as well as
be able to infer its microstructure and macrostructure. The situation madel

involves meaning-making. Simply, it is a represenUbion 05 the situation
depicted in the text (i.e.,goak, events, actions, characters) (Zwaan, 1996). It is
constructed using the textbase as well as the reader's prior knowledge and

experience. Various sources contribute to the building of a situation model

including kmwledge about largmg8, the world, the specific communicative
situation, as well as personal experiences (McNamara & Kintsch, 1996). These

sources help to *transform what by W is only an tsolabed memory structure
into something that Mates to, and is integratedwith, the reader's personal store

of l(rmMge and experiem" (McNamara & Kintsch, 1996, p. 252). It is
therefore apparent that failures in generahrahng
a mental reptesmbtion can
seriously undermine comprehensibility as welt as understanding d the text.

Also integral to text comprehension is text coherence or text structure

(e-g., Kintsch, 1994a). The manner in which a text is written a n d k structured
either aids or impedes its comprehensibility. The micfostructwe of fext is

comprised of local text properties (i-e., connectives, argument amlap,
pronominal reference). fhese properties give the text coherence at a

propositional or local level (McNamara & Kin&&,

1996). Text macrostrueture

refers to the global organization of the text (i.e.,topic headers and topic

sentences). Because maerastrucbre specnibs the most important portions of
the text, it helps the reader during the c o n m * o nof a strong mental

representation.

According to Kirrtsch (e.g., 1985), if either the micm or the
macrostructure is poor, development of an effectivetextbase model may be
curtailed. Its absence in the comprehension process is f u m r exacerbated

when coupled with low domain kmwledge (ia,topic familiarity). Rrat is, a

reader who enters the reading context with a greet deal of domain knowledge
may be equipped to buifda strong situation model, despite the absence of a

coherent textbase. The superiority of the situation model is forged when the
reader is qualified to fill-in informational gaps and diipancies with po
rir

knowledge. Consequently, retrieved memory networks are con-

to that

which is intelligible withir! the text ttmreby creating an adequate understanding

of the text. Such a deep Ievet of processing can override otherwise damaging
comprahension ditfficuM8~.If the text lacks coherenq at both local and global
levels and the reader's domain knowledge is insuffiient, tatbase and
situational models are less likely to arise (Kintsch, 1996). Whether this
andition can be remdied with a method of comprehension scaffolding is

worthy of consideration.

When reading narrative text, it is typical for the reader to develop an

adaptive mental representation. In most instances, the reader is equipped to
build both textbase and situation models. That is, the text is typically structured

in a manner which is familiar to the reader. Its contents also closely conespond
with common experiences by describing everyday events, personality traits,

human emotions, and the pursuit of goals (e.g., Graesser, Bertus, & Magllano,
1995; Graesser & Kreuz, 1993; van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983). Even if the text is

poorly structured at either local or global levek, as may be the case in some

literary attempts (e.g., Zwaan, 1996), there is likely to be sufficientprior
knowledge for the reader to generate a situation model. Needlessto say,this

is not always the case with expodtory text Expository text is laden with
technical jargon, theoretiil underpinnings, and implicit assumptions regarding
previous knowledge. These preconditions are further exacerfWedwhen
authors of descriptive text expect readers to fill-in these gaps andiw to overtook
poor micro- and macrostructure (Graesser et al., 1995). To demonstrate the
frequency and subsequent damage generated by such a belii , B m n , van
Dusen, Gulgoz, and Glynn (1989) revised 52 instructionaltexts which fell short

of criteria embodied in a standard readability formula These formulas mvwt
quantitative information about word frequency and qntactk complexity (i.e., .90

correlation of word length and sentence length) into grade level equivalents.
This information was then used to either seletct or revise t~xtbmksfor ylecific

grades. When compared to original texf retention SCOT~S,3 out of 5 text experts
significantly improved recall and r8COgnibm scores on imm-

and delayed

retentiontests by making revisbmto text mdabilitS(- Britton et af. (1989) argue
that these results demonstrate that

and information retention.

readable texts increase comprehensibility

8ritton et al. (1989) also note the importance of text signaling. Text

signals are integral components for adaptive gt-l

cohefem or

macrastructure (Kintsch, 1998). The original instnrctionaf texts, which concern

Amy job tasks, general science, philosophy, and history, were all revl'sed to

accommodate the s i p l i n g hypothesis which stabs that signals that visdly
delineate the structures of wrnpkx texts assist in the processing and retention

of text This position was verified in the results af their €xperirnen€t indicating
that changes in signating are correlated with improvements in retention.

Due to the vast number of instnrctional texts used in their study, there is

evidence to suggest that a surprising number of textbook are poorly structured
at the iocal and global level. Beck and McKeown (1989), who define coherence

as 'the extent to which the sequencing or ordering of ideas in a text makes
sense and the extent to which ?helanguage used in discussing those ideas
makes the nature of the ideas and their relationships apparent" @. 50), found in
their examination of expository setecbions coherency disruptions within

introductory passages as well as within internal passages which digressed to

new topics. Because there are no inherent structural pmpwtbs in expository
text, as thew are in narrative text, Beck and M M m state that authors

typically create their own structures for communicative effect. Inherent narrative
structures contain elemerrts of a goal or problem, attempts b attain the goal or

satve the problem, and subsequent msolutians. This overall organization, or
macrostwdure, is familiar to the narrative feeder thweby asksting in text
mprehensibility. When macrostnrcture is vague and undear, as is often the

case in expwtory text, it is difficultto build a mental model d the situation; a
model vital for learning and not just remembering text content (AlbrecM,

O1Bri8n,Mason, & Myers, 1995; Albrecht 8 O'Brierr, 1993; Beck, McKeown, &

Gromoll, 1989; Tapiero & Denhiere,1995). As Beck and M c K w (1989)
discovered, this is additionally hindered when the text lacks local coherency.

That is, poor microlevel organization can ultimately lead to macropr-ng
difficulties. Similar findings concerning poor local and global coherence arose

in Beck, McKeown, Sinatra, and Loxtennan's (1991) review of a fifth grade
social studies text Upon revision of these coherency breaks, students were
able to recall more material and correctly answer more questions than those
who read the original revision. Therefore, it appears that poor structure is

common within expository text materials and may be the cause of many
comprehension difficulties.
Construction of generalized meaning, or macrostructure, has been
shown to be especially difficult for adolescents who have shown a
of expository text (E. Kintsch, 1990). As
developmental lag in macrcproc~ssing

suggested, this can only be exacehated by instnrctional

text deficient in local

and global coherence. In most cases, a writer or speaker conveys a message
which is coherent. When it is lacking, the reader can remedy local coherency
breaks by making connections either between propositions in short-term
memory or through easily accessible pieces of general k n o m . Local
coherency can also be built by way of salierrt connections to earlier parts of the
text (McKoon & Ratdi, 1995). Nevertheless, in sprte of their intrinsic and
spontaneous nature, local coherency building strategies can fail. Proficient
reading is a carefulty orchestrated compromise between speed and accuracy.
Due to this tradeoff, not alt information is checked for accuracy. The results of
such breakdowns have been evidenced by way of the M
a
w illusion (e-g.,
Kamas & Reder, 1995; Reder & Kusbit, 1991) as well as Eaton and Sanford's
(1393) exampte of burying the survivors of a plane crash. Hence, even

proftcient readers and those with high domain knowledge car^ fail to make
important coherency links through poor inferem judgments as well as

inappropriate semantic, associative, and pragmatic connections to other

concepts (Karnas & Reder, 1995; McKmn 8 Ratcliff, 1992; 1995). These
coherency failures are especial4 detrimental for thaw with low domain
knowledge and/or p m comprehension skills.

Despite the potential for coherency breakdowns amongst proficient,
knowledgeable readers, there is some evidence to suggest that high domain
knowledge coupled with poor macrostructure and/or poor local coherence

produces the largest learning and memory gains (9-g., E. K i M , 1990;
McNamara & Kintsch, 1996; McNamara, Kintsch, Songer, & Kintsch, 1996). It

has been theorized that low coherence text incites knowledgeable readers to

retrieve U't8 vital information and knowledge necessary to rectify deficient causal

connections, argument repetitions, topicality links, and so forth. Simply put, the

reader engages in a deeper tevel of text processing. It appears that this does
not occur for low domain knowledge students. B
ecaw they are lacking the
requisite domain knowbdge, low knowledge students must be helped in

maximally benefiting from poorly structured text. McNamara and Kmtsch (1996)
and McNamara et al., (1996) demonstrated that low damah kllOW18dge

subjects perform best when wing high coherence tat

Howevet, as indiited

above, it is not always possible to provide students such materials since many
texts are written with poor rnicrostnrcture andlor poor m a c r m r e . Wm
limited edmtiorral funds and resources, it is near impossible to tailor textbooks
to the needs of all stdents within a elass. So what can be done to help all

readers, with eittrer high and low domain knowledge, gemate adaptive
textbase and situation modeis when they are asked to read high or low

coherence text? Furthermore, what can be done to help them determine
whether they have accurately comprehended ttm text?
Much of the comprehension process involves the degree to which a

reader monitors his or her reading behaviour (Weaver, Bryant, & Bums, 1995).
Educators typically assume that experienced readers accurately judge whether
they have successfully or inconeetly comprehended a piece of text. This has

been defined as 'calibration of comprehension" or the mrrelation betwem what
the reader believes he or she comprehended and what was actually retained

(e.g., Glenberg & Epstein, 1985, 1987; Glenberg, Sanocki, w i n , 8 Morris,
1987; Maki & Berry, 1984; Maki, Fdey, Kajer, Thompson, 8 Willeft, 1990;
Weaver, 1990). Surprisingly, research results indicate that conelations are
typically close to zero (Glenberg, Wilkinson, 8 Epstein, 1982; Glenberg &
Epstein. 1985, 1987; Glenberg, Sanodti et al., 1987; Morris, 1990). Readers
often fail to reliably monitor their reading processes . However, several studies
have demonstrated that the inducement of additional processing can improve
calibration accuracy (Glenberg, Sanocki et al., 1987; Maki et al., 1990; Maki 8

Swett, 1987). Techniques include: a) making ptedictions regarding the
memorability of contradictory information (Maki & Swett, 1987); b) reading and
filling-in deleted letters of words versus reading intact text (Maki et al., 1990);

and c) inducing self-generated feedback conceming one's lewd of text
comprehension (Glenberg, Sanocki et al., 1987).
In regards to self-generated feedback, Glenberg, Sanocki et al- (1987)

suggest pretesting as a feedback technique. Pretest results provide
information concerning cornprehensio~etention
correlations. These results
are believed to alert the reader to areas of dflilty within the text thereby
leading to improved calibration scores on the postctest

More simply, the reader

uses the results from a pre-test to generate condwions regarding what was
comprehended and retained. The expectation is that the reader will then rehrm
to the original text and remedy comprehensioniretentian discrepancies.

While pre-testing has remedial poe
tnait,l

it is both impractical (Glenberg,

Sanocl<i et at., 1987) and ill-equipped to develop strategic awareness. Pre-

tests do not directly instruct the reader how to monitor comprehension or how to

learn from text, they simply provide results concerning perceived
comprehension/retention correlations. Due to such fallibility, G l m g , Sanocki
et al. (1987) suggest that advanced organizers and textual signals are more

appropriate. These techniques hdp the reader to monitor his or hew uwn
comprehensionhetentionof text during the reading process. Moreover, they
are believed to conned the text in such a manner as to induce a clear cngnitive
representation. As indicated earlier, textual signals are integral to the
development of macrostructure. Moreover, Mannes and Kintsch (1987)

conducted a s W y using advance organizers and their effects on text memory

and learning. Two types of organizers were tested: one w h i i was eongmnt
witti the target text and the other being incongruent Those stujenb in the

incongruent-advanceorganizer condition showed superior performance on
inference verifiitions and on d i i i l t creative problem-sdving tests. Those
students in the congnrent-advance organizer c o n d i i performed better than

their counterparts on cued-recall and recognition tasks. Ths8 performance
measures are indicative of situation model development and textbase model
development, respectively. Therefore, like the studies cited &om cuncerning

levels of cbmain knowledge and text coherence, it appears that a d d i i a l
processing generates a deeper, more connected understandingd text

idormation and the text situation. While tailoring mat&als to the students

andlor to the text cantent appears to have merit both in this study and in the
studies mentioned above, it does invoke the same arguments regarding

educational funds and resources. Finding a solution which can be employed
with all students and used with any type d text must be sought and tested. Any
approach which successfully Mends individualizedtailoring and group
administration and instruction is highly advantageous. Ideally, the approach
would induce readers to engage in personalized levels of cognitivem
cg
nS
rpi
despite its generic structwe or format. One such approach is queso
tinn
ig.

is, queso
tinn
ig

That

techniques can be adminimred to large groups, they can be

used individually or coopewativeiy, and they can be personalized.
Alison King (e.g., t 989) is the primary author and proponent of
Reciprocal Peer Q ~ ~ o n i and
n g generic quesbion stems. She has

successfully demonstrated the utitity of this approach with adutt populations,
and on occasion with adolescents in lecturdessw comprehension settings.
The approach involves the development of queso
itns

using genetic stems. The

stems are not so much guidelines but structures upon which q ~ * o nare
s
constructed. Their pwpose is to invoke the construction of internal and external

#mnections within the material being studied and the student's prior
knowledge. Upon question creation, students are expected to discuss their
questions within small groups.
There is a substantial body of research supporting the merits of King's
approach in regards to performance outcomes. Her work was, however,
restricted to kcturdlesson comprehension and coopmtive learning. Whether

this approach would be advantagas with expository text and indiiualired
oniquest

generation and response can only be inferred. Like b c t u r m

presentations, expository text can be loosely strueturd and speculative of

learner knowledge and comprebmion skill. As previously mentioned, it can

also be incoherent making comprehension diiult; particularly for those witti
low domain knowledge. By employing generic question stems, coherency may

be easily achievaMe at both the tocal and global levels making the =-*on
of textbase and situation models feasible.
So bow might generic question stems help a reader to create appropriate

micro- and/or macrostructures as well as appropriate

textbase and situation

models? The answer may be as simple as devising stems which require the

reader to make links within the material and to his or her domain knowledge.
While there is evidence that readers automatically process text micrcb and

macrosbudure, even in the absence of task demands, the outcomes are not
always accurate. Thus, it may be necessary to have some means in which to

monitor their formation. For example, Otero and Kintsch (1 992) demomated
that in the presence d a strong text maaostruchrre, readers tend to ignore

contradictory material because of the macrostructure's overarching strength.
Had the readers been required to carefuily construct a textbsse and shational

understanding, illogical macrodructure development may be detected.
Moreover, the question stems may require the readers to engage in local and
global coherency building strategies such as dewdoping questions which
invoke argument repetitions, bridging inferances, and causal cormections.

These too would stimulate the reader to detect contrr#l'ims within the text, to
fill-in possible information gaps, and above all, to develop global understanding
of the situation and the content of the text.

Generic question stems could have their strongest impact on textbase
and situation model development The stems could be designed to induce

textbase question generation, which would require information from a single

sentence of the text, as well as situation m e o ngeneration, whm
i would
neCBSSjtBte bridging infmees, elaborative inferences, and problem solving.
Moreover, as suggested by Schmalhofer (I W6), in order to generate a
question, the situation model must be searched for some insufficientlytested
hypothesis. Instructing learners to -rate

would not only

their own o
qnusiest

necessitate the conscious devdqxnent of a situation madel, it would ensure

that a compMe model was formulated.
In condusion, this study was predimted upon the hypothesis that
textbase and situation model development and monitoring would enable
readers to better calibrate their comprehension of text. By way of self-

questioning, the conelation between what is comprehended and what is
retained would be improved. W i i u t strategic explicitness and scaffolding, the

acquisition and utilization of adaptive knowledge, skills, and strategies was
hypothesized to be unachievable. According to previous research, such
explicitness was especially vital for those with high domain knowledge and low
domain knowfedge as they have been shown to be ei2her overly confident or

lacking in coherency building strategies, respectively .

p r e v ~ Text
~ ~ sProcess-ino

R
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As previously mentioned, generic question stems have not been studied

in canjunction with low andfor hgh domain knowledge and ill-structured
expository text To this author's knowledge,the only reswcher to study

generic question sterns is King (q.,
1989) and her research has been
restricted to lecture format andhandblr dassroom lessons as well as cooperative

learning envirmments. While lhere was same msisbney amongst the studii
in controlling for prior kmvkdge, it mdy warranted

consideratiorr

(King, 1990a, 1991a, 1991b). When it was mentioned, the p

m was to

acknowledge and subsequently avoid additional effects on knowledge
acquisition (King, 1989, l992b,1994a; King 8 Rosenshine, 1993)In regards to Kirdsch and his associates' (e.g., Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978)
work on text processing and comprehension, they haw not employed
ques
oitnnig

as a means to incite more W e proc~ss~*ng
by the reader, to

develop textbase and situation models, or as a means to enhance local and
global coherencyResearch Ob~ectnresm e s s ,
Employing expository text to study the utiiity of generic question stems

was wananted. Because generic question stems have already k e n shown to
exhort an understanding of lecture and lesson based material, it was
hypothesited that they would antiflue to incite a d

q prowsing of

information even when it was presented in a complex written fonn (i-e., p
microstructure and poor macrostructure). They would also cause the reader to
build strong textbas8 and situation models by constructing a representation of
the text and linking it with prior domain knowledge. These suppositions were
expected to manifest by way of performance scores.
As previously discussed, well-structufed text makes fewer demands on
the reader's comprehension skills, memory, and prior knowbdge. Htnmver,

because there are fewer demands, some readers may process mmaI

at a

shallower level. This is espedally the case for those studerrts with high domain
knowledge (McNamara & Kintsch, 1996; McNamara et al., 1996). For stuchts
with low domain kmwkdge, text must be explicit and wdl-stnrctured. If it is not,

those lacking the required knowiedge will find it diimlt to build either a

textbase or situation model. A hypothesizedsolution for both high and low
domain knowledge students who are regding either well-structured or illstructured text was generic question sterns. It was anticipated that stems would
expedite active proc~ssingas welt as the creation of much needed text structure
by promulgating conneo
citns

both wifhin the material (textbase model) as well

as to previously learned material (situation model).

The utiliition of expository text, as compared to narrative text, poses
additional reading challenges which were addressed. m

r

y text is often

laden with terminology and informahion which the reader may find unfamiliar or
difficult to process. Without spedfic and effectha inducements (i-e., generic

question sterns), text content may be dismissed or marginally processed.
ou
ne
ist
Finally, generic q

stems were hypothesized to induce

comprehension awareness thereby W i n g to improved calibration of
comprehension scores. Because the questbn stems are expfidt and because
they require additional procBssing for completion purposes, they were expected
to better indicate armprehension hits and misses. Thus, the reader would be
better able to gauge his or her own comprehension levels.
It is important to mentian that the generic question stems devised by King
were modified by this author. The modiitiom helped to make the sWms more

speufic and utilitarian (see Appendix A). Moreover, they were coded
suggesting their appropriateness for textbase and situation model development.
It is important to note that King did not code fmr generic question stems. She

did, howemr, typically ask qwstiom on her post tests requiring shrdents to go
beyond the presented material by a making infermws. analyzing information,

elaborating on ideas,and applying it h new contexts. In this study,gene&
question stems were not only be coded, but all performance variables were also

categwized as textbase variables or situation variables. This meant that

outcomes could be definitively categorized as memory or learning outcomes.
In summary, an e>cpen*mentwas conducted to ascertain w h e w generic
question stems s i g n i i i aid in the comprehension of expository text (tocally
incoherent and globally inmherentllocally coherent and globaily coh8rent)
when combined with either topic familiarity or topic unfamiliarrty. Signal word

questioning and untrained questinning techniques served as comparison
conditions. Independent variaMes induded treatment, text coherency, and
domain knowledge. Dependent variables included summary recall inference
( i a , propositions, generalizations, elaborations, and rmderings) and levels
analysis (i.e., Level 1, Level 2, Level 3, and Level 4); post-test performance (i-e.,
textbase, elaborative inferencing, bridging inferencing, and problem solving);

sorting scores (i-e., pre- to post-treatment); and calibration of cornprehem-on
(i.e.,calibration correlations and confidence ratings). Both the summary r e d !

and post-test were based upon recall as recognithm tests tend to be less
sensitive to weaknesses in a text's c o h e r (~E m , 1995; Weavsr, &yant, 8

measure was

Bums, 1995). Furthermore, the Mibration of comprehenso
in

given to determine whether generic question sterns assist -pants

in

accurately gauging text camprehension and whether they increase reader

confiince. It was hypothesized that the generic qm.on stem conditions
would not only s i g n r f i atpaform the other conditions on all variables,
calibration of comprehension would a h be more accurate.

This study was predicated upon three research qmtions.

They are as f d b :

(1) In spite of text coherency and domain knowledge combn
iaoitns,

can we

expect generic question stems to lead to greater measurable outcomes on
memory (i.e., textbase model) and learning (i-e., situation model) variables as
compared to signal words andlbr unguided questioning techniques?
(2) Will there be interaction effects on these variables sgpting

that

combinations of domain knowledge and text coherency are unquely affected by

generic question stems, signal words, or unguided questioning?
(3) Will the employment of generic questions stems lead to superior calibration

of comprehension scores than those generated by signal m
d
s and/or
unguided questioning conditions?
Terms

EMpstqy Text
Expository text is written to expose information or ideas. Similar to

narrative text, it may be used for entertainment, persuasion, a aesthetic
purposes. However, unlike its entertainment counterpart, its primary purpose is
to inform the reader (Graesser & Goodman, 1985).
Text Miao@whira

The local structure of the text Miiostructure is comprised d complex

proposihions and their interrelationships (Kintsch, 1998). Thus, m-ire

the sentenceby-sentence, propositional information within the text.

Derived from the microstructure through mapping rules (e.g., deletion,
generalization, and construction), macrostructure is the hierarchicallyordered
set of propositions which represent the global structure of the text It is a

is

process of reduction which ch;uactefizes the process c# abstracting or

summarizing a text (van Dijk, 1995). It consists of macrofJropositions (i.e.,the

main points) and their hierarchid nfations. Macrostnrcture is sometimes
explicit& signaled by organization signals (e.g., headings, topical overviews,
topical summaries) (Lorch & Lorch, 1996), but is most often inferred by the
reader (Kintsch, 1998).

Promition
The basic composite unit of language. Often atWyzed in terms of a

predicate and one or more arguments thereby chara~t~zing
the internal
semantic structure of a sentence (McNamara et al., 1996; van Dijik & Kintsch,
t 983). Predicates that take arguments in text analysis are advetbs, a~ectives,

and quantifiers (Perfetti & Britt, 1995). Complex progmitkm am schematic

representations of the meaning of sentences. They ate comprised of a
p r e d ' i slot and a circumstance slot, specifying the time and place of the

action or state. Each of these may be modifii (McNamara et al., 1996).

GQhmEs
Coherence is when sequences of clauses and sentence sequences
intuitively"hangtogether" (van Dijk, 1935). It is the connectedness of the text.

is aceampfished by carrying propositim over
from one processing unit or cyde to thg next, or from one mtence to the next
Coherence at th8 lcsal bvef

(generallybetween three sentences) (e.g., Graesser, Berhrs, 8 M a g t i i , 1995;
Kintsch, 1994a; O ' m , 1995). Nouns and pronoun arguments in the went

clause are linked with explicit arguments and proQositions in the previous text

Also, c o n m c t i ~(i-e., and, or,because, so)link a d j j n ! clauses and daus~s.

There are also causal chains and connections, bridging inferences and
argument repetition (McKoon & Ratdii, 1992; van den Broek, Risden, 8
Husebye-Hartmann, 1995). Thus, local coherence between sentences has

some direction or continuity.
Coherence at the global level is enhanced by the appropriate

reinstatement in the textbase of propatiom from a preceding part of the text. It

also involves the organization of local chunks of information into higher order

chunks and the linking of an incoming dause to a dause w h i i occurred much
earlier in the text and is m longer ava~hbtein

memory (e-g., G r a m ,

Bertus, & Magliano, 1995; Kintsch, 1994a; O'Brien, 1995). Therefore, it is

somewhat dependent upon local Cot'lwence and requires more gbbalb
oriented Mdging inferences, causal connections, and in particular, argument
repetition vapiero & Denhiire, 1995). It is global coherence which gives the
text overall unity.

60th local coherence and g l W coherence are freqwntly referred to as
a good microstructure and good macrostructure.
Readim Com~rehensioq
The capacity to undefstand and make sense of the intention and

meaning of written text, Product comprehension indcates data whm
i the
reader is able to or willing to reporL It may take the form of explicit factual, texk
based information. Process comprehension indicates how the reader makes

sense of, considem, and mstruc&stext both during and afterreading
engagement (Goodman, 1984).

A stable copy of the textua1 informationwhich contains concepts and

meanings of the text as well as a microstnrdure and maaostnrctwe (Mannes &
St. George, 1996). Textbase consbuction involves the propositionalization of

text contents so that a reader may develop a sense of coherence at local and

global levels. To develop a coherent, memorable representationof the
textbase, both the writer and the reader must activate the most important

propositions so that they are frequently processed and recently stored in
memory. A strong textbase will result in greater recall and text memory (Kintsch,
1994a).

It is not solely textbas8d. tt is a combination of prior knowledge, including

the goals and attitudes of the reader, and text information. A situation model is
a mental representationof the people, actions, -ng,

and events that are

explicitty mentioned or inferenhially suggested (Graesser & Zwaan, 1995).

Reflects a successful integration d new and dd information. Useful in

situations which require problem-solving or divergent thinking. Textbase is
good for recall and verbatim representations which

purely textbase

information wtmreas the situation model contains information regarding what
the text is about (Mannes & S t Gmrge, 1996; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996).

A two stage wnnecbnecborrist
algorithmic process beginning with the

cons-

d networks, or modules of activated concepts found within text

This is followed by the integration prcess which invdves the strengvlening of

compatible units or concepts and the weakening of those which are
incompatible. This process

until a stable state of mind is achieved;

that is, the reader's m e w representation ( K i m , 1988,1994a, I-).

Prior K n o w l e
Noted by Alexander, Schallert, & Hare (1991) and Oachy (1996), prior

knowledge is often poorly defined or misused. In response, they define prior
knowledge as the whole of a person's knowledge. Thus,'prior knowledge is

dynamic in nature*;"availaMe before a certain laming task"; 'is structured";
"canexist in multiple states @e.,declarative, procedural, and conditional

knowledge)";'is both explicit and tadt in naturen;uandcontains conceptual and
metacognitive knowledge components" (Dochy, 1996, p. 229).

Domain knowledge represents a body of kmvledge which is

to

a subject or realm of s W y . As such, domain knowledge requires prior
knowledge and is unlikely to transfer from one domain to another without
explicit transfer inducing instnrdion (Dochy, 1996)+ To be characterized as
having 'low" domain kmwiedge, one should only receive a score of 10 to 25%

on a well-consbucted domain-spedfic questionnairehest (Voss & Bisanz, 1985).
Those 'highn in domain knowledge should receive an inverse score of 75 to
90%. However, for the purposes of this study, domain knowledge was

classified by way of a median-split procedure. With a sample size of 80

participants, domain krwkdge scores were too horn-

for Voss and

Bisanz's (1985) grouping suggestion. The median of the distr[bution of 80

scores was 20.9; while the mean was 24.7 and the standard deviation was 14.2

The mean of the high domain knowledge participants was 37 (S.D.= 9.0) while
the mean of the low domain knowledge participants was 124 (S.D. = 4.3).
Calibration of Com~rehension
The correlation between an individual's comprehension confidence

rating concerning a read passage and his or her performance on subsequent
comprehension questions (Glenberg & Epstein, 1985, 1987; G
I-,
Sanocki, Epstein, & Moms, 1987). Also referred to as 'metamernory for text"

(Maki & Berry, 1984; Maki 8 Swett, 1387), this form of comprehension
monitoring correlates one's subjective assessment of knowledge gained from

reading and his or her performance on an objecthre test (Glenberg et al., 1987).
High calibration indicates an appropriate assessment of me's state of

knowledge upon reading a passage. For example, a welkalibrated individual
may be aware of his or her inability to comprehend what was read, confident d
this lack of understandi~cquisitiocr,and subsequently demonstrative of t
his

lack of knowledge on a comprehensiwl post-test
Low calibration suggests either an underconfidence or an

omconfidence in one's state of kmwledge in relation to what was actually
comprehended. Simply, the amount of knowledge an indirvidual Mieves to

have understood/acquired is either greater than or less what was actually
understoodlacquired. For instance, a poorly-calibrated subject may daim to

have lamed a substantid amount from what was read when in fact he or she
misunderstood or failed to comprehend the gist of the passage.

Generic

Sterna

Generic question stems are pattially completed m

s which cue the

subject to create internal connections and external connections (Mayer, 1989,
1992) by way ofquestion generation.

ex. How is

assoca
ited

learnedhead
Are

with, or related to what we have

before?
and

related in any way? Explain.

Internal and ExtemaI con-

Similar to selective combination and selective comparison (Stemberg,
1986), respectjvely, internal connections involve the organization of selected

information from the presented material into a coherent whole while extemd

connections link some or all of the newly acquired information to other prior
knowledge structures (Mayer, 1989, 1992).

fransCer
A bernonstration that what has been leaned is generalizable and us&&.

Manifestations indude finding and mapping higher-level analogies, noticing
problem similarity and abstracting a schema, and mappn
ig
source to a target problem (Kotovsky & Fallside, 1989).

productions from a

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This chapter is organized around several bodies of literature which
support the theoretical and experimental underpinnings of this study. They
include: a) crmstructMsm and its impact on memory and learning; b) text
comprehension research, indudiq Kintsch's (e.g., van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983)
construction-integration model (Cl) ; c) measurement of tact comprehension and
knowledge acquisition; d) differem in the mprehension of exposttory text

versus narrative text; 8) expository text amprehension research using
questioning; f) generic question stem research; g) research imlving calibration
of comprehension; and h) the importance of nabtaking, written recording, and

memory.

Over tfm past decade, there has been sufficient evidence to suggest that
the acquisition, utilization, and maintenance of knowledge, skills, and strategies

are enhanced by way of elaborative (e.g., McDaniel& Dormelly, 1996;
Wobshyn, Paivio, & Pressley, t994) and generative processing (e.g., Koun'bky
& Wiltrock, 1992; Wlttrock, 1990).

-.

In support of theit phibwphk stance,

constnrcbvlsts have argued both explicitly and impticitfy that etaborntion and

generation are the comerstones of cm&mtWm (e-g. Cobb, 1988; Pressley,

Harris, & Marks, 1992). In spite of the number of factiorrs within the

-.

constnrctMst camp 0.e. radical coamivisrn, cognitive caMwtMsm, social

constructivism), each with a slightly different ttrecrretical indination, all
* .

constructMsts concur that learners must adivate and engage priof knowledge
to ensure that learning is both meaningful and memorable. Thus, it behoovles

educational researchers to consider mtaMe constructivist models when
dewtoping learning theories and instmtionai programs.

Historical P e w -

Commtivisrn

is rooted in the writings of Jean Piiet (1970).

He

asserted that humans are active knowledge constructors who constarrtfy seek a
state of equilibrium between the mind and the erwironment. To Piaget, such a

pursuit is innatdydriven and can onfybe achieved by way of schematic

assimilation and accommodation. More simply, he characterizsd humans as

"meaning-makers". For -logists

and researchers alike, Piaget's work cast

new light on cognition and teaming. However, critics such as Vygotsky (1978,
1986, 1987) pointed out the absence of human and cultural mediators in

Piagets theory. Vygotsky argued that symbolic and psychological tools such as
linguistics, mathematical systems, and signs all impad the way humans acquire
and internalize knowledge. Moreover, parents, kacbfs, and peers all help to

create and alter an individual's schemata through guidance and interaction.
*

*

Because of this redefinition of environmental factors, constnrctMsm cametobe
regarded as both an individualized and a collective exp~rience.

to which mnsbuebin's&have emphasized the interadion
between the individual and the environment has led to ttmretfcal diversity.
The -88

Moving across the continuum, there are those wfw believe that the kamw must

never be impeded by ext8mal mediators. Instead, the learner shauld be

altowed to independently explore and discover for him or herself throughout the
learning process. It is believed that existing knowledge repr-*m

should

not be disrupted as they are the property of the individual. Therefore, admstes
of this position maintain that informationmust be accessed, ccmtuW,and

encoded in personally meaningful ways in order to be mernaraMe and

transferable (9-g., Piaget, 1970; von Glaserfeld, 1984).
Theoreticians who adhere to a more conseNELtjv8 perspective suggest
that extensive modeling and guidance from knowledgeable others is

imperative. Structured assistance is believed to aid the individual in

co-ng

appropriate understandings and interpretations. While personal

knowledge representations have utility, they serve only as the m
a
s for

externally provided truths (0-g.,Ausubel, 1968; Bandura, 1986).
The compromise between these two positions can be described as a

balance between the individual and all external mediators. That is, while the

individual is allowed to discover kno-,

skills, and strategies which are

personalty meaningful and compatible with prior knowledge representations,

learning is never in isolation. Instead, it is suggested that leemers be provided
with appropriate modeling and scaffolding on an a w w h d basis (Pressley et

. .

al., t99Z). This can be in the form of interpersonal wmrnummbon OfmKlUgh

external prompts or cues. The goal is for learners to gradually irltsmalize
knowledge, skills, and strategies which are sitWonally apgropriate and
petsonally meaningful. Because of these factors, this ph~losophkpostion has

become prevalent in constructivist literature.
According to Moshman (1982), this position may be aptly referred to as

*dialecticaIconstructivism". He writes:

For the dialectician. the s o w of all Imowledge lies in the continuing intsractbns
beWmorgatism and environmen?, neitherof which can simply imposeitself on the
other. New knowledge is a consbvded synthesiswhich resdvesthe inevitable
c o n t w l i i n s arising during the course of such interadiorrs In P h g # h terms such a
synthesismay be seen as an equilihabn of assimilatory and aecommodabry poles inthe
dynamic i n t e r n of the he
knower and k m (p. 375).

Thus, the aapMtion of new knowMge and the reorganization of what is
already known is motivated by the gap between one's present understanding
and the understanding which is required to comprehend the world (Pressley, et

al., 1992). By means of oral and written interaction, the learner is obliged to
construct his or b t own truths by questioning and/or defending present

understandings and cmceptions both internally and external(y (Stein, Bernas,
Calicchia, & Wright, 1996).

Hence, the term "dialectical"is W i n g as it refers to

the notion that some ideas will clash or be inconsistent with others (Engestrom,

1987; Paul, 1990). The crucial interplay between knowledge acquisition and

knowledge reorganization is guaranteed as the learner is continuously thrust
into situations which invoke cognitive coMict and cognit'i restructuring.

C

..

..

C

Based upon the delinition of dialec2ical constnrcbTvism given above,

comparisons to situated cognition are easily drawn. R o c W in artificial
intelligence and cognitive psychology, situated cognition attempts to account for

how one learns in a conceptual environment. The mrmptual environment

consists of the external world as it is perceived, the internal representations of
such perwptions, and the resulting interactions (Reyndds, Sinatra, & Jetton,
1996).
As suggested by its name, situated cognitiwr places a premium on

situation and context However, unlike soda1 cognition, greater emphasis is

given to the internal operations which result from an individual's interaction with

external medimtors (Derry, 1992; G r e w , 1997); that is, the movement which
occurs from intqqcMogical to intrapsychological (Vygotsky, 1986). Still,
there are critics who maintain that situated cognition creates knowledge

representations w h i i are only acquired in social situations. Furthermore, once
created, the representations are domain specihc, nontransferable and
contextually-bound (e.g., Andemon, Reder, & Simon, 1996). While it is dim&

to dismiss these M i s m s , they have been touted as exaggerations (Greeno,
1997). A dose inspection of cognitive apprenticeship (Collins, Brown &

Newman, I-),

an honoree of the philosophies of situated cognition, serves to

demonstrate that abstract, transferable knowledge, skills, and strategies can be
acquired in social environments

which are no more complex than those found

within a dassroom.
Collins et al. (I 989) coined the term 'cognitive apprentbship''. Like
traditional apprenticeship,

an 'eKpert", or more kMIwledgeaMe other guides the

learner as he or she acquires both complex domain specrfic as well as abstract

processes. This is faciliited by way of modeling, coaching, and Scaffolding.
Furthermore, the lamer is encouraged to articulate and reflect upon his or her

own performama as well as the performance of the expert- This incites the
barnet to consdausly access, control, and mstruct personally meaningful
knowledge, skills, and strategies- Finally, exploration is emphasized for the

purposes of engendering a state d adaptive motivation and learner autonomy.
Thus, the learner is equipped to fundion Mecfively within a specific domain as

well as to transfer amete and abstract lulowledge, skills, and strategies due to

schematic eomtwtion

and personal exploration.

While cognitive apprenticeship does e m a g e the importance of

learning within cantea it explicrtly states that acquired knowledge, skilk, and
strategies must be decontextualized. Specrfically, that it should "extend
learning to diverse settings so that students learn how to apply their skills in
varied contexts. Moreover, the abstract prn
i cp
ie
ls

underlying the application of

knowledge and skills in different settings should be articulated as fully as
possible by the teacher, whenever they arise in diierent contexts'' (Colins et al.,
1989, p. 459). Exemplary models of the philosophies of cognitive
apprenticeship indude Reciprocal Teaching (Brawn & Palincar, 1989;
Palincsar & Brown, 1984) and Recpirocal

Peer Questioning (King, 1990, 1991a,

1991b, 1992, 1994a, 19943; King & Rasenshine, 1993).

Reci~rocalTeaching
Reciprocal Teaching (Brown & Palincsar, 1989; P a l i m & Brown,
1984) is a step-by-step model which has had considerable success across all
learning domains including reading, mathematics, writing instndon, and social
studies. The model consists of four critical strategies: questioning, danfying,
summarizing, and predicting. These strategies are acquired and practiced in an
environmemt comprised of cooperative learning, expeft scaffolding, and guided
instrudion. Each strategy has a specificpurpose. For instance, question
constnrch*onleads to a greater integration of text; cbrifimation assists the
irrstructor, the group, and the learner to monitor not only their own

comprehension levels, but the comprehension ofothers; summation promotes
further analysis and self-evaluation of the learner's kmuledge, skills, and

strategies; and prediction activates prior krxmledge (Deny, 1990; Lysynchuk,
Pressky, & Vye, 1990). Of particular interest, studerrts were trained to develop

questions incorporating Who, what, where, when, why, and how". These

prompts are referred to as signal words (Rosenshine, Meisber, & Chapman,
1996) and have been successful in improving text comprehension.

Empirically, Reciprocal Teaching has been shown to improve reading
comprehension scores as well as metacognitive awareness (Palincsar &

Brown, 1984; Lysymhuk et al., 1990). Thw, it has succeed& in
decontextualizing vital knowledge, skills, and strategies which are required

across domains.
W r o c a l Peer Questioning
Like Reciprocal

Teaching, Reciprocal Peer Questioning (King, 1989,

1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1994, 1994b; King & Rosenshine,1993) focuses

upon the con--on

of questions and responses and the intsgration of

schematic structures with new knowledge, skills, and strategies.
Reciprocal Peer Questioning begins with explicitly instructing

participants on the utility of question gemation using generic question stems.
Generic question stems require the learner fo complete skeletal question

outlines. For exampk, 'How are...and...alike?" 'What is the main idea d...?"
"How does...tie in with what we have learned before?",and so forth (e.g., King,

1989). They require the learner to make connections both within the text and to
his or her prior knowledge.

Following question generation, each i n d i i l h m e r is required to
independently generate two or three questions rdevant to Ute material being
studied. In small, cooperative groups the learners take turns posing Uwir

questions to orre another. As with Reciprocal Teaching, f88dbBdr is provided
by the irrstnrctor andrbr peer g r q .

According to King (1990, 1991a, 1991b, l992), this model pmduoes

signifiintly higher achievement scores than those for discussion alone,
questioning and responding without guidance, and independent study. This
makes Reciprocal Peer Questioning and generic question stems a promising

approach toward the demfopment d cognition, metacognition, and knowledge
construction by requiring the learner to activate and M i t e prior knowledge, to
generate higher-level meaningful questions, and to monitor one's own
knowledge, skills, and strategies.
Therefore, in respame to the criticisms lodged against situated cognition,
it is evident that this theoretial and instructional approach does not invariably

lead to the acquisition of contextually-bound knowledge, skills, and strategies.
Rather, through the combination of dialectical and constructivist activities,

learners can muire both domain specific and abstract schemata.

cm,umwm
Studies involving questioning typically employ text. Whether it be

narrative or expository, written text has been regarded for centuries as a vital

communicative instrument. A refab've newcomer in the language tradition,text
has proven to be mobile, comp(ex, and endwing by extending one's memoties

and the number of communicative partners (Goodman, 1984; Olson, 1994).
Wm each piece of text, a mitier attempts to cornrey a message. In the case of

narrative text, the theme is typically d e h d from the author'svalues, concepts,
and life experiences (Goodman, 1984). ExpMiry text, on the other hand, is

intended to report or explain information and events. Regardless d the genre,
written material is only eff-y

communicated wherr its meaning and

structure are comprehensible to the reader (e.g., Lorch & van den Broek, 1997;
Wandersee, 1988). That is, wrBtm text is only effective when it engages one's

needs, interests, and prior knowledge (Goodman, 1984; Mannes & St.

George, 1996; Olson, 1994; Tobias, 1994; Wiock, 1990; Wdoshyn et ai.,
1994).

Over the decades, research has corwerged on the notion that elfwtk
reading comprehension involves the c o m * o nof meaning (e.g., Adam,
1990; Bartlett, 1932; Goodman, 1984; Kintsch, 1988; Pressby, Symons,

McDaniel, Snyder, & furnure, 1988;Spires & Donley, 1998; Wiiodc, t990;
Wood, Pressley, & Winne, 1990). As earfy as Bartktt (1932), researchers have

asserted that readers construct a meaningful mental representation of text in a
twofold manner: a) by conceptualizing the structure of the text and b) by
lntegrating its contents with prior knowledge. Thus, the reader not only seeks a

mental representation that is locally and globally cohefent, but retrieves and
cuItivates schemata which serve as t b foundation for such COlWfrUCLiVist,
meaning-producing processes as inference, elaboration, clarification, and
prediion (Graesser 8 Zwaan, 1995; Lorch & van den Broek, 1997; McNamara
& Kintsch, 1996; O'Brien, 1995; Wmoclc, 1990; Woloshyn et al., 1994; Wood et
al., 1990). W i i such pr-ng,

information is easily forgotten and difficult

to process.

To more dearly understand constructrvism and reading comprehension,
it is important to understand mmctbnist theory. Connectionist

knowledge, skills, and strategies as belonging to

theorists depict

netwofks or

schemata (McClelland & Rumelhaft, 1986; Rumelhart. Hinton, & McClelIand,
1986). Developed by way of simultaneous processing, schemata am d e p i i

as abstract data structures, patterns, promtypes, and internal models which
encompass the relationships benneen compts, ideas, procedures, end so
forth, McClelland and RumJnaR (1986) state that "...the pmeWng systm is

assumed to consist of a highly interconnected network of units that take on
activation values and communicate with other units by sending signals
modulated by weights associated with the con-ons

between the units....' @.

173). More simply, units, which may number anywhere from thousands to
millions, are organized into modules, or schemata. When acthmted, the units

within each module interact internally. This process generates andlor
strengthens their cannectMy. These same units also communicate externally
with units inherent within other modules. Consequently, each module is a

synthesis of the states of all of the modules from which it receives inputs.

The marriage of constnrctivism and connectionism within reading

comprehension has been suppotted by several comprehension t b f i s t s
(Gernsbacbr, 1996; Graesser, Swamer, Baggett, & Sell, 1996; Mannes Ih S t
George, 1996; Mms, 1990; Sharkey, 1990). Perhaps the most renowned
proponent is Kintsch (1988) and his construction-integration (CI) model of
comprehension which is based upon a connectionist algorithm. Kintsch (1988,
1992) suggests
gn i ssethat
co r p

consrtucoitn),

occurs in tM,stages. During the first stage (i.9.

camp& from the text, as well as syntax,semantic, and world

kmwledge are activated to produce a network, or module of aclivabd concepts.
The activation process then continues throughout the network strengthening

links between contextually compatible units or concepts and weakening those
which are incompatible (i.8.integration). This continues until a stable state is

achieved. The outcome is referred to as the reader's mental repfesm&tion
(Kintsch, 1988, 1994a, 1994b; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996).
Although it is a unitary structure, a mental representabionembodies a

number of different components. Of primary importance are the textbme and
situational models. Textbase caWu&n involves the extractbrr of semantic

infomation from a text (McNamara et al., 1996). It a h involves the
propasitionalization of text contents so that a reader may develop a sense of

text coherence at both local and global levels. At the local level this is

accomplished by carrying propositions over from one processing unit or cyde to
the next, or from one sentence to the next At the gbtd level, coherence is
emhaneed by the appropriate reinstatement in t h textbase of pmpositions from

a preceding part of the text The result being a locafly and globally wellstructured memory representation of the text. This textbase representation will
enable readers to verify statements they have read, answer questions about the
text, and to recall and summarize the text (Kintsch, 19B4a; McNamafa et al.,

1996). Consequently, to develop a coherent, memorable repmmtation of the
textbase, both the writer and the reader must activate the most important
propositions

so that they are frequently processed and recently stored in

memory.
While the textbase is the mental representationof the text itsetf, the

situation rn-

is tne mental representation ofthe situation desaibed within the

text (Kintsch, 1989; 19943. It is constructed using the bxttmse as well as the

reader's prior knowtedge and experience. Various sources contribute to the
situation model: knowledge about the language of the text, world kmwkdge,

and knowledge concerning the specific communicatkre situation (McNamara 8
KinCsch, 1996). According to Kintsch (1988), what separates text memory from

text learning is the activation

of prior knowledge and the development of a

situation model (Sctmalhder, 1996). More simply, learning invdves the

activation of ktxmledge networks which are subsequently elaborated upon
using the information embocrbd within the text (Kintsch, 1994a; McNmara &
Kintsch, 1996). Text memory, on the other hand, irwohres the development of a

coherent, wdl-structured textbase model which may, at best, be loosely linked

theorists such as

to the reader's prior knowledge. Information pr-ng

Stemberg (1985,1988) and Mayer (1989,1992) share a similar leaning and
memory viewpoint, Like the textbase model, selective combination combines

"selectiwfyencoded Wormation in such a way as to fonn an
integrated... i n t d l y m-

whde"

comparison bears similarity to K i W s

(m,
1985, p. 10'7). Selective
~~model by relating 'newty

acquired or retrievled information...to Ow knowledge so as to form an extemaliy

conmcwd W e a (Stemberg, 1986, p. 107).

(1989,1992) refers to

these processes as internal connectiorrs and exkmai mmons,

respectively.

Kintsch (1994a) also included kxt stNchrre as an integral component of

text comprelrension. fhe first type he calls miaostnrchrre. It is camprbed of

l
a text properties, or explicit i-s

of relations w

n eoneepts and

ideas (i-a, conmctiws, argument amlap, pronominal refetence), which give
the text some stnrehrre at a propitional level (Md(amara & K i m , 1996). A

strong structure is imperative as the comprehenison d propositions is the

ammtone to discourse processing (Murdock, 1995). ConV81S8(Y,
maaostructure refers to the gbbal organization of the text Derived from the
microstructure through mapping rules (e.g., deletion, generaNzation, and

canstnrction), mauodnrctun is tne hierardriily ordered set d pmpdtkm
which represent the global strmtm of tne text. At the helm d the Mmahy are

maaopmpo&bm (La,the main pdnts) and their hierarchical relatiom.
Maaostnrdure is s o m ~explidtly signaled by organization signals (e-g.,

headings, topical cwmbws, topic&lsummaries) (Lofch & Lorch, 1996), but is
most often inferred by ttre reader ( K i , 1998). Inference is ~cMNW
through a reduction process characterized as an abstmWn or summarization

of text (van Dijk, 1995).

According to the literature, the manner in whid.1 rnicrostruetwe (e.g.,
Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978: McKoon & RaWi, 1992,1995; Murdock, 1995) and

macrostructure are comtmbd (e.g., Albrecht et al., 1995; Albrecht & O'Brien,
1993; Beck & McKeown, 1991; Beck, McKmwn, Sinertta et al., 1991; E. K
i
m
,

1990; Kintsch 8 van Dijk, 1978) are vital components of text comprehension
and learning. The better organized they are, the more a reader understands

and remembers tbe text This is especially true d macrostruchJIe as it
inculcates a global: understandii of text meaning. Moreover, it helps to define
microstructure since the establishment of local coherence involves

maaocontrol in the form of a theme, topic, or point (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983).
That is, good rnicrostnrchne requires discourse referents to be ordered relative
to a central refwent (i.e., a person or objec!), predhte sets to be organized

according to major prediites (i-e., macrorrcbiorrs or macroevents), properties of
individuals to amount to global property, and so forth. Similarly, sequences of

actions or events masitate global goals and motivations. And finally, there
must be a unity of time and place for these events, adions,and participants.
Simply put, pronominal inferences, bridging inferences, causal amecWns,

and argument overlap are not only vital to focal coherence, but are inatrhbly
linked to global coherence. Thus, rnicrostnrdure and macmtwhm share an
integral relationship.

As suggested, text comprehension involves rnicropf-ng
macropmesing.

and

Acawding to most theMists (e.g., McKm 8 Ratdii, 1QQ2;

van den Broek et al., 1995; van Dijk 8 Kinffch, 1983), the reader routinely sseks
to establish local cohererree. Thii is cweomplished through the linkage d noun
and pronoun arguments in the current clause with explicit arguments and

propositions in the previous text (Graesser, Bertus, 8 Magliino, f 995; M c K m
& Ratdii, 1992; O8Brien,1995); attending to connedivles (Le., and, or,because,

so) which link adjacent clauses and clauses co-cmuring in working memory;
and inferring causal chains and relations between clauses that ceKnXur in the

working memory (Gmesser, Bertus, & M a g l i i , 1995). In regards to
~oprocessing,whether text is poorly structured or wdkstrudwed, readers

must engage the processes of deletion, generalization, and constmcWn in
order to infer macrostructure. In ather words, readers must select those

propositions necessary to garner the gist or upshot of the text., compare the

selected propt?itiisagainst subsequent propositions, and constnrct the
remaining important propositions into a text schema. Having engaged in this

process, text information will be efficiently organized within memory rmd,
depending upon the knowledge base and skill of the reader, integrated with

previous schematic stnrdwes. The p r o f i i of this process and the quality of

the end-product will play an important role in memory WrbvaI and knowledge
transfer*
While macrostructure is occasionally signaled within the bxt (Kintsch,
1998; Beck & McKeown, 1991; Beck, McKeown, 8 G m d l , 1989; Ekk,

McKsown, Sinatra et al., 1991) it is typically tfm reader's respomi'bifityto infer

its existence. This is a rather formidable task for poor cornprehenders, roung
readers,and ttmsewithbwdomainknowredge. Thesameistruefor
microstnrehrre as poorly mnstnrcted text at the micfoleuel can irnpede

comprehension for those with weak complehensian skitls (i-e., poor word

recognition, working memory deficits, and ddap in

speed and

automaticity) (e-g., Adarns, 1994) and Mcimt kmwledge- Due to these

poterrtial defidts, expectations of unassisted local coherence and

macrostructure construction may be naive. What may be required is structured

scaffolding in the f m of prompts or cues.
With respect to younger readers, their maco
rpo
rcessnig

skills are only

just emerging. Studies have shown that there is a tendency among school-age
students to process text in a linear, element-by-element fashion (e.g., E. Kintsch,

1990; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1984). This is especially true in regards to
expository text comprehension as it is often unfamiliar to the reader in terms of
content and structure (e.g., Beck & M c K m , 1991). Any unfamiliarity can
encumber readers from abstracting the general meaning or gist of the text,
leaving them to process the material in a s e n t ~ b y - s e r rmanner
t ~ ~ ~ (E.
~~
Kintsch, 1990). Such linear processing typically resub in shallower

representations (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1984)
compared to the multilayered macrostructure representations derived by older,
more profiCi8M readers (E. Kintsch, 1990). This can be exacerbated by the
surprising number of poorly structurednW
i ou
nicatl

texts (e.g., Beck &

Meown, 1989; Beck, McKeown, Sinatra et al., 1991;Britton & Gulgoz, 1991).
Beck and McKeawn (I=)

examined the-e

found in Grades 3

through 6 of recent editions of four basal Readers. What they found were local

and global coherency breaks. fheir use of catweme as a cmstmt invo(wd

two broad categories of relationships: a) the relationship of the part to the
whole (i.e., haw a specific section relates to the main topic of the s&c!ion)

and

b) the relationships among the parts (i.e., mtence by sentence, paragraph by

paragraph, the select'mn provides an overall organization). What they found
were frequent dsirupoitns

by the introductory passage and by i Mpassages

with Cqressions to a new topic; an excessive number of subtopics; loose

collections of ideas that revoked around a single topic; an absence of

overarching concepts; poorly categorized materials;
misrepresentedthe nature of the mae
ta
ri;l

headings which

and a tendency to disrupt the flow of

ideas. Similar findings arose during Beck, McKeown, Sinatra, and Loxterman's
(1991) e
rveiw

of a fifth grade social studies text and Beck, McKeown, 8

Gromoll's (1989) examination of four widely used elementary school soda1
studies programs and their accompanying textbooks. Therelore, the

assumption that readers haw suffiint background knowledge which can
override inadequate explanations, ill-defined relationships, and poor
organization appears to be widespread. In response, Beck and colleagues
(1989; 1991) state that exposbry text must enable students to build mental
models by dearly presenting the goals of the content. That is, authors need to
portray the situation and textbase of the written work in an explicit fashion.
Moreover, students need opportunities to clanfy and elaborate their conceptions
of text content While this is certainly true for most readers, it is espedally true

for those lacking sufficient background knowledge and comprehension skills.
In an attempt to demonstrate how comprehension can be improved by

changing these and other coherency breaks, Beck, McKeown, Sinatra, and
Loxterman (1991) revised four segments of Grade 4 and 5 American histwy
textbook. Revisions primarily involved e
rpsa
ri

to causation/explanation. That is,

the text was inconsiderate of the connections between causes to events and

events to consequences. The general operations used in making the revsi o
i ns
included clarifying, elaborating, explaining, and providing motivation for

important information. Moreover, connections were made more explicit. The
results of the study indicated that those students who read the revisedtext
recalled more information and answered more

correctly than their

original text counterparts. There were also differences in understanding,

garnered by way of recall protocol analysis and question responses related to

specmc ideas in the text, suggesting that students in the revised text group had
a superior understanding d text corrtent
Micrr, and m a c r d tact
~ revisions can be especially hefpfulfor

younger students with low domain knawledge. McNamara et J. (1996)
conducted two experiments ccrnceming the role of text coherence in the
comprehension of science texts. Subjects in both -merits were junior high
school students. Experiment 1 sought to compare the individual contributions d

local, gtobai, and explanatory coherence of biology text on teKtbase and

situational understandings. Whik local and global coherenee have been
previously explained in this discussion, explanatory coherenee refers to the
'content that s s p p l i background knowledge needed to understand the text
that the reader may not hawn@. 6). Therefwe, ttrrea versions of a chapter

regarding mammalian traits were employed: a) an original vhon

which was

locally coherent and globally incoherent; b) a revised version which was made

globally Conerent with expl'pbt mactosignals; and c) an expanded version which
added explanatory coherence to the text. Measures induded a post-test
comprised of multiple choice, true-false, fill-in-theblank, and short answer

questions (indiitive of both tatbase and situation model dewbpment), text
recall (indicatjve d textbase model devebpwnt), and a sotthg task (indicative

of situation madel development). Results indicaml that studentswho had read

the revised v e f s h recailed more of the text than thOBEI who tead the ufiginal
version. Changes in sorting patterns were also largest for those who had read
therevisedvefsiondthetext

fhese findings led the researchers to cplesbcplesbrn
whMw domain
knowledge had an impact on p e m -

scores. A number d students had

superior scores using the original text Such a finding caused the researchers

to question whether this was due to high domain kmwldge. Thus, Experiment
2 sought to test the prediction that some sbdents may learn bet& when they

are forced to make the text more coherent at local and global levels. Four

versions of a text regarding heat disease were subsequently created: a)
maximum coherence at the local and global levels (CM); b) maximum
coherence at the local level and minimum cuherence at the global level (Cm); c)
minimum coherence at the local late4 and maximum coherence at the global
level (a);
and d) minimum coherence at both the local and global k e l s (an).
The same testing procedures as in Experiment 1 were used.

Text recall resutts indicaW that high knowledge readers performed

consistently better than their tow knowledge counterparts.

Of those with high

knowledge, coherence at either the global or local levels made l i i diereme.

Subjects were able to cunstrud a gmd textbase in spite ofwhat was present or
absent in the text For low knowledge subjects, coherence was required at
e W r the global or local level for textl>ase construction. The poorest

performance was for low knowledge readers using the crn text.
The post-test question indkafed that high knowledge subjects performed

better after reading the cm and CM tex!s than the other two reading wMtions,
and better on the cm overall. The questions they performed best on were

problem solving and bridging inference. This was the reverse lor Iow
know(edee subjects as they not only performed most poorly on problem solving

and bridging inference queatim,they also had the worst overall performance

when given the an tea In regards to textbase

all parKqmb wha

read the gfobally coherent text afswmd these questions more ammtely than
those who read the texts with poor gtobal cohemce. For changes in sorting

scores, crn text was most effective in changing sorting patterns of high

knowledge subjects while those texts with good local coh8fmce (Cm and CM)
were most effectivefor low knowledge subjects.
It therefore appears that the more active processing required by high

knowledge subjects, the better their performance saxe$.Any lack of
explicitness incited them to construct not only textbase models, but strong

situation models. This was aptly demonstrated on the bridging inference and
problem solving questions of the post test and in the sorting task. fhis pattern

was reversed for low knowledge subject!3. The results for this group of studeMs
indiited that highly explicit text was required to comprehend and retain
informationfrom the text. Without local andlor global coherence, low
knowledge readers were unable to fill-in the missing information necessary to
construct either a textbase model or a situation model.

Similar results were found by McNamara and Kintsch (1996) in a study
involving college-aged students. Only two versions of text were employed, high

coherence (CM) and low coherence (crn). The results indicatedthat low
knowledge readers studying b w coherence expository text engaged in longer
reading times and responded more poorly to open-ended questions when
compared to low knowledge readers studying high coherence text, high
knowledge readers studying low coherence text, and high knawledge readers

studying high coherence text. High knowledge readers studying low coherence
text generated the most superior performance results on both sorting tasks and

open-ended question response. The condusion drawn by the researchers is
that low ccrher811~~
text must induce high knowledge readers to engage in more

intense inferential processing. The high knowledge reader is incited to process

the material at a deeper, more meaningful level (Cnik & Lockhart, 1972).

To better understand these results, if text coherency is bath locally and

globally poor, comprehension may be impeded by hindering the development

of an effective textbase model.

A strong textbase m

a is -&

to

build a strong situation model. If, hcswevw, the reader kings to the text ample

prior knowledge, it is possible that a strong situation model may ark which has
the potential to

comprehmiility shorteomirgs. That is, the reader

has sufficient prim knowledge b fill-in stnrctwai gaps and to construct a
coherent mental repre8emion of the text

or theme. A strong situation

model is also attainable for the high kKmledge reader if either W w global

coherence alone is poor. This is not the case for the low knowledge reader.

For instance, if text is locally irmherent but globally caherent, a bw knowledge
reader may be able to create a textba$e model, but it is unlikely to be very

strong since the information mcesmfy to Win structural gaps is unavailable. In

regards to situatiorr model development, even the strongest global structure
would not be enough given the reader's lac&of domain know-.

If the text

is locally coherent but globally incoherent, sikration model development would
still be difficult. As indiited earlier, a strong macrostrucane &a,global

coherence) is required to comprehend the upshot or gist of the W When
coupled with low domain k m h d g e , a weak understanding of the text topic

would make situation model mstmction

problematic. The reader would,

however, have the opportunity to infer a strong textbase model because the text
is locally coherent Therefore, acmrding to theconstnrclion-integratian model,

text comprehension is not onty dependent upon the knowledge d the reader, it

is additionally Muenced by text structure and c&emncy.
In summary, the andusions drawn by McNarnara et al. (1996) are that

reading should be challenging enough to the reader to stimulate adive

processing, but not so challenging as to confuse the reader. Tim marchers
also suggest that textbook 'customizing" may be a suitable option. That is, on
the basis of a subject's knowledge base, imtwtional text could be manipulated

at the level of coherence to ensure reader infermirig.

While this suggesWn

appears logical, it also seems impractical as it would be extremely costly and ill-

suited to regular classroom activities. After all, far too many books in
classroams and libraries are lacking local andlor global coherency. To discard

all ot these books would be impossible. Moreaver, as defnonstrated, each
student has a varying degree of previous knOWIedg8. Accurately matching
one's level of prior knowledge to a textbook would be labour intensive,
expensive, and unreliable. A more feasible solution is to find a

readingneaming strategy which induces active or deep promsing,

regardless

of the level of one's prior knowledge or text structure. One such approach may

be qwoning

as there is evidence to suggest that posing and answering

questions helps to build internal (textbase) and external (situational)
connections (Mayer, 1989,1992). In adopting a specific questioning

technique,

the reader is given a scaffold by which a coherent textbase model can be

constructed and subsequently linked to as much prior kmwkdge as posable.
Therefore, it behooves educational researchers to not only suggest

methods which are universal to any reading scmaridenvironment or level of

domain knowledge, but that are cost efficient, transportaMe, and controllable by

the reader.
ent of Text C

o

C-A

..

The most common pufposes for text comprehension measwement are to

analyze either comprehension processes (i-e.,word recognition,

comprehension monitoring, text scanning strategies)(e.g., Adarns, 1990;
Sattler, 1992) or comprehension products or outcomes. Much of the latter

shares thearetical and practical philosophies with the d i i l i n e of know-

assessment. The means by which knowledge is acquired, structured, and
retrieved is inextricaMy linked to all learning and memory domaim, induding

text comprehension. Thus, many ofthe same assessmerrt methods are
9mployed-

An informal sumy of recent text processing and knowledge acquisition

literatwe suggests that the most common methods of assessment are recall
(Britton & Gum,1991; Britton, Van Dusen, Gulgoz, & Glynn, 1389; Cote,
Wdmw, & Saul, 1998; Estes, 1995; Lawson & Chinnappan, 1994; Lorch,
Larch, 8 Inman, 1993; MachidsBongaerts, Schmidt, & Boshuizen, 1995;

Mannes & Kintsch, 1987; Mannes & St George, 1996; McKeown, Eeck, Sinatra,
& Loxtmn, 1992; WaW=Sjk& Kintsch, 1993; Schmidt, De Voider, De Grave,

Moust, & P W , 1989; ) and multiple choice (Brkbn 8 Gulgot, 1991;EMtbn, Van
D m , Gulgoz, & Glynn, 1989). In many cases theseforms of a$smmmtare

used in combination with each another or with other forms of assessment.
However, they are a h employed in isolation leaving some scholars

concerned for their validity.

Om of the criticisms fodgd against recall d declarative or procedwal
knowledge and other highly structured formats such as multiple choice is that
they provide lime indication either d the level at which shrdents understand the

subject matter or the quality of their thinking (eg., N i d r m , 1989; Norris,
1989). This is warfatly

true of s i ~ r i g hfarmats
t ~ (i.e., multiple

choice). The pwpose of an instrument should not be simplified scoring

procedures, but the measurement of the nature and power of the students

organized structure of knowledge (Gddsmith, Johnson, & Acton, 1991). After
JI, one's knowledge structure either f a c i l i i w hindem what one can do

within a subject area (Messick,1984). Such structures encompass broader
cognitive skills or abilities that are applied to the subject matter enabling the
individual to remember, visualize, interpret, transform, ~ ~ a land
~ think
t e both

convergmtly and divergently about the material (de Jong & Ferguson-Hesder,
1996; Messick, 1984). Being able to access these skills and abilities paws

great diicufb'esfor researchers. According to some theorists, such complex
knowledge structures should be U j e c t to direct as wedl as indfrect assessment

(Kluwe, 1993; Kintsch, 1998; Messicl<, 1984; Putz-Osterloh, 1993). m
u
s
e
both forms of assessment have their limitations, it is vital to obtain results from
diverse methods for the purposes d amfinnation (Kintsch, 1998).
In the case of direct assessment methods, they do not allow the

researcher to access all that the subject may know or understand. Furthermore,

some students have deveIaged strategies which allow them to gemate
acceptable answers withbut a deep understanding or to answer questions with
little understanding. Finally, due to a dearth in question answering them'k, a

reliable means of cmmcting

the right questions is lacking (Goldsmith et al.,

1991 ; Kintsch, 1998)- Therefore, while direct assessment approwhes such as
short answers and summary andlac recall questions have their merits (i-e.,

accessing the phenomenology of the individual, serving as an appropriate

means of text memory) and are m s h m d furictional, they should not be
considered condusive. In response to these criticisms, many text
comprehension and knowledge assessment researchers are employing indirect

methods, either exdusivety or in embination with direct affnoaches. The most

common trend is toward scaling methods.

Scaling methods contain a set of key words or phrases which are

characteristic of a certain knowledge domain. Subjects are required to
organize or judge the wards in a manner W i n g the task. The organizations
are then compared to those constructed by experts. Thus, the purpose d the
pracedure is to reveal the knowledge structure of each subject without
conscious interference.
The most basic d i n g technique is to ins-

subjects to make

relatedness judgments between pairs of key words in a set. An example of this
technique was employed by Blitton and Gulgoz (1991). They selected 12
important terms from a piece of text and constructed ail possible pairs using

these words. This resulted in 66 pairs in total. Each subject was then asked to
rate each pair for relatedness using a 7-point scale. These ratings were
percevied

as quantitative representationsfor each subjects' ideas about the

relationships between the 12 terms. The representations were then compared
to the intended representations: those of the author and the 7 subject-matter

experts. If the conelation correspondence was high, the subjects were
presumed to ham a strong mental representation. The relatedness ratings
were additionally interpreted as diince measures which are then wed to
create a map of the structures underlying them. A number of choices were

available to the researchers (i.e., multidimensional scaling, cluster analysis, tree
analysis, and network analysis). Because the 12 terms appeared to be

arranged in a network fashion as opposed to dimensions, dusters, or trees, a
network analysis was conducted.
While relatedness judgments have some utilityl they are also limited in

their usefulness. Pairwise judgments can be too laborious for weds,

particularly when the number of keywords increases. Thus,they are i r n p c t i d

if other assesmnt measures are to be used or if time is a oonslderation.

Moreover, the majority of knowledge domains are too complex to be lieSbjded
within the space of simple pairwise dimensions ( K i , 1998). In resporrse to

these concerns, Kintscn (1998) and Ferstl and Kin!sch (1999) suggest two
indirect knowledge assessment techniques. They maintain that when

measuring the amount of learning that occurs from reading a text, the
researcher must ascertain whether there has been an effect on the reader's

memory and knowledge. That is, the effect will be Wether the ma&r
organized his or her knowledge in the direction of text organization. To
determine whethsr this occurred, the reader's knowledge regarding a particular

domain must b aswssed. Follmhg this, the reader is directed to study a
related text and is then mssessed to see whether his or her knowledge

organization hes changed in accordance with the organization d the text. The
two techniques which conform to this method a n cued aSSOCjation and the

sorting task.
Cued association requires subjects to silentfy read a list of key wards

several times. They are then instruded to gemate up to 3 associations for
each keyword. No restrictions are placed on the

associations. The nu*

of

times a keyword is given as a response to anather keyword is used as measure

of relatedness between the words. The matrix resulting fmn this procedure is

asymme!fic which warrants the PatMindsr analysis since it is partiailarty suited

to such data. Conversely, the matrix generated ffom

task data is

symmetric. this task requires mbjects to soft through cards

key

words and to place those key words into piles according to relatwtmm

are told that there is no conect or imedway b sort Instead, the
~rrrpose
is to MtW understand the intuitions of the subjects regarding ward

StQWs

relations. Subject matrices are then individually compared with an expwb
generated matrix to produce a

score far each subject. This =ring

method is based on principles d the harmony theory proposed by Smolensky

(1986) (as cited in McNamara & Kintsch, 1998). S a n s can then be analyzed
by way of hierarchical clustering analysis (Johnson, 1967) to determine group
trends.
Whib the sorb'ng procedure and cluster analysis yield readily

intefpretable results, Kintsch (1998) argues that the results may be too neat

suggesting that subjects may have engaged in semantic analyws when sorting.
Instead, he proposes that cued assaciation data may be more accurate in
reflecting knowledge organization than the less spontaneous sorting. However,
a dosw look reveals that unlike the sorting task, cued assodation data is not

analyzed to determine a harmony m e . Thus, it is simply the subject's

perwon

of how the words are associated as compared to a Wjects

perception in accordance with that of an expert Such comparative infomatian

can be useful as it verifies whether a subject's knowledge structure resembles
that of the author's andlor an expert's. Other merits of the sorting task indude its
time M

i

, ease of scoring, and ease ofinWpmtability. These factors

ensure that the swting task is a W u l , indirect assessment technique which

can be combined with other forms of measurement. McNamara and Kintsch
(1996) suggest that the

task is an 'Ideal measure when combined with

ather comprehension measures that compete for valuable subject time. Thus,

as indicated earlier, employing a combination of direct and indirect methods is
imperative when measuring knowledge acquisition and comprehension.
Also imperative is the fit between the knowledge being measured and

the knowledge construct. That is, all measurement instruments must be

compatible with the construd or t k m t k a l model being studied. In the case d
the construction-integrationmodel (CI) (e.g., Kintsch, l988), by way d

cbmprehension construction and integration processes, a reader achieves a
stable, mental representation

of the text being read. This mental mpmtation

contains a number of different components. Of primary importam are the
textbase and situation models. Therefore, in order to measure a reader's

mental representation it is necessary to a

m his or her textbase and situation

models. This can be accompiished by determining the sub-componerrts of each
mobel, deveiopng accompanying questions, and measuring the reader's

resganse(s)b ttrem. Far instance, a textbase model is comprised of Iodized,
textbase understandings while the situation model is comprised of bridging

inferences, elaborative inferences, and knowledge transfefabili. To access

these sWmponents, a direct, open-ended method of assessment may be
most appropriate. To indirectly assess a situation modef, e m the sorting task,
relateclness task, or cued aSSOciation task may be most w.
When studying the effects of text structwe on kmwkdge acquisition and

comprehension, it is important to examine its two main components:
rnicrostwtue and rnawostwtun. As stated earlier, mi#ostnrcture is
comprised d local text properties that provide structure at a proposiWd W.

Convem, mamstmture refers to the global organizationd tne text.

As

such, it is amprised of mauopqmitions and their hierareClical relatiam as

welt as oceaskmlty provided textual signals. In regards to assessing a

reader's comption d microstwhire and macrostructure, a summary andEM
recall task appears most suitable. This task instmts the regder to summarize

and& recall both the contents and structure of the tea The goal is to provide
insight into the number and type d p ~ ~ a c t o p r o p o s i t i o n
recalled
s
by

#le reader and the manner in which they are organized.

Taken togetherl it is evident that the measurement of knowledge
acquisition and text camprehension are complicated ventures. Consideration

must be given to several factors prior to selecthg the most suitable instruments.
They include time -nts,

the target population, and most importantly,

theoretical undmpinnings and related constructs.

Situation model mnstndon is of particular importance during expository

text comprehension. It is typically assumed that when reading expository text,
learners are unfamiliar either with the domain of study or with certain aspe~%of

the domain (e.g. Brittm, Gfynn, & Smith, 1985). This can in turn lead to
comprehension difficutties. Narrative text is rarely undermined by this

phenomenon (Lorch & van den Broek, 1997). For instance, it has been shown
that the development of narrative schemata in children precedes the

development of expository schemata (VOSS& B i i 1985). Narrative
schemata are typically based upon situational world knowledge (i.e.,

knowledge about human actions, physical events, and human reasoning)
(Black, 1985). Thus, inferences regarding charactem, activities, and events are

easily generated (Graestw & Kreut, 1993; van Dijk 8 Kintsch, 1983). E m in
the case of poorly corrstwcled story schemata, subjects typically recall story

events in a prototypical order despite seq-ng

or the recall instmtioc18

(Vas & Bisanz, 1985). Based on these resuits, it appears that when reading

narrative text, schema activation and acquisition are unlikely to be problematicatic
This is not always the case when reading expitory text ( m n et al.,

1985; Kintsch, 1988; Lor& % Lorch, 1996). Sufficient background kmwbdge is

often lacking when entering an e v i t o r y text situation, which is then

exambatd by typld expatory text structure. It has been fated that
transitions between expository text topics often fail to imlw strong eanneclions
between successive

(Lorch, 1995). Writers frequently assume that

readers can fill-in missing information and establish cdwrence (Graesser,
Bertus, & Magliam, 1995). For example, when clIscmsing a specific animal,
expositgc text structure tends to move from describing the animal's place of

origin to its Wing habits. If the reader does not note these transitions and

encode the text topics and their organization, recall is likely to suffer as the
reader is unable to access some or all of the topics in memory (Lorch & trxch,
t 996; van den Br&,

Risden, fletcher, & Thurlaw, 1996). The reader is then

required to concurrently carry out a variety of component readng processes

and memory management processes (Bitton et al., 1985) for comprehension to
occur. Component reading processes indude word recognition, the retrieval of

word meanings, sentence parsing, and text integration.
As previously mentioned, text integration is the most important process

as it generates the cognitive structures which are the 'desired end products of
reading"(Bfitbm et ale,p. 227). However, due ta the limited a p a d m d the
shott-term memory, it cannot simultaneously hold all of the component

processes and prior knowledge necessary for effec(ive mpretrerrsion. What
are then required are memory management processes. fhey involve the rapid
shifting of cognitive programs and prior knowledge in and out of the -*ng

memory as required by the various processes being executed (8ritton et al.,
1985). What activates these vital comprehensiorr pmmssm are text features

such as W n g s , topical overviews, and topicat summaries. Them

components d text mamstmture guide the reader to effectively represent and

r8trieve text (Lorch & Lorch, 1996).
Despite the finding that ample prior knowIedge is an important factor in
facilitating text processing (Kin@&, 1988, 1994a), we cannot conclude that poor

background knowledge is deleterious. Extending the scenario cited in a

previous seetion, coherent, well-stmctwed text can improve reading

comprehension wtcomes, in spite of an insufficient kmwbdge base, due to its
explidtness and incitement of general comprehension strategies (Kintsch,
1994a; McNamara 8 K i h , 1996; McNamara et d., 1996; Moravcsik 8
Kintseh, 1993). To understand this statement it is mewiry to 9@ain text

coherence.
Coherence at the lacal level is e s t a b l i i when propositions are
carried over from one pr-ng

unit or cyde to the nextI or from one mtenc8

to the next This process generally occurs between one and three sent(e.g., Graesser, Bertus, & Magliano, 1595; Kintsch, I-; O'Brh, 1995).
Links are also made betureecl nouns and pronoun arguments in the current

clause with explicit arguments and propositions in the previous text.
Furthennore, conneehives (i.e., and, or, becauseI so)link adjacent cIau88s and

clauses which awmr in the working memory (Otaesser et al., 1995). Causal
chains and connedions, bnc!ging inferences and argument repetition ( M M m
& Ratcliff, 1992; van den Bmk et al., 1995) are also vital compmnts which

carefufly cmtrucW by the writer and are inferred by the reader when
establishing k m l coharence. Therefore, when text is m
y
l cobmt, it is

explicit and easier to comprehend.
CoherenceatthegbbaileveliserrhancedbyEhe~

reiWatwnentin the textbase d propositionsfrom a preceding part of the text.
This coherency building processn
iv
o
w the orgarwation d local chunks of

information into higher order chunks and the linking of an inaming claws8 to a

clause which occurred much earlier in the text but is no longer available in
active memory (e-g., Graesser et al., 1995; K i m , 1994a; 018rien,1995; Voss
& Bisanr, 1985). Like its local counterpart, global coherence requires

macrolevel bridging inferences, causal mnsctions, and in particular, argument
repetition (fapiero & Denhiere, 1996). Finally, structural contributors to global

coherence invoke macrostructure signals such as headings, topid ove~bws,
and topical summaries, as mentioned above. Thus, globally coherent text has
overall unity and the theme or

is apparent to the reader.

Therefore, dew& an insuffiient prior knowledge-base, as may be the

case when reading expository text , it is evident that information can be
effectually processed and learned if it is well-sbuckrred and coherent. Suppoft

for this position can be found in research conducted on both adult (Britton &
Gulgoz, 1991; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996) and adolescent readers (Wamara
et al., 1996).

Text

-Q

. .

To date, there has been little remarch concerning expdtory text

comprehension and questioning techniques. Typicalty, what has been

conducted has invoked either narrative text (e.g., Graesser, R
,-

8

Anderson, 1981; Graesser, Robertson, Lowlace, 8 Swinehart, 1980) of
lecture/classroom lessons (King, 1989, l99Oa, 1991b, l992a, 1992b, t 994a,
1994b; King & Rosenshine, 1993). Nevertheless, there are a few notable

exceptions. Davey and Mc5fide (1986). Andre and Anderson (197S1979) and
Lysynchuk et al. (1990) have researched exp&xy text and questioning
techniques with school-aged wbjects. Only Dawy and Wride (1986)

cansidered prior knowledge when designing their research. They sdected four

passages which were in a

d with fmgrade student interest levels

(moderately high), decoding eapabilitim (individual words were pronounceabk
with 98% accuracy for the a&jec&' reading levels), and topic familian'ty

(maderate to low). Similar to the other studies cited, thy employed w d C
structured text To this author's knowledge, there are no published research

techniques, low prior

findings which address the ccrrnbimtkm d qmoning

knowledge and ill-structured expository text. The utility of such research is

evident as not all text is well-structured and few learners approach new learning
tasks laden with suffkbntprior knowledge.

Davey and Mceride (1986) studied the effects of training in question

generation on comprehension question performance, on the quality and form of
generated questions, and on the accuracy d predicted comprehension. Using
a stratified random prOCBC(UI8based upon two reading achievement seams

(California Achievement Test, 1977, Reading Comprehension subtest), 125
sixth-grade subjects were assigned, to rnm experimental groups: question
training (QT), noquestion control (NQC), qmtb-generation practice (GP),

inference w o n practice (IP), and literal question practice (LP). Matwials
consisted of 15 training and praebice passages and 4 test passages. Each test
passag8 was accompanied by 8 free response comprehension questions. The

passages were

240-280wwds in iength and were written at a f i i

grade reading level. As mentioned, they wlere e

~

~passages
r y and had

been pilot tesbd with subjects who w e similar in both age and skill W.
The training given to each condition varied significantty- The QT group
had been trained to gemate two types d qmtbns, those linking information

across Senaences and those tapping the most important information The IP and

LP groups practiced responding only to inferential questions and I k a l

questions, respecltivety. They were not trained to generate questions, only to

practice answefing specific types d questions The quesbesbons
were based upon

the provided passages. The GP group was instnrcted to generate two good
think-type questions for the passages. The guidelines for generating questions

ware slraightforward; that is, that good quWions assessed the mast important
ideas in a passage, that they should make the reader think about what he or

she had read, and that they could not be answered by merely underlining parts

of a passage. finally, the NQC was instnrded to read the same passages as
the other conditions but to complete a vocabulary activity insbad of generating

or answering questions. The activity irnrdved thinking about the meaning of
underlined words from each passage and finding their definitions.
Subjects were ass6sW across two testing sessions.

They were

instructed to read nNo passages per sesdons and to generate twa thinktype

questhns comprised of the most important information in each passage.
Similar to the insttuctions provided for the GP, the subjects were informed that

good questions made the reader think about what they were reading and that
the answers could not be underlined in the passage. Following this,the

subjects were to respond to their 4 Wetentiat and 4 lMquestions withaut

Wirg back to the text. Once this was completed they were to rate how well
they believed they had done on the qms&ms using a &point Ukert scalefhere were no time limits.

After 5 experimental sessions, the QT group outperformed the 4

comparisons condiltions on measures determining the quality of the generated
q-0115;

all but the IP group on the appmprhtemess d generafed question

form; the NQC and IP on lWal test passage comprehension and dl other

groups on inferential test passage camprehension; and alt grwps on the

accuracy of predicted response performam on the comlprehension qu8stionS.
Based upon these results, it is evident that question training improves the

even when prior knowledge is moderate to
low. This is because both the instrudions and training givm to the QT subenaMed them to bridge existing gaps within the text as well as to generate vital

comprehension of expaitwy W!,

internal connections.
What makes this study so intriguing is that the questions were generated
by the subjects and not the e-rnems.

While it may be argued that one's

response to his or her own question can be expcted to b correct, the

quesWns had already been scored for quaIii by the ercperimenters. If the
question required a textderived infermchg d the macrstnrcture type (e-g.,
central ideas or gist) or of the text-co11rwthgtype {e.g., integratinginformation

across sentences) it was graded as correct. However, if the

required

a response which was a direct resWement d text informathn or if it required
evaluation based upon the reader's attitude, prior knowledge, a a catnbiwon
of both and not an application af passage infonnabiorr. it was scored as

incorrect. lntenater reliability was -89 based upon data cdlected from two

examiners. Therefore, certain kinds o( self-~enecatedquestions can produce
responses which demonstrate a dear understanding d text content
However, as d

i

i by K i m (1994a). there ate fundamental

diierences between memory and learning. It is his assertiorr that remembering

a text and learning from it are sepafate issues. "Rememberinga text means that

one can reproduce it in some form, more or less vecbatim and more or less
c o r n ~at, least its gist laming from a text implim that om is able to use
the informationprovided by the text in otbr ways, not just for rapmh&n." He

goes on to add that aOearningrequires deep understanding of the subjed ma-,

so that the information acquired can be used productively in novd
mkonments; for mere memory, as aaesed by reproduction of the text, a
more shallow understandingsufficesu(p. 294). Therefore, while it is evident
that the QT subjects within the Dawy and MtSride study remembered the text,

according to Kintsch's definition we cannot assume that they learned the

material as their questions and rapomas were to link informationacross
sentences and tap the mast important ideas. Conseqmtly, the knowledge
generated by the QT gruup was not tested forapptikation or transfereffects.
Instead, the self-gemrated

and rqmses in the QT condition were

to demonstrate superior reading comprehension skills as cornpared to those

generated by the other experimental conditiotls. More research is required to

ascertain whether &-generated questioning leads to superior Iearning as
opposed to text memory.

While Davey and Mc8ride (1986) were able to demonstrate that self-

questioning can lead t~ the successful reading comprehension d wellstructured expository text, even when prior kmukdge is low to moderate,
Andre and Anderson (1978-1979) and lysynchuk et ah (1990) demonstrated
that setfqUBStioning of welCstrudured text ieads to suceesslul c o m p r m

wittrout concern for the exktmce of prior kmwbdge. That is, there were no
attempts to control for prior larowledge when selecting expository passages in

either study. This makes the assumption that the text material was remembered
and/or learned dztficult to support (Wong, 1986) as it may simply be an

integration or elaboration of previousry known information (Mandler, 1985,
1989). N e w t h d m s , t
b studies were able to demonstrate that with training,

setfqwstbning leads bo supmior mading comptehsnsion ~ ~ 0 1when
8s

compared to students with read-reread strategy training (Andre et af., 197&
1979) or no training at all (Lysynchuk et al-, 1990).

It is important to note that the results of Lysynchuk and cdleagues must
be viewed with caution since their approach involwd not only &questioning,
but also prediction, clarification, and summarization; the components of

reciprocal teaching ( P a J i m & Brown, 1984; Brown & Palincsar, 1989).

Because of this, it is difficult to verify wtrether selfquestioning was the primary
variable facilitating successful reading comprehension. Normtheless, as

mentioned, there is sufficientevidence b demonstrate the salience d selfquestioning in areas other than text processing (i.e., lesson and lecture
comprehension).

Alison King has succesStully shown that Senquestioning improves both

lesson and lecture comprehension, even in the absence of prior knowledge
(1 989,1991b, 1QSb,1993, 1994). Embedded within an approach mtitled

Reciprocal Peer Questioning, subjects are trained to generate questions based
upon lecture and lesson content using generic questions stems. Upon

completion of this task, they are then to asmmbb in small groups to collectively

pose and answer one another's self-generated questions. It should be noted
that while wbaliitim and group interaction may add to the effects of M-

questioning, previous concerns regarding Reciprocal Teaching do not

to

this discussion since, unlike its counterpart, Reciprocal Peer Questioning

employs no other comprehension strategies.
Adapted from question stems developed by Ryan (1971). King's genetic
questiorr sterns were designed in accordance with the primmpfes
of

constructivism and connectionist pmcasing theofks.Their primary purpose is
to facilitate the encoding and retrieval of new information by activating prior

knowledge and personal experiences. By employing the question stems,
individuals are encouraged to draw inferences about the new information, to

take a new perspecthe on their

kmwfdge, to elaborate th8 new

material by adding details, and to generate rebtionships between the new

material

and already exisring structures. They will assist in reformulating or

restructuring knowledge representations in order Po inculcate a deeper

understanding of new mateW (mm8 Campione, 1986; Craik & Lockhaft,
1972; Graesser, Swammer, Ehggett, & Sell, 1996). Moreover, they ensure that
internal and external connections are being made within and between modules

or long-term memory networks (Anderson, 1983; McClelland et al., 1986;
Rumelhart et al.,1986). Sufficient documentation can be found in the literature

indiiting that elaboration leads to the superior -ng

d information

(Pres~ley,McDaniel, Turnwe, Wmd, 8 Ahmad, 1987; Pressley, Symons,
McOaniel, Snyder, & Turnure, 1988; Wdashyn et al., 1994; Woad, Pressley, &
Winne, 1990). Such findings suggests that any approach which incarparates

any elaborative activity is like@to produce s i g n i i t resub.
While King conducted several exp&ments using gemic qmstion

stems, each with suocesshrl results (1989,199Oa. 1991a, 1991b, 1992a, 1992b,
1994a, 19944, there is one which pertains most dosely to this d i m .

King and Rosenshine (1993) W
e
d mh grade students laming science
lessons. Students were randcmIy assigned to three conditions (i.e., highly
elaborated question stems, signal wotds, and unguided questioning) and were
imtrwtedto work in

Due to previous successes with cnlbp studens

and guided cooperative quBstjoM'ng, King and Rosenshine sought to determine

whether elementary school children could be trained to use generic question

stems and whether they would receive the same benefits as their adult
counterparts. As pointed out by the researchers, children typically lack the

metacognitii awareness to mstruct and regulate their own strategies thereby
requiring guidance in thinking and kn-ge

questioning &old,

eonstnrcb'on. By providing a

absences in cognitive controt may be alleviated. On the

other hand, it may be that generic question stems are too sophisticated or

cumbersome for punger learners. In previous studies, the simpler signal word

strategy (i-e.,who, what, where, when, and h m ) has been shown to facilitate
children's reading comprehension (Palincsar 8 Brown, 1984; Lysynchuk et al.,
1990) by stimulating the learner to generate a complete question and by
providing an appropriate amount of lesnler autonomy. This simplicity may

make signal words easier to use and remember over timeThirty-five grade 5 students w e randomly assigned to the three leaning

condiions and then leaning dyads. Five lessons were selected for use in the
study. Students were trained to differmthte between memory questions (i-e.,

simple recall and repetition of lesson Went) and think-type -ens (i.e.,
explaining m m p t s or relationships, appfyhg information to new situations,
inference making, etc.). They were then instructed on how to use their
respective strategies. Only the unguided question students received no

question training d any kind. Students were then given strategy prompt cards
in each of the three conditiwrs. Prompt cards for the unguided qUBStiOnjng
students simply induded instructions to discuss the k s m fully and to ask and
answer questions with their parhers.
A pretreatment test was adrninbtmd to all shrdents following the

pretreatment lesson and before the beginning of training. This was followed by

four bssons. After the f i lesson students d

i were tiape recotded.

Immediately after, a compmhemion posttest was administered- The sixth

(transfer) session consisted of a presemtation of new material, d

i

i in

pain (again taped), followed by individual testing. The final (reterrtion) session
occurred 6 days afterthe posttest and consisbed orrly of the administration of a
retention test on the matetial awmd in the posUest session. fhii was followed

by Ehe c o w - o n of a knowledge map on the same material. All tests were
designed ?oassess literal comprehension of the materialas well as inferences

beyand the material.

Results indicated that ttKwe trained to use the generic question stems

performed beWr on the irderential components of the lesson comprehension
posttest than those using signal words or unguided questioning. They also

retained mare of the learned materlal (both literal and infemtW) six days after

the posttest. Finally, students in the generic question stem
constructed mote complete and aecwate knowledge maps than those in the
other two ~~nditions.

Therefore, it appears that generic question stems ind-

more

mplete, accurate, and stable merttal representation of the m a w 1 learned.

Such a finding was

evident in regards to infmmhg. At posttest,

generic question stem dyads performed scored sigrriffcantly higher than the
control dyads and cansiderably better than the signal word dyads. Information

was atso better retained by the

q m t i m s@m dyads slaggesting stable

knowIedge structures. Although studen& in dl three eonditiom recalled

material which was e@Wy stated in the lesson equally well at poettm, the
generic question stem dyads retained the literal maWW tmtter ovw time.

~
m
i
n
g
to the researchers, mis retention indicates mure compb~and

durable knowledge struc&ures. They go on to suggest that despite the same
initial training on memory and think-type quWh generatfMl, generic question

stems are superior due to their explicitness and provided structure.
So why might generic questions stems be more preferable than

unstrudured or semi-structured &-generated quesths? For the reasom
stated above. That is,generic question stems guide t
h learner to organize
information in meaningful ways, to cJarify concepts, and to resolve
inconsistencies inherent within one's thinking, the thinking of athers, and the
studied material(s) (Graesser & McMahen, 1993; King, 1990a). More simply,

the cognitive and metacognitive processes of the Iearner are engaged by way
of critical thinking, the activation of pertinent prior knowledge, and through
comprehension monitoring (King & Rosenshine, 1993). Unfortunately, such

processing is unlikely to t o r unless the b a m f is provided with sufficient
stnrcftrre in which to do so (Graesser & McMahen, 1993; Graesser et al., 1996).

As discovered by Graesser and McMahen (I-),

the mean likelihood d asking

a question about anomalies in algebraic word problems, ~ W s t i C problems,
s
and analytical brain teasers was .34 under forced question asking and only -04

under self-induced question asking. Therefore, unless prompted, we can neuer
assume that cognitive d l l d will automatically lead to a deeper leve( of

comprehension.
Rosenshine, Meister and Chapman (1996) published a review d
intervention studies in which teerners were tau*

to generate questions as a

means of improving comprehension performance. Twenty-six studies were
selected for revCew. Ctiteria for inclusion was based qmn whether pre- or postreading instruction on question geneaim was given, ifequivalent
experimental and control grwps were used, and wtwthew transfer post-tegEs
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direction, they are concrete, and they am easier to tach and to afqMy than their

counterparts.
While the researchers dearly state the merits d all three @a&gW,they

argue that generic question stems are superior as they 'appear to allow

shrdents to ask deeper, more comprehensive questiorrs than they could have
developed using signal words".

Moreover, they "promote deeper pacessing,

initiate recall of background knowledge, require integration of prior
,-k

and provide more direction for processn
ig

than migh! be obtained through the

use of the more simplified signal words" (p. 200). While these assertions are
intuitivdy feasible, more research is required b vefify the saliency of question

stems on cognitive processing and comprehension performance.

One of the most important aspects of learning from text is the reader's
self-assessment of comprehension. The ability to judge whether one has
comprehended maten'al has consequmces pertaining to time involvement with

text, test preparedness, and the development and sustmance of knowledge
structures (Gbtmg & Epstein, 1985, 1987; Glenberg, Sanocki et at., 1987;

Maki & Berry, 1984; Maki et al., 1990; Weaver, 1990). Often referred to as
catiibtation of camprehension, the conelation between a reader's rated
mfidence in comprehension and his or her substrquent performance on

comprehension questions concerning read p,ssages has been researched by

a select few (i.0. G k b e f g and colleagues and Maki and colleagues). White it
has also been refwed to as 'metamemory for text"(Maki & Berry, 1984; Maki &
S W , 1987), both members of this comprehension monitoring field assess The

correlation between subjecb've assessments d knowledge

from reading

and performance on an o b ' j t
W (Glenberg et al., 1987; p. 119). fhe
methodology frequently involves asking subjects to read brief passagm of text,

to rate levels of confidence in one's ability to artswer questions concerning the

passages, and to then compare such predictions to subsequent test results.
The condusions drawn from the research indicate that the co~ehtionis
typically close to zero (Glenberg et al., 1982; Glenberg & w i n , 1986, 1987;
Glenberg, Sanoclci et al., 1987; Monis, 1990). However, there is widmce b

suggest that when additional proeessing is induced, the accuracy of calibration
can be improved upan (e-g., Glenberg, Sanocki et al., 1987; Maki et al., 1990;
Maki 8 Swett, 1987). Additional processing techniques of partictdar interest

involve making predictions regarding the memorability d contracktory
information (Maki et aI., 1987)' reading and filling-in cMeW letters of words
versus reading intat text (Maki et al., 1990), and inducing self-gemrated
feedback on one's level of text comprehension (Glenberg, Sanodti et al.,
19m.

In regards to conbadiiry information, Maki and Swett (1 987) found that
subjects typicalty predict that they are more likely to recall an inconsistent idea
than

om which is consistent with text. For this study,two narrative stories

consisting of nnKl versiorts were written; one which included a similar but
consistent fact with the remainder of the story and one which included a fact
which was somewhat inconsistent Eacn story contained four paragraphs. In a

2 x 2 x 2 mixed design, sixty-four psychology students um# mxfornly assigned

to immediate and delayed (10 minutes versus Iweek) and consistent versus
inconsistent testing corditions as between--

(memory or importance) as a withi-

variaMes and type of ra!ing

variable. At! eonditiorrs wen

required to read botn stories. The results indicated that recall was better in the

immediate than in the delayed condition as well as in the inconsistent then in
the consistent condition. However, there was an interaction effed betMlen story

and consisbmy. Only in the second story were ineansi=

idea units betber

recalled than amistent ideas, this was not the case in the first story. Mor0OW,
the resub m e somewhat consistent with subject's memory ~ O C L asS they

typically predicted that they would better remember an inconsistent idea.
Howew, as demonstrated above, such predictions were only accwate for the

second story. Therefore, while generalizations from these results are

premature, we can hypothesize that contradictory information does induce a
restructuring of established and developing schemas.

w,
newly

acquired information is both elaborated upon and accommodated rendering it
memorable for recollection purposes.
Maki et al. (I
990) investigated whether paragraphs with deleted IeUers

versus intact text produced higher conelations between one's predicb'mand
subsequent test performance. Employing a withi~bjects' design, Expen'ment
1 manipulated intact versus deleted letters as well as quesths canceming

camprehendon ease or test predTctions ratings. Four conclitiMls were created.
Haff of the 80 suQects received text with deletsd le#m in adcCmrmbered

paragraphs while the remaining subjects had debtions in even-numbered
paragraphs. Below each paragraph were rating scales concerning either

comprehension ease or accuracy predictions concerning the bst. Moreover,

half of the 40 subjects were asked b fill-in the d e w letters while the
remaining subjects were to simply figure out what the letters wouW be. Results
indicated that paragraphs with deleted letters led to significantry gr-

recall

than recall from intact paragraphs. Further, the difference betwen recall with
deleted le#ers and intact paragraphs was greater in the fill-in than in the

mentally fill-in condition. As e w , subjects rated the paragraphs with
deletad letters as harder to comprehend than those which were intact but they

did not rabe them as more likely to produce poorer p e f f o c m ~ c ~ Thembm,
c~.
it
appears that ease of comprehension was not the basis tor pcedidiorr. Gammas
were then calculated for indiual subjects to venfy the accuracy ofratings and

test peffomance for each paragraph. Gammas are nonpramebic corretations
which require ordfnal data. Significant gammas wen found in all condtim,

but the hghest related memory predictions to peffonnance for text with deleted

letters as oppad to intact text Furthermore, higher gammas were also
with better performance on text with deleted letters. The researchers

speculated whether such findings involved increasedattention to ddeW letter

paragraphs at the expense d intact paragraphs. Henoe, Experiment 2 sought

to test this preferential treatment hypothesis.
To diminish preferential treatment, the researcham employed a betweensubjects design. Forty subjects were assigned to either deleted or intact
groups. The texts were the same as in Experiment 1 eucwpt that every

paragraph either contained deleted ktters or was intact. In the deletecl
amdtbn, subjects were instructed to fill-in the missing le#ers Mle the intact
group wem insbueted to carefully read for the purposes of. -u

Test

predidiomwere made after every paragraph. Results iMkated that there were

no cued recall differences for either group. Morewer, there were no ~ # ~ ~ ~ B C I C B S
between the groups concerning predicted levels of performance and

cantidence at the time of the tegt Thus, mean ratings were the same at pfetest
and at postwst However, gammas were again calculated for pretest pdictiin
rathgsandtestscoresandforposttest~judgmenPsandt8stscores.
Higher gammas in the deleted than in the intact c d i i n r e p l ' i the fiings

of Expen'ment 1. E m though there were no

in recaU between the

conditions and no dierences in the mean ratings, the sut@~b
in the deleted

condition predicted their performance more accurately than their ~ 0 u n W p r t S .

Therefore, it appears that illcleased processing enhances calibration as
it indicates to the reader what is and what is not known. Perhaps even more

interesting, increased processing need not be i n d m for all paragraphs as the
results were similar for both em-merits. What undergirds these findings can
only be speculated. As suggested by Maki and colh~ues,the need to think
about incomplete words may coerce the reader to asses his or her knowledge
of the materid in each paragraph more carefully than when the mal

is

simply read. Moreover, it may solicit the vital self-~eneratedfeedback
necessary for metacomprehension.

The vitality of self-generatedfeedback was demonstrated by Glenberg et
J. (1987). Thgy hypothesized that a qnificant dimeme between an accurata
and inaccurate metacqnitive judgment is a function of self-generated

feedback- During cali-tion

d awnprehension ercperiments,

read a

text, predii performanceon a test, and then take the test The feedback chid

from the test results follows a subjwt's comprehension prediction thereby
making it too late to accurately determine whether inform-

was or was not

acquired. To combat this design flaw, Ghberg and colleagues conducted
three experiments which induded pretesEs. On the basis of feedback from these
tests, subjects aaxratety p r e d i i future performance on the same items.
However, as suggested, the same items appeared on both the pretest and

post&st subsequently negatingthe rlatudistic precticality d such feedback,
After all, it is unfeasible to retest shrdents on the same material. NwWhdms,

some applications can be conskkd. Most notaMe for this discussion,

Glenberg and colleagues suggest that more con-

stKwld be made

betweenthetextandthetest fhiiindudesadvancedorganiz8rsandte>chral
signals. A b worthy of eonsideration, although not suggested, are generic

question stams. It is possible that they would indm the reader to eonseiowly

generate connections

between ideas wi#rin the text as wdl as to prior

knowtedge structures. Such generation would provide notifiation of
comprehension weaknesses and poor knowledge acquisition. Thus, calibration
of comprehension may be enhanced with self-gemrated feedback resulting in

improved knowledge acquisii, utilization, and maintenance.
While it is of obvious impwtance to understand how calibration d

comprehension can be improved upon, we must also understand why

calibration tends to be so poor. Research has been conducted to determine

those variables which undermine correlations between prediction and test

peffwmance. For instance, in a majority of studies the text being studied is
expository. The utilization of expository text closely approximates a Qpkaf

reading expwbm for mimsity students wggaWng that familiarity with a @xt

genre may incite over c o n f i i . The employment d expmiby text also
provides the opportunity to determine whether knowledge d, and&

apedim

with text content influences calibration of comprehension.

Glerrberg and Epstein (1987) investigated tne salience of high versus

low domain knowledge on calibration. Based upon their own misgivings
regarding previous research results, Glenberg and Ewn

queried whether a

lack of domain kMnrvledge induces poor calibration outcomes. Tney argued
that we i n t u r n surmise that domain expertise enaMes a mcbr to accurately
predict his or her performancefollowing the study of domain specitic rnatwial.
Cornretsely, performance regarding material outside one's fieid of eKpertise

may be more diicult to predii. Despite the merit of such -ng,
is pointed out (8-g., Bradley, 1981; H a , 1985; Oskamp, 1=)(as

its fallibility

cited in

Glenberg & Epstein, 1987, p. 85).
Glenberg and Emn

(1987) recruited 70 wbjects who had completed

two university courses in either physics or music theory. Thirty-two pieces of
text were divided between 2 booklets; one for each testing session Eight were
music texts aftemated with 8 physics texts. Following the text p s a g m in each
booklet were 16 sets of 5 probes. Each set corresponded to each piece of text,
and the sets were in the same order as the texts. Probe 1 was a eOnFid811~8

probe requiring the subpct to indicate caMldence in his or her ability to judge
the correctness of an inference regarding a reference to the central principle.
Probe 2 was an inference test asking the subject to judge the correctness of a

textual inference located on the following page. Probe 3 was a confidence

scale. Each subject was asked to rate his or her c o n f i i of a correct
response to the inference question. Probe 4 was a recalibration of confidence

scale requiring the subject to indicate confidence in his or tter ability to answer
another inference. Finally, Probe 5 was the second inference kt&. For this test,
Glenberg and Epstein hypothesized that the first infemme question would
provide valid cues to the degree of one's comprehension and would in turn

im~rovehis or her ability to predict futwe performance.
Tested in small groups, the sub*

were allowed to read the text at their

awn pace. The first session consisted of the 16 pieces of text and shmquent
probes. Thesecondsessionwasscheduledfor1 to7dayslater. Attheendof

the second session, th8 subjects completed two qmormires.

AUowed to

refer bad< to the booklets, they were asked to rate topic familiarity commiq
all

32 pieces of text on a scale rangingfrom 1(very low) to 6 (very high). The

subiecb were then surveyed regarding their domain-speafic arcperierrcesand

dualistic tmdmcies. That is, whether they adhere to dualistic principles Qe.
that truth is absolute in most if not all M a i n s ) or rektivistic principles (i.8. that

truth is determined by the context and that propositions are true or false within a

particular frame of referem). According b Ryan (1984), relativists engage in
more sophisticated comprehensbn monitoring than dualists.
Using the Goodman-KrwkaI gamma (G) to measure calibration, the

researchers determined that calf'btation and recalibration declined with domain
expertise. Such a dedine was significant for students' knowMgeable in
physics. Referring to the self-dassRation hypothesis, it appeared that the

subjects were not assessing knowfedge gained from a particular text; they were
rempnding according to their belieb regarding ability within a given domain.
Thus, confidence ratings were decided aceording to W-daSSjfiCation and not

assessment of text comprehecrsion. This same ~ d a s s i f i ~ ~ ~strategy
tion
appeared to be reapplied when the srabjects were asked to reasass their
c o n f i w in future performance. The results suggest that subjects do not take

advantage of experience gained while answm*ngan inference test to predict

perfonnanceon future tests. Finally, across domains, the resutts were markedly
different as the subjects were calibrated. Subjects unfamiliar with a spedfic
domain not only judged thwmhm as less confident, they were more likely to
be incorrect when anstwing inferem questions.

Similar results were replicated by Ohberg, Sanocki et al. (1987)- Using
confidence and inference verification procedures, -*merit

3 demOllStraSed

that domain familiarityjudgments are highIy corre4ted with co~dence

judgments supporting the daim that Corlfidwm is based upon familiarity.
Becam the results did not distinguish between Meds of domain familiarity

and effects of familiarity with

texts, Experiments 4 and 5 were

conducted. By manipulating the central principle of the text with either a

paraphrase or a verbatim statement, the researchers were able to demonstfat~
in Experiment 4 that this manipulation does affect familiarity with particular
statements from the text. Repeated again in €xperiment 5, it was further shown
that the verbatim and paraphrase conditions did not Me#significantly with

resQect to confidence or performance on the inference test. Thus, f a m n i i

with particular statements does not control confidence. As pointed out by

Glenberg and colleagues, the domain familiarity hypothesis appears to satisfy
these results, but only by default.
The purpose in discussing these studies is to d e m m that

unfamiliarity with a domain of study can fadlitate calibration of text
comprehension. Why that is the case is unclear. Hwewr, it does appear that
readers typically base their judgments defy upon domain familiarity. WMle it is

unsafe to assume that high or low domain familiarity ne~8888rilyleads to poor

or superior Cal~Wation,steps must be taken to alleviate potentiaI ilWfects.
Once again, the utilization of generic question stems may serve a s t r a w
purpose by alleviating the over-derm

associated with high domain

familiarity. That is, questimstems may inform the reader of his or her bud of
comprehension by way of higher level thinking and querying. Such knowledge

will enable the reader to make informed and self-conb'dled comprenension
repah.
Another factor concerning poor calibration may involve text strudwe.
That is, if the text is cahemt versus incoherent, will calibration d

mprehensh be affected? Acooldsng b Weaver, &ymt, and Bums (1999,
virtually rw, one has looked at haw text revisions can influence metamemory for

text. In an unpublished master's the& by Bums (1993) (as cited in W e a w et

al., 19951, an Air Force textbook was

in several ways: through a

primpled verskn (repairing text at those locations in which the r88der would

have t~ make an inference to mtablish coherence); a hem*strticm i o n
@erformed by an expert in Wt revision to make the text as umWstandable as

possible);and a readability version (designed to increase the object readabilii
of the passage to match that of the heuristic version; achieved by 9horbning
sentences and induding more frequently used words). In Experiment 1, only
the original, heuristic and readabitiversions were used. Results indicated that

the heuristic version was superior on three dependent variables: reaiding time,

confidence ratings, and performance on a multiplechoice test. Readers spent
1036 less time reading the heuristic

they rated their level oS

comprehension higher, and they performed better on the multiple Wee test.
Using the gamma correlation, the last two variables were correlated. Readers

of the original and readability versions produced correlations that were rwt

statistically differentfrom zero. Conwsdy, readers d the heurktic version
displayed gammas of -37. Thus, the more understandaMe the text, the better

one's predicted and actual comprehension are calibrated.
Experiment 2 included the

version. 8ecaus8 heuistic

revisions generated such gains in comprehension monitoring, 8ums wanted to

rn

they could be replicated with a dierent type of revision.

Procedures and variaMes remairwd the same as in Expefirnent 1. The results

were rather puzzling for the researcher and advisary commitbe as the heuristic

wnhn proved to be superior in confbme ratings and comprehension
monitoring. The correlation bebmm predicated and actual perlonnance far the
principled revision was only .18, which was not stathtically different from zero.

Furthermore, the corrdation for the reedability version was as high as for the
heutistic version (30). Hypotheses for these results included the domain

farnliarity twothess (Glenberg et al., 1987) (i.e., th8t familiarity with a domain

can generate a false sense af camprehension) and a failure to engage in aetive

or deep processing (i.e., the text was too readable cawing leaders to sk@
important details). Neither, however, appealed to the researcher and his

advisory committee. They remained stumfmd by the W .

Weaver et al. (1995) Mieve that some answers may be found to this
puzzle in a study conducted by Weaver and Bryant (1994) (as cited in Weaver
et al., 1995). Instead of using W u s i W y narrative or e x p d b f y text sektbns,

as is the case in all other calibration d comprehension research, Wmw and
Bryant decided to compare both genres in regards to confidence ratings and

recognition test performance. They felt that some of the iMXKWjSt-es

within

the literatwe are due to cfifferemes in text seleclims and the information which
can be wbquently garnered. Typically, narrative text wanants thematic
based processing while expository text induces detaildenlad processing.

Thus,a multiple choice performancetest was deagned and written to ascertain
retational infatmation (i-e., theme) and i

m infmtion (i.e., detail).

Ther mults indicatedthat subjects c m s i M y performed better on the

quWm from the narrative text and rated it as the easiest to mad. Howsvet,
the gamma correlations M t w m predicted and actual pedormanc8
demonstrw that neither group did cocrsistently poorer when comparing

recognition pedormance of relational and i n b r b m tasks. Howwr, readers of

Ehe narrative text were bett8r ab& to mmitor their performance on relation
q m € k sand readers d apository text better monitored interitem
pertarmam. Therefore, depending qm the types of questions asked by the

researchers ( i a , relational versus interhem) and/or the bxt genre, calibration of

comprehension can be affected.
Weaver and Bryant (1994) also noW that apappropriateness may

have an impact on predicted and actual perfmnance. The narrative text
selections were comprised of fairy tales for children. fher&m,in Experiment 2
they constructed a whole new set of stimuli. Three reading IeWs were
determined for the narrative and expositay SekWns: easy (belaw grade 8);

standard (around grade 12); and dimlt (fwr years beyond grade 12).
Recognition performance followed this pattm. Each subject read 2 narrative
and 2 expository passages of the same difficultylevel.

Resutts indicated that those who read the easiest text s a r d the highest
followed by readers of the standard text and readers of the difficult text. This

same linear trend was seen in the confideme ratings. However, the gamma

conetations indicated that the mast accurate predictions with performance were
amongst readers of the standard text. This suggesEs thatcal~btiond
compreClension can be improved upon when tea is adjusted to the apptw'ate

level of readability. In the earlier Bums (I
993) experiments, it may be that the
text was neither age-appropriate or well-matched between text genre and test
items.
Therefore, domain familiarity, text structure, text genre, and ageapprq*atenesscan all uniquely Meet calibration. Contrdling for these

variables can be problematic given the diwsity of Way's dassrooms. Once

again, the utilization d generic question stems may alleviate volatile
combinations by signaling comprehension breakdowns. Research in this area
may prove to be intormative.

WrWn Recordir#. and MamPpl
Note-taking has tong been a mean8 of enooding and storing uerbal and
written sources of inlomation. The pmesws invdved in note=takiiindude
the pr-ng

and reproaxsing of textual and vef&al materials. As

demonstrated by Peper and Mayer (1986), notetaking is an encoding process
which helps learners to build connectiorrs not only between the informational

units contained within the source being stwfied, krt to m a sprior knowledge.
In regards to the process of staring such information, by rtWwing self-

generated and instnrctor-provided notes, the adaptive cognitive pracesses of

organization and elaboration may be elicited ( K m , 1988, 1M;Spires,
1993).

Because of the potentialy

meritorious outcomes of appropriate note-

taking, its encouragement pcior to explicit strategic instrucbion is ill-advised.

According to K i a (1 988,1989), Peper and Mayer (t 986),Kraker (1993), and
Spires (1993), -taking

is a specltic strategy which must be learned in order

tobeeffective.

Kiewra (1989) suggests that notes can be ma& iMWw in three ways
'...they can be made more oornplete (e.g., Fisher and Harris, 19?3); they can

specify internal connectim or relaWMps among existing lectwe ideas (e.g.,
Kiewra el al., I-);

and they can connect k!m information to previously

acquired knowledge (e.g., Petper and Mayer, 1986)" @. 158). In all three cases,

he substantiated the validity of his wggestbns with research fhdings. In an
earlier publimtion, Kiewra (1988) detailed the mstitwnb of an effective

strategy training program. They include an '...(a) awamess of the aigniticance
of the-,

@ ) e x p l i i k ~ a f w h e n a n d ~ b u s e t h e s t and
nt~,

(c) training in monitoring the ap9/1ition of the s
t
r
a
w (p. 47). Thmfm,

sutyects must be imbued with cognitive and metacognitive awsn#less in order
to be appropriately trained.

The need to instruct students on notetaking strategies has also beer!
argued by Kraker (1993). In a study designed to examine the written notation d
normally achieving and learning disabled grade one students, Kraker confirmed

earlier reports that learning disabled studen& la& organizational !3traWgbs,
that they have d i t t y comprehending and processing auditory infonation,

and that they exhibit problems with spelling and handmiting; each being a

component of note-taking. It is her suggestion that explicit guidance be given
through such written language competencies as note-taking (graphic and

linguistic), graphs, charts,and text production.

These tasks will ameliorate the

restrictive effects of memory defiis, attentional problems, and mechanical
limitations.
In support of explicit instruction, Spires (1993) argued that metamgnitive
awareness will arise when the purposes for training are articulated and when
strategic modeling, scaffolding, and feedback are provided. He hypothesized
that self-monitoring processes such as reviewing (i.e., external storage function)

am salient information procmsors (e.g., Kiewra, 1989) as they correlate with
high achievement levels. Any a
-

which by-passes self-morriaoring, such as

the singular act of note-taking (i-e., an errcoding function), will therefore be
inadequate. Spires (1993) also dted King's (1989)investigationsof Senquestioning training as being cogn-ly

and metacognitively enhancing.

..

King's findings suggest that posing qUBStl*onsof a cognitive and metaaogMtnre

nature leads to imp&

lecture comprehension. Tnerefore, Spires sought to

examine the effects d explicit notetaking instruction, with and without a
comprehension monitoring activity (Le.,sdfquestioning), on the quality d note-

taking and on the immediate and delayed comprehension of lecture
information.
Ninety-nine college freshmen were d-vibed into three treatment groups:

explicit note-taking ictsbudion, explicit notetaking instruction with self-

questioning, and a control group that received no explicit inslmtion. Similar tu
the explicit notetaking condition, the students in the seffquestioning condition

were instructed in the use of the split-page method of notetaking. This
approach requires the -taker

to write the main ideas on the leftside of the

page with corresponding supporting details (i.e., definitions, examples) on the
right side. Students were also informed on the uselulness of the strategy, they
were instructed to observe instructor modeling, and they were given f m c k
on the quality of their notes. Eventually they were left to work independently.
Unlike their muntetparts, the selfquestioning subjects were also taught to

monidor their notetaking. They were instrucW rn how to query their planning

(e.g., What is my purpose in listening to this lecture?), monitoring (eg., Am I

maintaining a satisfecbry level of mcentration?), and Muation (e.g., Did I
deal with comprehension failures adequately?) knowledge, skills, and

strategies.
Results indicatedthat the sdfquestianing strategy leads to suQerior note
quality and the immediata comprehension d Ieclwe infarmation. Spires

reasons that the strategy assists studen& to mentally prepare to take notes, to

monitor their ievels d comprehension during note-taking, and to evaluate how
well they took notes after the lecture was over.

More simply, this strategy

requires students to address potential ditficulties during comprehension.
These findings appear promising for programs which combine
taking and selfqu8stioning during lectwe format Whether such findings

transfer to reading comprehension requires further resmrch. M o m w , in

keepingwith the interests d this discussion, it is important b determine whether
simiiar findings will manifest under tfie cumbination of W-gemraW questions,
which a n created frwn generic question stems and which senre as skeletal
outlines for notes and for reading comprehension. After all, gwmic qwstbn

stems not only induce external and internal connections (King, 1990a), they
guide or cue the

to make note of important c&tah. Therefore, -c

question stems may elicit effective note-taking Nib, lead to a complete set d
notes available for further review, induce -nemtive

~~OCBSSI*~~

skiils, and help develop metacognitive awareness.
As indicated, ratetaking should not be depicted as the simple act of

recording. To quatii as an adaptwe means of pmcassing and emding

information, explicit instnrction on appropriate produres and strategies is
required. However, thre is some suggestion that the act of reaxding has

mnemonic berrefi (Luria, 1978). VygWy (1 986,1987) was a forerunner in

qgmkg the cmectian between writing and memoryemory
He suggested that
written speech is the key to imspeech since it translates that which is

conscious and intellectual. Lurk (1978) atpandad upon thi philosophy when
he instructed 3 to 5 year old children to use writing as a means of recaLI. The
children were to record and to later review their rotations d dktated seHtences.

According to Luria, because the &Wren were able to accurately recall, written

recording inherently cwWns mnemonic benefRs. Olson (1994, 1996) amcurs
with this reasoning by reiterrtting the links between co&ousness

and the

wfittm w d . He writes that the evolution d witten language has preserrecl the

cultural and historical integrity of most SOCiefies by extmding the memory d
theirmembers. WMleOlsondoesnotdirectIyreJerb W m a c t d

reaxding, we can assume that transposing a word into print evokes,at leagt in
part, the conscious processing to which he refers.

According to the levels of processing theory (Craik, & Lockheft, 1972),
how well an item will be remembered is contingent upon how deeply it was

processed. The deeper the analysis, the more persistentthe memory trace. In
their seminal work on kwls of proassing, Craik and Lockhart (1972) write,
"retention is a function of depth, and various factors, such as the amount of
attention devoted to a stimulus, its compatibility with the analyzing structures,

and the o
pcn
reg
si

time available, will determine the depth to which it is

processed" @. 676). They go on to add that stimuli can be retained by 'keeping

the items in consciousnessw(p. 676). In conjunction with the theories of the
abovedted scholars, it can be argued that requiring one to record his or her

questions and respomes invokes deep processing since it requires attention,

conscious processing, and an understanding of language.

CHAPTER THREE

METHOD

The purpose of this w V m e n twas to examine whether 'questioning
with generic question stems", 'questioning using signal wards", or 'ungtcided

queMoningu influems compfehension of expdtory text which has ehbr good
local coherence (C) and good maaostnrckrre (M) (i-e., high coherenoe; CM) or

poor local coherence (c) and poor maaostnrcture (m) (i.e., low coherence; cm)
when participants possess either high domain knowledge or low domain
knowledge. Outcomes were measured wing an immediate post-test comprised
of textbase and situation model questions (textbase, bridging inference,

elaborative inference, and problem solving); a summary recall question to be

scored for text propostions recalled, inlermce items, and macrostructure levels
analysis; and a pre- and post-reading sorting task designed to measwe

changes in the reader's awrceptual structure of text content A coMIclence

measure was adminisbered to determine calibration ob comprehension and
levels of reader confiklence.

A domain knowledge questionmire (see Appecldb< 0) was given to 193

participants in Psych-

110. Of those participants, 80 indicated that they

would be interested in parhkng in the second phese d the study (i.e., the

experimental

portion). The questionntll-resof those 80 willing partkipants were

then scored. A median-sptit procedure on the scores was employed. The

median score was 20.9 with a range d 6 to 55 out of a possible total of 73. This
procedure distinguished ~ ~ 0 1as
8 being
s
i n d i i of high or low domain

knowWge. The mean of the high domain krowledge partidpanlswas 37

= 9.0) while the mean of the low donrain knowledge partidpants was f 2.4
(S.D. = 4.3). On the basis of their indhridual scores, paMpants were then
sorted on the basis of high or low domain knowledge. They were then
randomly assigned to treatment conclib'ans. That is, low domain knowledge
(S.D.

partidpants reading high coherence teuct (CM) with either generic question
stems, signal words, or unguided questioning strategies;low domain
knowledge participants reading low coherence text (cm) with either generic

question stems, signal words, or unguided questioning strategies; high domain
knowledge participants reading high coherence text (CM) with either geMwic
question sterns, signal words, or unguided questioning strategies; or high

domain knowledge participants reading low coherence text (cm) with either
generic question stems, signal words, or unguided questioning stratagbs.

The researcher then ecrrWW the 80 participants asking whether they
would be willing to continue with the second phase of the experiment and

wntments

for group testing were set. SiXty-eigM i n d i i a l s were

scheduled to partake in the experiment Only 63 individuals participated due to

absences. This led to unequal all sizes for anaiyses.
R-l~l
The design of the mp&rnent is a 3 x 2 x 2 (Treatment K text coherem

x Domain KnowCedge) factoriEll MANOVA.

Materials
Training materials were comp+ledfor the second phase d the study.
They induded training scripts, practice tex&s,
and questioning instrueHons (see
Appendix C). Following training, strategy prompt cards (Appedx D) were

given to the participants in the generic qmtkm stem amdition, the signal word
condition, and the unguided questioning -tion.

The experimental texts

were acquired from Bleen Kintseh by way of pemnal correspondence
(Appendix E and Appendix F). They were based upon an entry in a Wence

enmlopedia for school-age students (Raintree Illustrated Science
Encyclopedia, 1984). Two versions d the same text were wed (e.g., maximum
coherence at the local lend and maximum cohereme at the macrolevel;

minimum caherence at the local level and minimal coherence at the
macrolevel). Local coherence was maximized by McNarnara et al. (1996)

through the following revisions:
"1. Re~lacingpronouns with noun phrases when the referent was

potentially ambiguous (e.g., repf8~1.q
ltwith lha hea@

2. Adding descriptive ekbmtbns that link unfamiliar cmcepts with

familiar ones (8-g., This disease usually folkws a sore throat caused by
bacteria k

m as strept#xrcci. This is of&^ celled sbep Wmt').

3. Adding senterrce ammcths (e.g., however, #mWm, &mcauscl,so

the0 to q m d y ttre relation between senterrc8s or ideas.
4. Replacing words to increase argument OW@

(e.g., replacing

person and camswith baby ar babies)." (Mdfamara et al., 1996, p. 21).
Revisions to global coherence, or the maaostructure of the text inudwd
emphasizing macrop-.

To atbnWe and knmWgWb readers,

these same macropropositions could be inferred in the minimally atwent

rnacreshrcture text. The means of explicitly signaling the macfopropositions

included: 'a) adding topic headers (e.g., arrgenrtal heart c
h
m
s
e
,acqumd
heart disease ) and b) adding macrqxopositionsserving to link e&chparagraph

to the rest of the text and overall topic (e.g., 'There are many kinds d heart
disease, some of which are present at birth and some of which are acquired
later.') (Mdlamara et al., 1996, p. 21).
The supplemental text entitled ' B W was written by the mmchw

(Appendix G). An attempt to match synta(, semantics, explanatory patterns,

and readability levels were carefully pnsued (see T a w 1).

Moreover, to

ensure that the readability formula d the experimental and supplementary texts

were appropriately matched, comparisons were made with five, randomly
seieded paragraphs, each taken from two introductorypsychdogy Wxbmks. It

was concluded that the emsrnentaJtexts were of an appmprhte reading level
for the parbcipants. The text was neither too easy nor too d i i tlence,

comprehension was deemed ferrsih.
Each group received the text entitled *Hood" prior to the -mental

text This text was wriUen to complement the *Heart D i i ntext so that Vnks
may be &awn during the strategic questioning p o w of the -*mat

Such

supplmentary information also f a d l i the development of a situation model
by enabling a broader understanding of the experimental topic and by providing

some prior knowledge to which new information may be linked.
A domain knowledge questionnaire (see Appendi~6) was given during

the screening procedure. For the second phase of the wpwhmt, a presorting
task was given prior to any reading (see Appendix H). Fallowing the

expwirnmtal phase of this study, studmts were given a dimtion
questionnaire (see Appendix I) which was matcned to 3 questions from each

Table 1

60.26

69.10

Flesch-Kincaid GL

8.93

7.40

7.10

9.77

9.70

Coleman-tiau GL

14.26

9.87

9.93

11.30

14.15

Bormuth GL

10.90

9.50

9.50

10.30

10.60

FleschReadingEase

68.90 52.80

56.18
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The sdence rA behaviql(5th

sectionofthepost-test UsingthesameposttestdesigrasMcNamara,etJ.
(1996), the post-test is comprised of textbase, efaborative infermng,

i n f ~ e ~ nand
g , problem-solving questions. "Textbase -0~18

bridging

can be

answered on the basis of the text base; elaborative inference questions -re,
in addition, some autside knowledge but not a very specific situation model;

answers to bridging-inference and problem sohn'ng questions, in contrast,
depend on a well-formed situation modelw(McNamara et al., 1996, p. 22).
Therefore, the post-test provided data on both !ex&memory and text &rning

(see Appendix J). There were 3 questions reprmnh'ng each question type.

Like McNarnara et al. (1996), questions within each set were matched as well
as possible for difficulty and content matter.
The post-sorting task is identical to the pre-sorting so as to gauge

changes in situational conceptions. Finally, a summary recall (see Appendix K)

was required to asoertain details recalled from the text as well as perceptions of
rnacrosbuCRne. This too helped to clarify whether treatment, domain

knowledge and/or text coherency significantly impact text memory and text

learning.

Prior kv o n n a i r e , ParWpms w e given a prior
knowledge -onnaire

to ascertain M s of knowledge and understanding

of the heart- The first section of the instrument called fa information regarding

previous course work @e.,high schod dasses, unhmity classes, and
emergency mediine aurses) and personal reIat[O(IShipswith those diagnosed
with heart disease. The second section included a digram of the human heart

Partiupants were asked to label as many parts as perssiMe. Guessing was

emraged so that implicit knowMge may be activaw and retried. Tha
final section included 10 multiple choice questions which assessed basic
knowledge of the heart, its fum-OIW,and potmtbl disorders. The

questionnaire was scored out of a maximum d 73 points. For a more detailed
description of the

criterion see Appendix 8. Scores for all d the

partiupants who agreed to participate in the second phase were tallied. On the

basis of a median-split procedure, partkipants were randomly assigned to high
or low domain knowledge cae
tgoe
ris.

Post-dest.Partidpants were given a post-test comprised of 12 short
answer questions (see Appendix J). The purpose was to assess the quantity,
quality, and type of knowledge acquired from the heart disease text. Therefore,
both textbase and situation model representations were assessed by way of the

previously discussed qu
oe
nist

types (textbase, bridging inference, elaborative

inference, and problem sohn'ng). The textbam model was represented by
textbase questions as they are answered on the basis d the textbase. The

situation model was represented by bridging inference and problem solving
questions. Elaborative inference questions are indicative of both textbase and
situation models as they require prior knowledge, but not a very speafic
situation model.
Each question type appeared three times. The number d points
awarded to each question rangedfrom 0 to 7. Item difficulty was set masonably
high to avoid the possibil'Ry of a ceiling effect For a detailed descripb'on of the

scoring critwion and the post-test questions and answers, see Appencri J. An
ANOVA was conducted orr the post-test total saxe while a MANOVA was

wndueted on the question types using the factors Treatment x Text Coherenoe

x Domain Knowledge.

Summan r

a Participants were instwted to write a summary d the heart

disease text (see Appendi K). They were asked to 'state the important
information in the text in a briefer form". Because a summary r e d l is
mprlsed d reproducthe and reconstructive components, a mixture of

reconm*onsderived from a reader's situation model was antidpaW. This is
especially the case when an individual is high in domain larowledge or when

the textbase itself can no longer be successhrlly retrieved.

For those

participants with low domain knowledge, or in the case of short-term

experiments, a textbase reproduction can be expected (McNamara et al., 1996).
Thus, this task quantified a reader's textbase memory in a d d i i to revealing
situational teamstructions.

Summaries were scored for a) the number of text pcopositim (i.e., both
texts share 65 propositions and 7 macropraposnions)(see Appendix K) included

in the summafy/recall and b) the inclusion d nontext items. NonWx! items were
propositionalized and assigned to the following inference categories: 1 )
GetwaIuatiolls: These are reductive inferences which are constmW from

more detailed statements in the text They can be Vawd to the actual
propositions they subsume, with the exception of global generalhtbm, which

are infer8nces about the overall meaning of the text. Generaltypically
reduce the number of propositions within the text by a minimum of one (EKintsch, 1S O ) ; 2)EIaburabiom: These are inferences which are not directfy
implied by the text. Rather, they Ofiginate from the subject'sown knowledge
about the content of the text or any related information (E. K i , 1990); and 3)

RmMrrgs: These are inf~enceswhich rearrange text content in an order

which diiers from ttre Miginal terR Only betweem pafagraph wden'ngs w e

consibered. fhey were not sc01edat the propositional fevel. Rather, an idea in

the form of a sentma or paragraph was umsMered a rewdering if it required
backbackingto an earlier part of the text (E.Kintsch, 1990). Thus, a teKtbase
model repr656ntation is revealed by way of propositions and a situation model

representation is comprised d generalizations. Elaborations and reoMngs

are indicative of a l8ss well&ve(4ped situation model.
A liberal gist scoring criterion was used. For every m i t i o n ,

generalization, elaboration, and reordering which app~ared,1 point was
awarded. Therefore, an ANOVA was conducted on the text pmpositians while a
MANOVA was conducted on the generalizations, elaborations, and mMnqs

using the factors Treatment x Text Coherence x Domain Knowledge.
A macrostructure levels anafyslswas also conducted. It is nacatwy W

determine whether participants are following the maaosttuckrnd the

expdrnmtaI text or whether they are developing their own maerostrueture.
Such an illvestrgation is worth undertaking since the cnmtwlh d

macrosttuctwe is necessary for situation model deveIopment and for a deeper
understanding of text meaning.
In preparing

to measure the W s of maaostruczure, it is memry to

note that rnmostnrcture *consists not only of g e n e ~ o i o n of
s tex!ual details
but also of propositionsselected from the text on the basis of their importsnee to

the werall meaning. Such propositionsalso function as macmpropositions.
Therefwe, it is impoftant both to examine the amount of generalized information
in a summary and to see if the informabbn included is rnacmebmt" (E

KiWh, 1990, p. 167). Thus, the emmental

Wxt was used as a sooting

ternplate (we Appendix K) and points were awarded for the number d

statements mentioned at each level. Levels of importance are as fallours: LeW
I consists of topic statements (i.e., a label or a more elaborated
statement);Level 2 is composed of inferred suk@cs;Level 3 cxmists d other

text-based macropropositions that function as subheadings for groups of
detailed statements. Some are inferred and some are mentioned in the text;

and Lewi 4 comprises a representative but not comprehensive list of corrcrete

details from the text Again, 1 point was awarded for each detail mentioned for
each l w . The scores wetre then eomrerted to percentages. As with the

summary recall inference analysis, a textbase model representation was
revealed by way of Level 4 citations while W

s 1,2, and 3 citations are

indicative of a less well-developed situation model representation.
A MANOVA was

on the 4 W s cited above using the factors

Treatment x Text Coherence x Domain Knowledge.
The incIu&on d a sorting task has been recommended by
Kintsch (1 998; McNamara 8 Kintsch, 1996; McNamara et al., 1996) as an

effective means of determining changes in a reader's campkml structure and
the amount learned as a result of reading a text. W e simply, it is an

appropriate method for assessing situation model understanding. If the text has
an effect on the reader's memory and knowledge, changes will arise in the way

the reader organizes a knowledge domain, and the changes will be in the
direction of text organization ( K i m , 1998). Thus, acoo~dingto Kintsch, the

focus ofthe task is not on how wdl t
h subjects sort the items, but in the degree
to which the information in the text influences their m * n g(Mdlamara et al.,
1996).
Participants were given 18 concept words to sort before and after

reading the experimental text. rhey were ~IEBIJCWto put the words inb
categories according to how they thought the concepts should go togethw. This

was ampfeted on the same piece of paper on which the amcept wofds were
given. Participants ware tdd that they can make as few or as many categories

as they wish; that there are no restrictions or limitatim as to k w many words
they can put inta each group; they can change their minds and reorganize the

categories at any time; and that there is no correct of incorm?way to organize
the words. At the end of each category they were asked to bnadly state why they

put the words bg8Um in the manner that they did and how they would label

each category (seeAppendix H).
The 18 wncept words were seleded by McNamara et al. (1996). There

are eight nontext items: three refer to parts d the human heart (ventride, mitral
valve, pulmonary vein); two are body organs (thyroid, kidney); three are related
to diseases not specific to the heart (cancer, multiple s d e W , malignant). The

remaining 10 Rms are directly from the text: three

re(ate to wngmital

heart disease (blue baby, septa1 defect, carbon dioxide); and sewn concepts
relate to acquired heart disease (rheumatic fever, strqtmcd, Mood dot,

coronary t h r o m ~ i s&-pass
,
surgery, arrhythmia, pacemaker). The mothation
for selecting those items was to 'provide a group of conceptsfor which there

were not only several rational soRing principles, but also dearly d i i i b l e ,
textdriven sorting prim-ples(McNamara
"
et al., 1996, p. 22). Because these

are the same words used by McNamara et al. (2996)during tfmktext
compnhension experiment, categories were scored in the same manner.
In embliishing the

score, Mdlamara et al. (1996) stab that it 'is a

measure of harmony between the participant's sorting matrix and a weight
matriximkativedanideelmng.

Specifically,thesortingsooreisthemd

the inner product b6?ween the participant's sorting matrix and an ideal

matrix. This sum is divided by the total of the positive values in the matrix, in this

case 25 (Le.,12.5 x 2), so that the SORscore varied between 4 . 0 and -1.0"

(IukNamara et al, p. 28-30}'. For tfte ideal rating matrix, ttw re!warchers
assumed that the most d t should be g k m wfien partkipants saR into the
same category those items that were dosely related in the text. Spedfily, the
following five sefs of items were aagned a weight of I :(a) blue baby, septal
defect, and carbon dioxide; @) rheumatic f e w and WepWxcd;

(c) Mood dot, coronary thrombosis, and bypass surgery; (d) ~fhythmia
and pacemaker; and (0) bypass surgery and pacemaker. Less credit (a weight

of .5) was ghen for nontext items that were cormtly categorized: (f)vmtride,
mitral valve, and pulmonary vein; (g) thyroid and kidney; and (h) cancer,

multiple sclerosis, and malignant All other sorts were assigned a negative

value (-.0456204) in tfw ideal sorting matrix so that the sum of the weigM matrix
was zero (see Appendix H).
A repeated measures analysis was perlmed with the between-subjects

variables being Treatment x Text Coherence x Domain Krowledge and the

within-subjects variable Mng p r e m e n t sotb'ng scores and m-treatment

sorting scores.

of comPrahension. For this study, calibration of
comprehension is the correlation between a participant's confidence rating on
how well he or she knows information derived from the text and his or her test

performance on spec& questions r-ng

that information.

Separate

calibration coefficients were amputed far each participant by measuring the
association between his or her contidence ratings and pafomance scores on

matched, open-ended questions. Confidence ratings were measured on a
Ukert scale ranging from 1(not at all Wint)to 7 ( m y confident) (see

Appendix I) while performance SCOT~Son matched questions were scored from
0 to 7.
The two sets of scams were used in computing the Goodman-Kruskal

gamma correlation (G) (Goodman & Knrskal, 1954, 1959, 1963,1979) (as cited
in Nelson, 1984; Glenberg & Qstein, 1987; M i , Fdey et al., 1990). Gamma is

a nonparametric correlation which requires ordinal data. According to Nelson
(1W),
it is the most appropriate index d assodatlon for measuring this type of

metacognitim pwformance data. Like the Pearson produd-moment COB(fident,

G ranges from -1 to 1, with zero indicating no relation. Therefore, Pearson
product-moment coefficients were also calculated and reported.
Gamma cwdatim and pearsorr product moment C06bfiCjmtswere
computed for each participant, mmlating the confidence with the pmportion

correct aaoss all 12 post-test and eontidence qUBSbkCIS. A MANOVA was then
conducted on the correhth amfkhts m*ngthe factors Treatment x Text

Coherence x Domain Knowledge. An ANOVA was atso conducZed on the

confidence scores using the factors indimted abme to debmine which
factac(s) affect one's level of COCIfldence.

maure
Permission was sought and granted by the University Actvisory

C o m r n h on Ethics in Behavioural Science Research (M Appendix L). This

was followed by the screening procedure. It was led by tha researcher and two
other research assistants. Participants were given the domain knowledge

questionnaire (see Appendix 0) as -1

as a consent form, a detailed

description d the purpse d the qmtiomaire, and an overview of their rights

and privileges as a psrticipnt (see Appendix M).
Following the screening procedure, questionnaires were sorted on the

b a s i s d l h o s e m n s e n h ' i l g b p a r t i c i ~ i n t h e ~ p b d t h eThe
~.

quBstjonnaires were scored and partkipants w m randomly assigned to
treatment conditions on the basis d their scores. The researcher then

contacted the participants asking whether they would be willing b contW~uewith
the semd phase of the experiment and appol'ntments for group testing were

set. Participants could select the lnost appq&@ time slot from an option of
two periods. Thus, group size6 for the experiments ranged From 6 to 13
partidpants. If &her of the 2 periods were inappropriate, some

accornmWons were made in the form of additionat testing times or swiaetring

to mother treatment condition which held a more suitable time slott
During the secldnd phase of the apwiment, participants were reminded
that tfieprrrposeoftheatudyistowrderstaKlhnnpwp(ereadend

comprehend text They were then asked to sign the consent forms and were
given an information sheet regarding the intmtbm of the emmait

(see

Appendix N).

Folkwing the general irrtrocluction to the experiment, partidpants in the

signal word and generic question stem conditions were imtnxtd on the
differences between memory questions and critical thinking questions. That is,

they were trained to differentiate between memory (textbase model) questions
and critical thinking (situation model) questions. Memory questions simp&

require participants to recall the information within the text or information that is

memorized. Critical thinking questions require participants to explain cMlcepts

or relationships, link ideas within the text, apply information to new siftcations,
make inferences, provide justifications, and so forth (King, I-; King &
Rmshine, 1993).

Partidpants in the signal word and generic question stem conditions

were then ni-

on the fundamentals of their questioning andition. They

received strategy prompt cards and were shown how to read -tory

text

and devdop the types of questions discussed above using either signal words
or Qeneric -on

stems. Partidpants in the unguided questiming condition

did not receive any training in question generation (King, 1991a; King &

RoseMine, 1993). They were simply told to develop questiocls which are
based on the text(s). The participants received a prompt card Wing them to

create the best qUBSfi*onsthat they can think of regarding the bxt Paftiapants

w
e
n asked to generate 6 questions. In total, this training period took 20
minutes. However, for the unguided qU85tr*oninggrow, the a d d i i training

m question development and pradice was unnecessary.

Thmfore, they

irnmediaWy moved on to the prereading sorting task.

following the practice -on,

the generic question stem and signal

word conditions were then given the pre-reading Mng

task. Par&iagantswere

told to put the words into any category they saw fit and that there are not eonect

or incorrect ways to make ategoriea. Furthermore, they could use a word mom
than once. Participants were given exacUy 10 minutes.
Following the prweading sorting task, all partidpants received the text

en-

'Bfaod" to read silently and individually. Pmcipants were ghm exacUy

5 minutes. The purpose in reading this text was to provide srrpplimrentary

information so that external connections or elabwations could be made vvith the

experimmbt Mxt entitled 'HeartDisease". That is, the 'Bloob text is not
specrfically related to the experimental text Rather, it provides additiorral

information which may link to existing domain knowledge or enhance the depth

of new information- As i n d i m above, partidpants in the generic quesffon
stem and signal word c o d t k m were instrucbd on the dwdqment of critical
thinking questiorrs. therefore, to ensure that all partia'pants had srdticient
domain knowWg8 for situation model production, supplementary text was
necessit;lted.

Following the "Blood" Wt, all patticipants recehmd the experimental text

entitled 'Heart Di$ease". Participants &her received the high coherence (CM)
text or the low aWmc8 (an)text, depending upon their prededemrined

treatment assignmeM Parbidpants were nut informedthat there m e two forms

of the text They were imtmbdto work indiiualfy and were given exact& 5

minutes to read the experimental text.
After reading the 'Heart DiseaseB text, pafWpm& were ghm their

strategy prompt cards and asked to start individurrllygenerating questiorrs.
Theywerei~tothinkotquestionsusiqthestrategiesforwhichthey

were trained. All participants wer% given

sheets m which

they are to reaxd their questions and Ehe resportses b those questiorrs

(Appendii 0).It was emphaslphaslzed
that the text atitled 'Heart DisaW is d
primary concern, but that questim may link to pmW8ly read text@)(i.& the
'Blood" text or any o m prior amain knanrledp). PafWpmB were allowed to

refer badc to both the preliminary and expimental texts as much as they se

chose. All participantswere given exactly 20 minutes ta complete this task.
Participants in the generic question stem condition and signal word oonditlon
were reminded that they mwt use all 6 of the question stems/signal wor& and

that they must not use the same qu&m stmhigml word more than o m .
Once the question sheets and respanses were completed, they were dleded
-.
by the researchef. This pf8V8nted the parWpmB from studying their
formulated questionshesponsesprior b testing.
The calibration of comprehension questionnaire was then administered.
Partidpants were told to read each question and circle a single number on the

accompanying scale to repor?how cardident they were that they could correctly
answer the qmtim being asked. Prediction questions were matched with

qmstkm on the post-test ParWpants were given exactly 5 minutes. It was
fdlowed by the summary recall best which asked the piMldpants to summarhe
what they had read in the text entitled 'Heart Di188888' using an essay m a t .

Thus, they were being asked to slate the important information in the tex! m a
briefer fwm. Participants were given exactly 10 minutes.

The post-test was then adminkbred. It asked the pa!tic@anbto answer
all of the questions carefully and fully. They were allowed to use point form so

long as their answers were dear and

Eicactly 30 minutes was allotted

for this task- Finally, the post-reading sorting task was given. Because it was
.identical to the pte-reading sorting task, partrapants were simply reminded of
the procedutes. Again, exa*

10 minutes was given far compbtbn.

Threfacbor multipie analysis of v C V i (MANOVA)
~
was used b idenWy

which treatment group (i.e., generic question stems, signal words, unguided

qmsthing), domain kmwiedge fevet ( l a , high domain knowledge, low
domain knowledge) and/or leveJ of text coherence (i.e., high text coherenee, low
text coherema) affects a reader's memory and ability to lesm from text. Where
signCint multivariate main effeds and interactions were found, univariate

analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to identify the dependent vanvanable@)
contributing to the significant mubn'ate result. An analysis of a single degree

of freedom was used to idenhfy !he specific simple effects (i-e., pair-wise

treatment Mererrces) and 2 x 2 i ~ o n s OFinally,
l l S Tukey's post hoc
procedure was used to determine those cells -re significant differences
occuned. For all hypotheses, statistical tests were set at an alpha pmbab#ii d
-05. This ensures reasonable assurance against Type I errors as welt as
consistency in producing power statisb'cs for all the tests.

Scoring was done by the reeearcher. Scoring keys for each instnrment

were designed prior to testing and strictly followed. Because the posWest and
summary recall require some subjective judgments, a second rater was

employed. Therefore, reliability in scoring was assessed on the summaries and
p0~tteslsof24paMpantswhor~tm,randomlyselected

participantsfromeachcellofthe3~2~2design(treatmerrt,
textcohemcy,
and domain knowledge). Interrater rercabifii raged from -81 to -97. For
detailed description of reliability mMcienB see Tables 2 and 3.

Table 3

Inter-Rater Reliability CoMaents* for Summary Recall

CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS

This study was guided by three questions. Firstly, can we expect high or
low domain knowledge participants who are reading high coherence or low

coherence expository text to attain higher measurable outcomes on memory

(i-e.,textbase model) and learning (i-8.. situation model) van'ables when using
generic question sbems as compared to signal words and/or unguided
questioning techniques? Secondly, will there be interaction effects on these

variables suggesting that combinations of domain knowledge (i.e., high and
low) and text coherency (La,high coherence and low coherence) are uniquely
affected by generic questfonstems, signal words, or unguided questioning?
And finally, will the use of generic questions stems lead to swor

calibration

of comprehension scores as compared to those gemratd by signal words

and/or unguided questioning conditions?
In this chapter, outcomes are reported according to the data collection

sequence, the guiding research quWons, and the research instruments
employed. Resub from the multivariate, univariate, single degrees of freedom,
fukey's post hoc, and gammaPearson conelations aWyses are reported as

necessary-

The o
folwnig

measures provide resuftspertaining to the first and second
101

questions guiding this study. Statishical procedures and orrtcomes are rep'bd

and briefly discussed. An indapth discussion of the results as they pertain to
each specific research question can be found in Chapter 5.

SortineQg$, A repeatsd measures analysis was cmduded using the

pre- and post-treatment sorting data as a within-subjects factor and treatment,
domain knowledge, and text coherence as betwmsubjects factors.
Combined means and standard deviations for the pre- and post-trwmnt

sorting data for the cells are reported in Table 4. Combined means and

standard deviations for the pre- and post-treatment sorting data for Treatment,
Domain Knowledge, and Text Coherence are reported in Table 5.

Results of the repeated measures analysis s

b significant main effects

for sorting data E ( 1 , 51) = 10.46, a< .05, effect size = -170, power = .89l and

interaction effects for sorting data by treatment E ( 2 , 51) = 5.21, & < -05,effect
size = .170, power = -811. As evidenced by the changes in sorting scores
alone, participantssignificantly improved from pre- (M= .27) to post-treatment

(M = 36). No significant diierellces were found for the betweeksubjects
fachors.
To determine where signifiint muitivariate interactions ocarned for the

sorting data by treatment factor, a single degree of freedom arrafysis was
oondwted. Two malyses were run. For the two parameters, Treatment #I

versus A3 and Treatment #3 and #2, the multivaria& effedswere significant @<
-05) E(1,51) = 10.30 and &1,51) ~8.69,effect size= .170, power= .81,
respectively]. Their power indiites a reasonable mbtmss of the tests to

detlectTypelr8m~~~

Table 4

him

6

high

hish

5

low

high

6

tow

3

high

6

high

I
low

hiih

Table 5

Re-Treatment
Sort

.30
-25 .27
(.l6) (-13) (-11)

Pw-Treaiment
Soft

(-14) (-15)

29

-33

blQte Treatment
1 = gm&c question stems
2 =signal word
3 = unguided questioning

-45

(-10)

.27
(.13)
39

(-18)

28

(.13)
.33
(.16)

Domain Knowledge
1 = high cfomein knowledge
2 = bw domain knowledge

Values m b s a d in parentheses repramt standard deviations.

-26
(-12)

28
(.14)

.36 .37
(.la) (-17)
Text Coherence
1 = high text -oc
2 = low text coherence

Therefore, it appears that partidpants in the signal word and unguided
questioning conditions improved in their sorting scores from pre-treatment to
post-treatment while this was not Vw ofthe generic q m t h stem partidpants.

Moreover, the unguided questioning participants performed significantly better

than participants in eimr the generic question stem or signal word eondins.
Why the structured questioning techniques caused participants to digress from
the sorting matrix is puzzling. Perhaps they imbd participants to activate

c o n ~ ' ~ which
n s are either too general or too remote. From an observational
perspective, pafbcipartts in the generic question stem cxxtdiin frequently

created a greater number of cate@es which made distant m W i

between terms. Category laWs included "chemical compncfs*, "causes of
heart attacks or heart diseases", "disease$of the heart', 'terms related to the
heart', 'disease or defect related words" , 'lung related words" , IYerms related to

rheumatic fever', and so forth. Comparatively, the unguided questioning
participants typically made speak connectiorw which reflect the sorting matrix.
They were labeled as 'parts of the heart", "internalorganslother body parts",

"tumorsn,"treatmentsfor heart disease', and so forth. What ever the reasons,
the less structured the qu&oniHg technique, the more accurabe the

score.
Analysis d variance (ANOVA) was used to determine

treatment effects on the Post-test W score while multivariate analysis of
variance (MANOVA) was mdwted using question types (La,bridging
inference, elaborative inference, Wbas8, and problem solving). Combined
means and standard deviations for the Post-test and question types for the cells

are reported in Table 6. Combined means and standard deviatiorrs for the Post-

hiih

low
hieh

bw

high
2

test and question types for Treatment, Text Cdrerenee and Oomain Know)edge
are reporbed in Table 7. Correlation coe(ficients for question types are reported
in Appendix P.
Results of the Factorial ANOVA c o m i n g the Post-test total score S ~ O W
a significant main effect for domain knowledge E ( 1 , 5 1 ) = 25.99, Q c .05,
effect size = 338, powler = .99] and a signifiant -way

interaction

treatment and text cohemce k(1,51) = 3.68, Q c .OS, effect size = .I%,
power = .65]. No s i g n i f t t dierences were found for the treatment or text

cohe~mcemain Meets. Howerer, the mean of the generic question stem
condin (M = 50.4), although not significantly different, was hi*

than the

signal word condition (M = 42.7) and unguided qm-oning condition (M =
46.1).

With respect to domain knowledge d i f f w m , high domain knowledge

participants had a significantly higher mean in Post-test total scores (M = 53.2)

than their low domain knowledge countefpts (M = 38.6). To ascwtah where

the significant univariate interactions occurred, a single degree of freedom
analysis was conduded. In order to obtain results for all three pairs d the
treatment factor with text c o h e r m , two aWys8s were run. For the two
interactionparameters, Treatment tl versus X3 and text coherenc8 arrd
Treatment #3 versus #2 and text coherence, the univariate effects were

significant (e< -05)

,51) = 7.35, effectsite = .126, power = .65and 81,62) =

5.28, effectsize=.126, ~ r = . 6 5 j qmcthdy.
,

For the purposes d analyzing meaningful univariate paifwise

diefencesof the treatment and text ah81811~8
combined cell means (see
fable

a),

the Tukey method of multiple comparisons was employed.

d the genefic question stern cond-

The mean

coherence text was s i g r p r i

Table 7

Combined Means and Standard Deviations for Tre%tment.m a i n Knowledgg,
and Text Coherence: Indepgndea Variables (Factors\

1

Post-Test Total
Score

Domain

Treatment

Variable

2

50.4
427
(16.2) (122)

3

1

2

Text Coherence
1

2

46.1
(11.9)

53.2
(127)

38.6
(10.2)

46.5
(15.1)

46.5
(123)

Elaborative Inference 121
(4.2)

9.7
(4.2)

10.2
(3.3)

127
(3.5)

8.3
(3.1)

10.6
(4.1)

10.8
(3.9)

Bridging Inference

124
(3.9)

10.9
(27)

11.9
(3.0)

128
(3.5)

10.5
(2.5)

11.8

(3.8)

11.7
(27)

129
(4.4)

10.9
(3.8)

123
(4.2)

14.0
(3.6)

9.8
(3.6)

124
(4.2)

11.7
(4.2)

Problem Sdving

Note. Treatment
1 = generic question stems
2 =signal word
3 = unguided questioning

Domain Knowledge
1 =high domain knowledge
2 = IOW
domain knowledge

Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard deviations.

Text Coherence
1 = high text coherence
2 = low text coherence

Means ofPost-TestTotal w e

Trmerrt

Tad

Mean

high (1)
46.1

low (1)
54.2

high(2)

bw (2) high(3)

41.8

44.1

51.5

bw(3)
4t.t

Cohereme
~.

f

2

3

.-.
..

-

hish

46.1

-

-

-

tow

54.2

3.3

-

-

high

41.8

1.7

4.9

low

44.1

.8

3.9

-9

-

hiqh

51.5

22

1.1

3.9

3.0

-

low

41.1

21

54'

.2

1.2

4.3'

-

-

-

higher than the mean of the unguided questioning condiidow COhWnCe text.
Similarly, the mean of the unguided quesoitnnig

condiiionhigh coherence text

was significantly higher than the mean of the unguided questioning

conditionllow coherence text . On the basis of this information, it is evident that
high coherence text is necessary for knowfedge acquisition where there is

unguided questioning, but the utilization of gaWc question stems is required
when reading low coherence text
Results of the 3 x 2 x 2 MANOVA with four dependent variables @ridging
inference, elaborative inference, textbase, and problem solving) show a
significant main effect for domain knowledge E14.48) = 8.97, &c -05,effect

size = .428, power = -991and a significant two-way interaction between

treatment and text coherence E(8,98) = 251, & c .05, effectsize = -176,
power = .89]. With respect to domain knowledge, univariate main effects were
significant ( O c O S ) for all four question types (i.e., textbase w(1,51) = 7.27,
effect size = -125, power = .751; elalxKative inferenceE(1,51) = 30.83, slfect

size = .377,power = 1-01; bridging inference E(1,51) = 8-95,effect size = .149,
power = .83]; and problem solving E(1
, 51) = 2237, effect size =
305, power = 991). As can be seen in Table 7, high domain knowledge

participants signifiitfy outperformed low domain knowledge participants.
Univariate interactions were only significant @c05)for bxlhm E(2, 51) =
6.65, effectsize = .207, power = 301 and elaborative inference questions E(2,
51) = 4.01, effect size = -136, power = .69].No significant differences were

found for the treatment or text coherence main efFects. However, the means of
the generic question stem condition, although not signikantly d i i r m t , were

higher than the other treatment corrdiins an all question types (see TaMe 7).
Tonaistcer

where signifint multivariate intmcb'ons occurred between

the terms treatment and text coherence, a single degree of freedam analysis

was conducW. Again, two analyses were run. For the hno interactkm
parameters, Treatment X1 versus M and text coherence and fmiment #

versus #2 and text coherema, the m u l t i i t e Mac& were significant &<.05)
E(4,48) =3.64, effect size = 233,power= .84andE(4,48)~3.73,
Meet-=

237,power = .85]. Their power indicates a reasonable rohstms d the teats

to detect Type II errors.
Univariate single degree of freedom partitian resub for the interaction
are shown in Table 9. The parameters for textbase scores were found to be
reliable (p < .05) for two d the possible combinations of the treatment levefs
with the text coherenee term. The parameter for elaborative inference scores

was found bo be reliable @< .06) for one combination (see Table 9)The fukey method of muttiple comparisons was used to analyre
meaningful univariate p a i r w *diiwemes
~
in the combined m a s for treatment
and text &rence

interaction. Wth respect to the textbase question type, the

mean d the generic question stem c o n d i o c~o b r e r 8 ~ 1 ~text
6 was

significantly higher than the mean of the unguided qw&hming cmditionllow
coherence text. Similarly, the mean of the unguided qtmtkming conditionhigh

coherence text was significantiy higher than the mean of the unguided
quW*oningllow coherence text as well as the signal mml eondiinlhigh

coherence text. In regards to ekbmtive infem*ngq m t b n resp4nses, the

mean of the generic question sbm c o n d i i w coherenee
text was signifiinUy higher than the mean d the unguided qtmtbning
conditi~owcoherence text

candiigh

as well as the generic question stem

~~text (see Table 10). Themfore, the generic queshian

stem condition /low coherence text oulpafonned aH other cells with some

Table 9

Parameter

Variable

F( 1 , w

Textbase

1220'

Elaborative l nferem

(Tmatment # 3
Treatment X2)

-

7.0T

Power

Table 10

. .

nkev's Pa~rvwseC o ~ r i s ~ for
n sthe Treatment x Text-oC
for the
ev-T
Infer=
S-

Means d Textbase Scores

1

2

3

h$h

11.4

-

-

-

-

4.9

-

low

15.0

4.1

-

-

-

high

10.5

1.o

low

13.1

1.8

21

29

-

-

-

high

14.5

3.6

.5

4.5'

1.7

low

10.0

1.7

5.8'

.6

3.5

5 2

.

Means of Elaborative lnferendng Scores
Treatment

Text
mef6ice

Maan

hish (1)
10.5

law (1) high(2)
13.5

1

high

10.5

-

3

high

11.4

1.2

3.0

low

9.1

21

6.4*

lndicatethattheo~qissignilicentab.05

9.8

low (2)
9.7

-

-

high@)
11.4

W3)
9.1

-

23

24

-

.9

-8

3.3

-

significant diiences. Thus, it appears that the combination of highly
structured questioning and low coherence text induces a deeper level of

processing.

-s
(i). n
I fer-.

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to

determine treatment effeds on the total number of propositions cited while

multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to determine the total
number of generalizations, elaborations, and reorderings. Combined means
and standard deviations for the propositions and generalizations, elabcw%~ns,
and rwrderings for the cells are m p t e d in Table 11. Combined means and
standard deviations for the propositions and generalizations, elaborations, and

reorderings for Treatment, Domain Knowbdge, and Text Coherence are
reported in Table 12.
Results of the Factorial ANOVA concerning the total number of

propositions cited skw signifkant main effects for domain knowledge E(1.51)

= 9.51, e< -05,effect size = .157, power = .86]and treatment E(2,51) = 3.60,
.05,effectsize=.123, power=

.w.

With respect to domain knowtedge differences, high domain kmwkdge

participants produced more pqodtions

(M = 11.5) than their low domain

knowledge counterparts (M = 8.1). For treatment effects, participants in the

unguided questioning condition genetated the greatest number of pmpoMons
(M = 11.9) followed by the gmc

qmtbriing stern (M = 9.3) and signal word

conditions (M = 8.4).
To a m e nwhere the significant univariate pairwise treatment
differences occurred, a single degr88 d freedom analysis was COndllCted. In

and Summan, R e d l

Table 12

. .
Dewattans for Treatment. DQmain-K

Combined d
TFIXt Coherence:
1

Im?Jwt

Variable
1

2

b Treatment
1 =generic questkn stems
2=signalnrord
3 = unguided questioning

3

1

2

Domain Knowledge
1 =high domain kmwla@t
2tlowdomainknawled~e

Values endosed in parentheseJre~resmtstandard deviations.

D2uaema
1

2

Teld C o h e m
1 = high text cohemce
2=bwtexta1hmme

order to obtain results for all ttwee treatment factom, two andysm were m.
For one parameter, Treatment M and #2, the univariate effect was significant @
< .05) all51) = 6.85, effect size = .l23, power = -641. Wefore, partidpants in
the unguided qwsboning condition produced on average a significantly V i e r

number of propositions than the -pants

in the signal word c o n d i i .

A 3 x 2 x 2 MANOVA with three dependent variables was conducted to

determine the effects of treatment, domain larowledge, and bx?cohereme on
generalizations, elaborations, and rwrdefings.

Results indicate significant

main effects for treatment E(6,96) = 260, Q C .05, @ k tsize = .139, power =

.aand text coherence E(3,49) =3.30,

.05, effect size = -167,power =

.72].A significant three-way interaction was also de&ted between treatment,
text coherence, and domain knowledge E(6,96) = 251, & c -05,effect size =

.l76,power = .S].With respect to treatment, univariate main effects were
significant @cO5) for elaborations

(2,St ) = 4.90, effect size = -161, power =

.78] while reorderings were significant for text coherence

(1 ,sf) = 8.80, effect

size = .147, power = .8q and the three way interactionof treatmen!, text
coherence, and domain knowledge E(2,51)= 6.20, Mect size = .I95, power

= .8q . No signifcant diererrces were detected for the domain knowledge
main effects.
In regards to text coherence, participants reading low coherema text

generated significantly more reorderings (M = 23) than those generated by
their high coherenee counterparts (M = 1.2). To ascertain where the significant

univatiate interactbns occurred for treatment main effects and tteatmen'%
domain knowledge, and text eoherenee, a single degree d freedom analysis

was conducted. In order to oMain r e w k for all three pairs of the treatment
factor with the elaboration tam, two amlyses were nn. For the two fmametm

of the treatment levels (Le.,Treatment #Iand #3 and Treatment #
and
l a),
the
unhrariate effects were significant @< -05) 63,49) = 3.06,effect size = .158,

power = .68and 83,49) = 4.33, &fa3 size = .210, power = -841, respec2ively.
Singk degree of freedom analyses were also run for the treatment,

domain knowledge, and bxt cohemm interaction. Only one interaction
parameter, Treatment #3 and #2 and domain knowledge and text coherence

was significant @< .05) m3,49)= 3.89, effect size = -192, power = -791.
Univariate single degree of freedom pertition results for the treatment
main effects and the interaction are shown in Table 13. The parameters for

elaboration 8~0165were found to be reliable (gc .05) for two of t
b possible
combinations of the treatment levels. The parameter for reordering scores was

fwnd to be reliable (e < -05) for only one combination

the treatment with the

text colrerence and domain krowledga terms (see Table 13).
For the purposes of analyzing meaningful univariate pairwise

differences, the Tukey method of multiple comparisons was employled. The
reordering mean of the high domain k m w k Q d b w text cohemc8 partidpants
of Treatment #3 was signif*

h
m
i than the mean of the low domain

knowledgelCligh text coherence participants of Treatment 12, the w h domain
kmwWgMQh text coherence paWpan& d Treatment M, the low domain

knowledgelh'ih text coherence partidpants d Treatment f3, the low domain

knoWedgeAow text coherence parbparbapants
ofTreatment K3, and the high
domain kn~~tedgenow
text aWemm participants of Treatment in, The mean

d the high domain k-gh

text coherence

d Treatment #2

was also significantly higher than the mean d the tow domain krwrw(edgelhigh
text coherence participants of Tmatmen! #2, the high domain

textcohereme parkipmts of Tmbnent #3, the kw domain knowledge and low

Table I3

Parameter

Variable

I= (1,51)

Pawer

4.43"

-54

1st
lrteatmentn Tretltment #)

Elaborations

Elaborations

(Tiwaement~3Treabrrent X2]

Propositions

Reordarings

text coherence participants of Treatment rY3, and the [ow M a i n
knowledgelhigh text coherence participants of Treatment R3. Finally, the mean
of the low domain knowledgellaw text coherence participants of Treatment dr2

was significantly higher than the mean of the low domain knowledgelhigh text

coherence participants of Treatment R, the high domain knowledgelhigh text
coherence participants of Treatment #3, and the low domain knowledgelhigh
text coherence participants of Treatment #3 (See Table 14).

Therefore, it appears that propcmtions are more easily produced from
memory by those with high domain knowledge and by those within the
unguided questioning condition. This stands to reason as those with more
domain knowledge can recall specific information more easily as it matches
already existing schemata. With respectto the superiority d the unguided
questioning condiin, this too follows as participants were not required to make
connections within the text and between other knowledge sources thereby
inciting them to encode detail.
In regards to elaborations, generic question stem participants generated
more elaborations than either of the other two condiions. This too follows as
the question sterns require participants to link infomation within the text to

additional information sources. This is not the case with signal word and
unguided questioning strategies.
Finally, with respect to reorwings, those reading low coherence bxt had
significantly more reorderings than those reading high coherence text. This can
be expected as low coherence text lacks strong macro- and micro-structures.

Thus, the reader is left to encode the informahion in his or her memory in
potentially different sequences than those found within the text . Also, as found
within the literature (McNamara et al., 1!396), high domain k m w k @ A ~ w

Table 14

Treatment

'pc.05

Mean

1
1.8

2
-4

Means of Reorderings

3
.9

coherence text partidpants are forced to prooess information mote deeply then

any other combination of domain k w / t e x t eaher81168. This is because
incoherency within text stmbre form them to engage in mote irrfemtial
processing. Moreover, it appears that thase high domain knowledgenow

coherence text participants who did not teceive additional guidance in their
questioning tactics (i.e., unguided questioning codtion) reordered the material
significantly more often than mast other treatment combinations.

However,

when given a questioning strategy such as signal words, !bsa with kw domain
knowIedge/low text c o h e r m were aMe to oufperfm their unguided
qusstioninghgh domain knowledgehigh text &ereme counterparts. This
suggests that the provision of a strucWed questioningstrategy is successful in
helping those entering a learning sikratim with few advantages versus those
with the greatest number of advantages.

(ii). j&@s an&&.

Mufthriate analysis uf variance (MANOVA) was

used to determine treatment Meets on Levels 1,2,3, and 4. Combined means
and standard deviations for each level for the cells and Treatment are reportd
in Table 15. Combined means and standard deviah'ons for each level and

Treatmemt, Domain Knowledge, and Text Cohermm are reported in Table 16.
Resultsof3 x 2 x 2 MANOVAwith fourdependentm(tevel1,
Level 2, Level 3,and Level 4) show significant main effects for domain

knowledge E(4,48) = 3.75, a c .05, effectsize = 238, power = .86]and text

coherence E(4,48) = 5.78, < .05, Meet sire = .325, poww = .97. A
significant three way intmction was also cbtmed between treatment, m a i n

knowledge, and text c o h e r ~ E(8.94)
n~~
= 211, &c -05,Mwt size = .I 50,

power = -811-

Table 15

high
1

low

high

6

bw

6

hgh

4

bw

5

high

5

bw

5

hieh

6

bw

3

hhlh

6

bw

6

hioh

5

low

6

Table 16
mb~ned
Text
tn--

..

d D e w for Treatment. Oamain-K
Variaples

and m

Level 1

47.6
47.4
(37.8) (38.1)

424
(36.5)

43.4
(37.1)

48.3
(37.1)

53.9
37.1
(426) (28.0)

Level 2

30.2 38.6
(36.4) (33.8)

54.3
(34.9)

422
(4.4)

40.8
(30.7)

59.4 23.1
(36.6) (24.6)

25.4
(124)

18.0

19.9 24.2
(11.2) (31.1)

Level 4

222
(1 1.4)

19.2
(7.2)

24.2
(13.7)

(8.5)

With respect to univariate main effects, domain knowledge was

significant @c05)with Levels 3 E(1,51)= 5.55, effect size = .098, power =

.a]
and 4 E(t,5l)= 9.23, effectsize = . l B , power = .8!5JwMle tevels 2
(1,51)=23.50,Medsize=.315,power=.99]and3~(1,51)=5.41,~~

= .096, power = -631were significant with the text coherence factor (8c.05). For
the three way interaction between treatment, text coherence,and domain
knowledge, there was a significant univariate effect for Leml 1 (2,5l)= 5.10,
effect size = .166,power = .80].
In regards to domain knowledge, high domain knowledge participants

generated signirmntly more Level 3 and 4 responses than their low domain
counterparts (see Table 16). Moreow, those participants reading high text
coherence generated significantly more Level 2 and 3 responses than their low
text coherence counterparts (see Table 16).

To ascertain where the significant univariate interactionsoccuned for the
Level 1 responses of treatment, domain knowledge, and text cobreme, a

single degree of freedom analysis was conducted. In order to obtain results for
ail three pairs d the treatment factor, two analyses were run. Only one

interadon parameter, Treatment #2 and #3 and domain knowledge and text
coherenee was significant (Q<.05) n4,48) = 2.97, effect size = .199, p m=

.7q.
For the purposes d analyzirrg meaningful univariate pairwise

clifferefms, the Tukey method of multiple comparisons indimtiesthat the mean
of the low domain knowledgellow text coherence participants d Treatment #2

was significantly higher than ttm mean ofthe low domain knowledge/high text
cohrence partidpants of Treatment f2, the Iw domain knowledgenow text

coherence m-cipantsa f Treatment M, and the high domain knowledgenow

&I&
coherence

d Treatment 13 and Treatment #2- Similerty, the

mean of the low domain kmIed@igh text coherence participants of
Treatment #3 was significantly higher than th8 mean of the low domain

kmledgehigh text mherews participants of Treatment #2 and the low
domain knowledgellow text coherence participants of Treatment 13. Fnally, the

mean of the high domain knowledgelhightext coherence members d
Treatment 12 was significantly higher than ths mean of the low domain

knowledgahightext coherence participants of Treatment #2 and the low
domain knowledgenow text coherence partidpants of Treatment 13 (see Table
17).

Therefore, it appears that high domain knowledge is an asset when

recalling inferred or explicit subheadings (i.e., Level 3) and details (i.e., Leuel 4)
from the text. In regards to recollections of details this is certainly not surprising

as it is easier to encode and retrieve data which corresponds with previously
existing schemata. Wth respect to text coherence, those reading highly

coherent micro- and macro-smctum text recalled more Level 2 and Level 3

data. This was to be expected as the high coherence text explicitly stated the
three major subtopics (Le.,Level 2) and was more explicit when stating andlor

outfining subheadings (i-e., b m l 3 ) . Finally, the presence of a sem-

questioning strategy assisted the tow domain k n o w ~ o text
w coherence
participants to state significantly more often what the text was about (i.e., Lsvel
1).

The following measure pIovides results pertar-ningto the third question

Table 17
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guiding this study. Statistical procedures and outcomes are reported and briefly
discussed. An in-depthdiscussion of the results as they pertain to the research

qu&on can be found in Chapter 5.

n af C o m ~ r a n s i o nBoth
~ gamma and Pearson product
moment correlation meffiients were calculated for each subject, correlating the

confidence with the proportion mect across the 12 test items. Results of the 3
x 2 x 2 MANOVA with two dependent variables show a significant main effect for

domain knowledge E(2,50) = 10.93, c .05, effectsize = 304, power =
.99]. Univariste tests were also significant for both gamma E(1,51) = 2206, Q

< -05, effect size = 301, power = 99) and Pearson podudmoment

correlations E ( 1 , 51) = 20.67, & c .05, effect size = 288, power = ,991.
Combined means and standard deviations for domain knowledge are reported
in Table 18. No o t b f significant main efl6ctS or interaction effecls were

detected. kbwevef, the means of the unguMed questioning condition,

although not significantly different, were h i g h than both the generic

stern and signal word conditions on both the gamma and Peerson product

moment correlations (i.e., gamma = 26, .12, and -09, reSPBCthre(y; Pealson =
25, .16, and -10,respedively).
Confiice ratings for each subject were also analyzed. Results of the
Factorial ANOVA sttow a significant main effect tor domah kmwbdge fF(1,
51)=16.35, e< -05,effectsize=.243, power=

.q.
AsshowninTaMe19,

high domain participants mean of confidenee rating was significantly higher
than the mean of their other low domain knowledge counterparts. No other

significant main effedsor interaction effects were detaed. Howevler, the
confidence rating of the generic question stern mditbn, although not

Table 18
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signifiitty diierent than either the signal word and unguided qU88tjoning
conditions, was the highest

Therefore, signrficant domain knowledge mutts in the post-test (see

Table 7) suggest that while high knowledge participnts scored signifiiiy
higher than their low knowledge corartsrparts, they were also more conficient d
their future performance on those qumtkm. Nevertheless, when taking
gamma and Pearson product moment correlations inta considecation, low
knowledge participants were more likely to accurately judge the level of their

future performance.

The resub of this stucty are surnrnarfzed in TaMe 20. They suggest that
domain knowledge is an important facbw when reading text In most cases,

high domain knowledge participants significantly outpetformed their low
domain knowledge cxnrnterparts. Other significant results included two-way
and threeway interacth effects. In t
b case d the Post-Test, there was
evidence that when reading iow cokrence text, the use of generic questim

stems was significantly more effective than using no questimingstrategy at all
on overall test performance as well as on textbase and elaborative inference
questions.

In addiion to domain knowledge mam effeds, there were main Mects for
treatment and text coherence on the summary recall variables. Significantly

more unguided questioning partiapants cited propositions than any other
treatment group while significantly more

question stem participants

cited elaborations. In regards to text caheranee, significantly more partiapants

reading low coherence text reordered the text while those reading high

coherence text cited significantly more macrolevel propositions. There were
also threeway interactions
topic/condu*n

concerning rearderings and Level 7 or

analysis suggesting that low coherence text, with various

combinations of domain knowledge, helped the unguided and signal word
participants to significantly outperform their high coherence counterparts with
similar domain knowledge combinations. Furthermore, signal words helped t
b
low wherence/low domain knowledge partidpants cite signifiintly more often

the text topic compared to their unguided questioning/signal word counterparts
with various combinations of domain knowledge.
In regards to the m - n gdata, there was signifiint improvementfrom
pre- to past-treatment Intmstingly, h o w w , Fhe less strmtured the treatment,
the greater the improvement Thus, the unguided questioning participants

performed significantly better than their signal word and generic quWon stem

counterpans, in that order. The more structured the questioning strategy,the
more interference when sorting the category words to resemble the scoring
matrix.
Finally, while high domain knowledge participants were mote confident
in their post-test response accuracy, they were less likely to be accurate. Low
domain knowledge participants had significantly higher calibration of
comprehension scores despite their lack of confidence and poomr test scores.
In summary, there are a number of interesting findings from this study

suggesthg that text coherence, domain knowledge, and questioning strategies
individually and collectively impact text comprehension.

Table 20
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Dqmdmt
Variable

Results

Post-Test

Post-Test
T4talScore

significant main effect for domain c
ln
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significant -way
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*
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-

significant main Mect for domain knowledge
Tadbase, Bndging Inference.
EIaborativeInference, Problem favouring the high domain larowledge
participantson all dependmt variables
SoMW
signiffcanttwo-way interaEtbn between
treatment and teuU cohererrce
- significant univariate interactbnsfor tatbase
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for textbase questions, the low coherence
-q--participants
signiffcantfyo ~ o r m e the
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text/i~nguiddquestioning putidpantswhik the
high cohererice t€ixthnguided quesSiMIkrg
parlidpants0~0~thebwcoh~~
texMarguided questioning participants and the
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Table 20
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Masure

Oependent
Variable

Results

-

gammaPsarson
s i g n b t main cdtect for domain kmwvlsdge
Calibrationof
Camprehension product moment canelation favouring the b w domain kmwkdge
participants
confidenceratings

Sarb'ng Data

p m and post-treatment
sorting seores

- significant main effect fordomain knowledge
favouring the high domain knowledge
participams

- significantmain effectsfar

- signiffcant impovment from prs-data
to post-

treatment
significant interactione f f e fw sr~rtingd&bby
treatment
- significant rnuithmW inlwaetionshrdiceted
that the unguided questioning participants
signifianfly outperfonnsd both their 8ignal word
and generic question stem eounterparEa

-

daboradion$,
generaatations,
and reordeuings
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Measure

oeoendent
vm-able

Summary Recall
b. Levelsanalysis Lev& 1. Z 3, and 4

Results

- sfgnificant main dbctslor domain knowkdge
with univariatemdn Mscts with Lbvels3 and 4
favouring the high domain kmwkdge
participants
- significant main e W & for t
a
twherenco with
unhreria!e main dfe- for Levels2 and 3
favouring high cchawm tsla partkipants
- significantthreeway htwwtbn bslwt#n
treatment, domdn knowledge, and text
c a h m with a signiticant ronhrwhte Wed for
Level 1 indicadingthatsignawMdsassiEdadths
law domain loKlwl4dgerlow text ooharnce
particEpantgtos$te~mmwhat
the terdwasabwtwfienumgarsdao thdr
signal w o ~ u b questioning
d
w u m
with various oornbinadbnsafdomain
~ ~ a n h c # e r r c y .

CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION

of the Study
Prior to discussing the results of this study, some limitations must be
clarified. When a study accesses a single class for parhcipant screening and

selection purposes, issws concerning data collection procedures,
screening/selection criteria, and sample sizes ultimately manifest. Morewer,
due to departmental policies for experimentation and experimental precetbnts,
there are several time constraint issues which arise.
With respect to the screening and selection of participants, only one first

year psychology dass was approached. That same day, the dass was

screened for three other experiments. Students were given a

package
and were asked to complete all the endosed instruments by the end of the dass
period and in the order that they were packaged. Students sat side-by-side in
desks and occasionally asked their fellow classmates for clarifiition, despite
being reminded to address the researchers who were supervising the Wng
period. Thus, student disregard for procedure as well as the potmthl for

cheating andfor minimal Mort was always present

The primary purpose forscreening was to asmWn levels of domain

knowledge. In doing so, students were asked personal qUBShUBShm
such as their

retationships with those with W r t disease, academic and mkaadmic

courses taken amcetning heart disease, and so forth. The eqmctabn was that

students would be honest and forthcoming.

Questionswere also asked to

determine in a quick and expedient manner 8peMic domain knowledge. As
with any questionnaire, it is possiMe that the respondent knows more than what

is being asked of him or her- This is esQecially the case when the instrument is
designed to be brief. Therefwe, it is possible that each participant's scwe was
not a CNe measure of his or her knowtedge of heart disease. This may be
compaunded through the mediart-split clilssifcation procedure.

According to Voss and Bisanz (1985)- low domain knowledge scores
should range between 10 and 25% while high domain knowledge scores

should range betwen 75 and 90%. Because of the small sample size from
which to select participants, such gtouping diinctions were not possible.
Unfortunately, n,other infonnatim regarding domain knowledge classification

could be found in the liirature. As a carrsequenee,t
h median-split procedure

was adopted. However, without axMWme intervals, it is d i i i l t to state
definitively that a score which fell immediately abova or beyorrd the median is
indicative d high or low domain kmwledge, respectively.

Caution must also be exercised when interpceting and generalizing #e

resub of this stWy given its small, uneven cell sizes. Soores were analyzed
by treatment, domain knowledge, and tsxt coherencs. This resulted in small

numbers of participants in each cell; particularly in the case of intmction
analyses. Such small, uneven numbers were beJlond the researcher's control.

As previously d i i , 193 first year psychdogy sbtknb were in attendance
the day of the screening procedure. Of those studen& who were screened, 80

consented to partake in the second phase of the study. Once contacted, only 63

students partra'pated. The remainder either did not consent to, or attend the

swm! phase d the study due to fa& d intecesf mpletion d

credii, or absence.
Not only were there time constraints for the screening qwstimmite @.a,

no longer than 10 minutes), there were also constraints imposed on the second

portion of the study. The expedment was no longer than 120 minutes. All
instructions and tasks were stxifled as well as timed using a sbpmtch.

Students were to receive one research credit per half an hour. The Department
of Psychology permitted the researcher to give two credits only. Any remaining

experimental time was to be paid for by the researcher at a cost of We dollars
per hour. Therefore, all participants of the w n d phase of the experiment
received two credits and fivedollars. In addition, it appeared that a two hour

experiment was unprecederrted. Getting students to cornml to pRicipation was
problematic. Because of these departmental and

impediments, the

amount of time accorded each task was affected. In some cases students may
have been rushed to complete their tasks (e.g., summary recall and post-test) as
well as prevented from leanring and practicing the strategies irnmhmd in their

treatment conditions.

Had more time been available, a larg8r numbef of results

might have confirmed the expectations.

The remainder of t
his chapter will provide conclusim for the research

questions which guded this study, a synthesis of the findings,

recommendations for educational practice, and suggestkms for future research.
to the m c h Questions

accordance with previous findings (e.g., King, t989), it was anticipated that

thase participants using p e f i c question stems nrou(d outperform their
counterparts using signal words and unguided questiarring stratagies. These
results manifested sither as a

~~ of as a significant finding.

As previously indicated, several variables were utilized in this study. The

results generated by the variables suggest that gmmk question stems may be
more effective for text memory and learning than any other questioning strategy.
Based upon an earlier discussion in Chapter 2, such outcomes were expecW.

Rosenshine, Meister, and Chapman's (1996) review of questioning and
comprehension studies concluded that

q w t i i n stems are the most

successful prompt for facilitating the reading of expository text by obtaining the

highest overall median effect size on experimenterdeveloped tests (87th

percentile) as compared to signal words, story grammar, main idea, and
question types. However, while the generic questiorr stem participantswere

mpected b outpetfm their counterparts in other treatment a m d i i s , they

were expected to do so with significant results.
Studies conducted by King (e.g.,

1990c, 1992b, 1994b)were

utilized in Rosenshine et al.'s review. Similar to this study, King a s e m d the

impact of generic quesYim
stems on knowledge acquisition and rmntion. As
with all of her previously cited studies, rqmted results were significant Why

tJm resub of this study failed t~ be significant may be ttueefold. Firstfy, King
utilized a cooperative learning approach. ParWpanb w w k a in small group8

and posed and discussed questions with one mother. For this study

participants were required to work on an individual basis. fhii condition may
have diminished -ties

for cognitha conftlct and mnstruetivist learning,

and in turn, signirmnt findings.

Secondly, King's work was Iargdy restrictedto lechrre/lessatl
t at uwbd
comprehension. This suggests that King's participants were m

language skills and listening comprehension. In comparison, this study
required university students to read expository text. In doing so, we made the
assumption that participants are emtiering the experiment with strong reading
skills (i-e., strong vocabulary skills and reading speed and accuracy). W,
however, such skills were lacking, experimental outcomes may haw been

affected. Because reading competency was not determined, it is d i i l t to
know whether the quantity of significant outcomes w l d have remained the
same.
Thirdly, as with all ot questioning strabgii reviewed by Rosenshine et
al., King's treatment ranged from 4 to 8

This study was rstricted to

120 minutes for instruction, treatment, and

This may have had an

adverae impact on strategic acquisition. Tbrefwe, given these con~iderabions,
it is diicult to compare the outcomes ~enerat9dby King's research to those

produced by this study. Had King's conditions been replicated for this study,
more significant results using generic question stems may have rnaMested.
Although King did not utilize the same variables and measures as those

employed for this study (i-e., wng data, summary recall, and cali'bration of

comprehension), her variables ard measures were similar as they assessed
knowledge acquisition, knowledge mapping, and comprehension. Due to these
similarities, it was assumed that generic question stems would produce sirn~hr
outcomes. WhiIe they predominately did, few results were significant. The
following examination of each instrument will provide greater insight.
The Post-Test was designed to assess knowledge acquisition and

retention This objective was comprised of an assessment of global knowledge

derived from the text as well as the delineation between textbase and shmtion

model devehpment. Separate analyses were conducted using gemal test

scores and scores for question types (i.e., bridging inference, eldmratiw
infmma, textbase, and problem solving). Whib there were no treatment main
effects from either analyses, the generic qu&on stem condibian did genera&
hi@w means on all variables.

The Sorling Data measure is identical to that used by McNamara et al.
(1996). Its purpose is b assess changes in a reader's amxptual strucW8 and

the amount iamed as a result of reading a text Consequently, it is su&M for
assessing situation model undecstanding. It was included in this study b
demonstrate how questioning strategies, particularfygeneric question stems,
botster conceptual understandings and generate links within text and to

previous knowledge. The results were rather intffguing. PriM to treatment,
there were no sgnif'mnt differems between conditions on the pre-treatment

sMting results. HOW~W,following treatment, there were signifimt changes

fawring the unguided questioning condition. Its participants significantly

outperformed both the signal word and the generic question stem andtiorrs.
Upon doser examination of the past-tr88tment mng

mans, the less

s!rucfured the questioning technique, the better the soiting score. One possible
explanation may be that structured questioning techniques cause intertw811~~

in conceptual understanding. In being asked to follow spWk q~mtimbg

formats, participants may have been obstwbd from making e w - l i k e
connections bebrmn conqts. That is, the more structured bchnhqm may
have diverted one's a#entian from the mmptual underpinnings ofthe text or
taxed vital cognitive resources memary for amcqmal understanding.
A second passibility is that the more stnrcftrred the questianing strategy,

the greater the number of perceived mmctbns. Examining the combined

means of both sorts, the generic question stem participants showed no
improvement from the pretreatmentsort to the post-treatment so& Why was

there no improvement? To answer this questbn it is necessary to examine the
scoring pOCBdLIre for this measure. Aceording to McNamara et al. (1996), the

score is a measure of harmony betwm the participant's sorting matrix and a
weight matrix d an ideal

The weight matrix is mpdsed of 8 camgoriw

of related items from the text. Five categories are assigned a weight of 1 and 3

categories are assigned a weight of .5. All other sorts are assigned a negatiw

value (-.0456204).If a word is placed into a catesory in which it does not
belong, it will receive a negative value. The more ineoned

amnectbns, the lower one's sorting score. In the case of the generic question
stems, this strategy requires the reader to make eorrnedions both within the text

and to his or her pr8~1*0w
knowledge base. In doing so, it is posslMe that a
liberal number of conmons

amongst concepts become visible in spite d the

more mswative ideal matrix. Thus, the participants in the generic question
stem mndiion may have derived conHgetions between concepts wMch had

intuitive and medical merit. They perceived c w m c t h s which do not exist
according to the scoring matrix, and were corrsequerrtfy inconect However, this

does not mean that they were all incorrect, only that they did not meet scoring
criterion.
All participants were imtncted to justify their cabgories.

From an

ob~$rvationalpempatb, those in the generic question stem condiltion created

a greater number of categories and cited refatbmhips which often exceeded
the p a r a m of ?heheart d i i s e text Thw, being imtrucMto generate
questions which necessitate connections across the text as well as to previous

knowledge (i-e., previous course work or personal expriwm, connections
with the text entitled 'Blood", and so forth) may haw lead the generic quatbn

stem partidpans to make connections which weakened their sorting score
rather than improvhg q m it The strongest s o w score bdonged to the

unguided questbning cmditkm. 8emuse they were not asked to make
connections when generating qW*ons, tney may have been better able to see
the most obvious relationships amongst t!w

concepts. Therefore, to suggest
that generic question stems and signal word$ fail to help readem see
conceptual relationships may be premature, particularly when taking their

performance on ather variable8 and measures into consideratkn. That is, 1
structured questioning strategies were as detrimental as the sorting data

suggests, would not the performam of the generic question stem and signal
word partidpants be equally poor on the Post-Test and Summary Recall
variables and measures? Since this is not the cese,it appears that the more
connections a questioning strategy requires a reader to make within text and to

previous knowledge, the mare mnetS0lls will be made to the detriment d
O f l 9 ' ~SO-

-8.

The Summary Recall measure was included in t
his study to assess

situation and textbase model devdopmerrt Assessment was accomplished
through macrostnretwe l w l s analysis (i.e., macropfopsitions and text details)

and text reproducbion and infefm*ng(i-e., propositions, &&orations,
generalizations, and text reordhngs). Again, it was -8
the generic question stem condin would have

that those within
scores on all

independent variables, parth~lar(ythose pertaining to situation model
development It should be noted that generalizations are exemptafy indicators
of a situation model with elaborations, morderings, and macropropositions(i-e.,

LeWs 1,2, and 3) typ@ing a kss we-l

dtmtkm madel with

underlying textbase characteristics. Level 4 details are exdusive indicators of a
textbase model repmntation.
With respect to ths recall of prqmitions, the participants in the unguided

questioning condin recalled significantly more propositions than those in the
signal wwd condiion, but not signifiintly more than their generic question

stem counterparts. Although unexpect8d, the superiarity ofthe unguided
questioning condition is logical. Like the Sorting Data outcomes, unguided
questioning participants were not requited to engage in extraneous question

generatkm. fhus, they were better able to mamtrate ylon the details of the
emmental

text as opposed to making connections between concepts and to

prior knowledge.
The generic qMon

stem participants did receive the highest combined

means for generalizations and reordmings and performed significantly higher

than either the signal word or unguided questioning amdith on dabarations.
These results suggest that gmMc question stems assist the reader in

processhg primary ideas from the bext, linking them with previous knowledge,
and organizing them in a manner which is petsonally meaningful. Thus,
generic question stems expedite tadbase and, to a greater extent, situation
model development.
Although the performance diimrms were marginal, the generic

question stem participants cited Level 1 (i.e., TopicCondusion) and Level 3
(i.e., Subheadings) m p s e s more frequently than any other conditian, Whib
this suggest8 that structured questioning indtes macrolevel -ng,

the

differenceson all four Levels are m i n c o m b denote a pa-

bemen

alnd-lions.

Therefore, it ap~earsthat generic question stem typicatly lead to greater

measurable outcomes than signal words and/or unguided questioning
techniques. As discussed above, resub which merely indiited a trend may

have been significant had participants been allowed to diacm their questions
and answers with fellow condition members andlor been given more time to

engage in question training and practice. Neverthel~ss,there is evidence to
suggest that generic question stems had a positive impact on knowledge

acquisitbn, r-on,

and transfer. More simply, they assisted the univenrity

age parhparhdpants
in developing textbase and situation model repr858nt8tions.

on stems. s
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3 Previous

research conducted by Kintsch and cdleagues (e.g., McNamara 8 Kinbch,
1996; McNamara et al., 1996) has irrva(ved the impact d domain knowledge

and text cobremy on exp&ory

text processing. This study has induded both

of these facton in addition to qusstioning as a treatment c m d i i .
Like Kintach and colleagues, domain knowledge was mded between
high and low knowledge white text coherency was manipulated to include high
text coherency (i-e.,good maCrOStNCtWeYpod microsttuchne) and low text

coherency (i-e., poor rnacrostructurerpoormimstmture). According to the
findings d ffintsch and colleagues, high domain knowbdga participants

perform optimally when given low &eremy text while law domain knowledge
participants paform best with high mherclcy text- Given these outccnnes, the

purposeofthis~was~betteru~theseresub~to~ine
whether the indusion of s p ~ @qmstbing
c
SfatqM replicatad or altered

these findings. Simply, do generic q W m stems,signal words, and&

unguided questioning uniquely intsract with domain knowledge and text
coherency, alone or in combination, when reading expository text?
As concluded through this study, spmfii questioning strategies do

interact with domain knowledge and text coherency, both alone and in
combination. However, it should be noted that the most common signtnt

outcomes involved domain knowledge main effects. High domain knowledge
participants significantly outperformed their low domain knowledge

counterparts on the Post-Ta t total w e , all four Post~festquestMn types (i.8..
textbase, brldging inference, elaborative irbamce, and probtem solving),
Summary Recall propositions, and Summary Recall Levels 3 and 4.
Significant main effects for text coherence were also detected on the Summary

Recall reorderings favouting the low text coherence participants and on the

Summary Recall Levels 2 and 3 favouring che high text

~~panidpants.

As to why high domain knowledge participents performed so well on the
above-cited dependent variables, it may be that prior knowledge assists the

reader in developing a strong textbase model, and to a lesser extent, a situation
model. As suggested by Kintsch and colleagues (Md(amara 8 Kintsdr, 1996;

McNamara et al., 1996), with the exception of low domain knowledge readen

given low coherence text, all readers can form an adequate textbase and recall
text quite well. After all, a textbase model is indkative of text memory. Thus, a

reader should be able to successfully recall p r m s without necegsarily

understanding the relations

them. It is not until they are forced to

errgage in active processing (Le., high knowledge readers with low coherence
text) that situation mcrdel development is expected to take place (Md(amara &

Kintsch, 1996; McNamara et J., 1996).

However, with the exception of Summary Recall mrrsenn
' gs, Wch will
be discussed at a later point , the findings of Kintsch and cdbgues were not
replicated in this sftrdy. High domain knowledge padkipants who read low

coher811~8text did not demonstrate significantly superior situation mode(

development or superior learning. Rather, a main effect of high domain
knowledge led to significantly superior textbase model development when
ampared to any other combination of specific questioning strategies andlor text

coherency. On the basis of this outcome, we may condude that those readers
with high domain knowledge are most advantaged in regards to significant

e
t-

model development; particularly when time for strategic instruchion and

acquisition is limited. They are abte to encode text informationinto already
existing schemas by way of selective mbination (Sternberg, 1985) or internal
connedions (Mayet, 1989, l992), but appear less indined to engage in
selective comparison (Stemberg, 1985) or e - m

conwon

~eneration

(Mayer, 1999,1992).
So why did the combination of high domain knowledge with low text
cohecency fail to generate significant situation model outcomes? Perhaps the

answer involves tfw inclusion of qumtbning strategies. Tnat is, too much
cognitive capacity and processing time may have beon subsumed by queshqueshon
generation, which in turn interrupted the active processing d text By being

instructed to generate questions in such a limited period d time, the atternion
required for filling-in the gaps of the low coherence text may have been
diverted, not enhanced. Therefore, instead of eliciting the connections

necessary for text darity,the combination of high domain kmwWge and
question generation incited ~ ' c i p a n t sto prooess idmation whii matetred

their existfng knowledge representations. In attrer words, by way af question

generation, high domain knowledge paMpam were reifWcing their textbas8

. -

representationsat the experrse d a shatmaI representation.

Results m i n g text coherence appear 00 be dmiqhtbtward.
Partidpants reading low &ereme text engaged in more Summay Recall

r80tdwings than those reading high text e e n c e text. Without th8 structure

imposed by high coherence text, participants tended to reorder the text dduring

Summary Recall. That is, thgc were less likely to recall text paragraphs and
details in the order in which they m e pressnted compared to

those

partidpants reading high coherenee text. Reams far this outcome may be
twofokl. Firstly, reorden'ngs primarily fall under the domain of situation models.

That being the case, it may be that readers engaged in more active procmsing
when reading the low coher8~1~8
text They were compelled ta see cOnnecfjm

between paragraphs and details causing them to reorder the information during
recall. HoweverI ii this were the case, we would expect to see significant results

on other situation model variables such as bridging inferam questkm, sorting
data, generalizations,and so forth.
A mare phmibka theory may be that those part[cipmts reading low

oohermce text had a dWii9 time recatling the text. This m turn lead to the
inadvertent reordering of paragraphs and details. Instead of information beirrg
reordered for the pwposes of darity and permally meaningful COHneCtjons, it

was recalled randomty.
In regards to the Levels outcomes, those participa~reading high

caherencetext~lledsignificantlymoreLevel2andLeve(3daca.
Therefore,
they recalled subtopics and subheiadings signiintly more dten than their law
text coherence counterparts. This can be easily exphineb since the high

coherence text ~ucpliciUymarked the s&topics C O Q H C X I * ~in~ ~Level 2

Furthermore, the Level 3 subheadings were 8miw to intefpret in the high
coherence text due to theit e @ i i at the bcal, and even global levels.
Therefore, while ttrere were significant main eff-

involving domain

knowledge and text coherency, they did not mmhadow the interaction effects.
In regards to the interacbion effects, mwal interesting

resub were

detected. For instance, tfwe was a significant two-way interaction between
treatment and text coherence for the Post-Test total sore as weJl as textbase

and elaborative inference questions. In the case of the Post-Test total score
data, it appears that when reading b w fmhereme text, generic quesbion stems

significantly improved overall test performance as compared to using no
questioning strategy at all. Generic question stems combined with low

coherence text produoed the highest mean of all combinations of text
coherence and treatment This wa$ folbwed by unguided questioning with
high coherence text, whicb was also significantfy hlghec than unguided
questioning with low coherence text. Themfore, it may be that generic question
stems induce more active text promsing than any other combination of text

coherence and treatment. Why these results were not replicatedfor the generic
question stem/high coherenoe text participants is undear. Perhaps when text is

better structured and 8as1-erto read, the absence d a struchrred qmtioning
strategy is more productive as there is less cognitha capaaty being amurned.
Consequently, more attem*onis being d

i

i to text comprehension versus

strategy manipulation.

Similar results manifested on

and 8kboWw inference

questions. In regards to the teKtbase questions, the generic quaian stem/iow
eoheremx bxt participants signKinUy wtpeffonned their unguided

qu8Stionim coher811C8 text wTh8y dm hed the highsst 01-1

mean on the textbase qwtbns with the combination of bxt mherence and

treatment. Fwthemore, the unguided queshqueshoninglhigh
coherence text
participants significantly outperformed their low coherence counterparts as welt

as the signal wordlhigh coherence participants. For elaborative inference
questions, the generic queosint

stemAow coherence participants significantly

outperformed the unguided questioningllow coherence text partidpants in

ou
ne
ist
addiin to their generic q

stemhigh coherenee text oountecparts.

Finally, the generic question stem/law coherence partidpants produced the

highest overall mean on elaborative infemcing questions with the combination
of text coherence and treatment Therefore, as with ovwall test performance,

generic question stems improve text camprehension when combined with low
coherence text. Only in the case of textbase questions did unguided

questioninghigh caherence text prove to be a significant asset. On the basis of

these outcomes w may condude that generic question stems combined with
low coherence text improve Post-Test performance, particularly those questions

reflecting a textbase mode( repr8S8ntBtion.
A significant three-way interaction was also detecbd between treatment,

text coherence, and domain knowledge on the Summary R e d l reorden'ngs as
well as on Level 1 (i.e., topic and condusion) citations. In regards to

reorderings, those participants with high domain knawledgehw text
Caherencyhnguided questioning Qenerated signifintty more reorderings than
any other combination of text coherency, domain knowledge,and unguided

questioning as well as the low domainh-

text coherency and high

domain knowledgellow text coherency members of the signal word condiim.
This was followed by the significantly superior performances of the high domain
knowledgehigh text cohetBCICyIsignal word participants and the low domain

knouMge/?owtext coheremy/sig~lword participants over the majority of their
signal word and unguided questioning counterparts.

As previously discussed, Smmaty Recafl reorcietings are indicatiw d a

less than wdldevdoped situation model. Therefore, the superior performance

of the high domain ktX)W(8dgeRow b x t coherency participants is the only
outcome which approximates the findings of Kintsch and colleagues in regards
to significant situation model outcomes (McNamara & Kintsch, 1996; Mdlamara

et a1.,1996). As discussed above, the inclusion of a questioning strategy with

high domain knowledge and low tea cokrency may intenupt the devekpment
of a strong situation rnodsl representation. Btmuse this is the only significant

outcome involving this cambination with questioning, specifically unguided
questioning, it may be tnre that the inciusion of question generation interferes
with the situation model devetopment of high domain knowledgellow text

coherency participants. This does not appear to be the case with other
combinations of domain knowledge and text coherency. For instance, signal

word participants with high domain knowidgelhigh text coherency and low
domain knowledgellow text cobmncy did significantly

than the majority

of their counterparts including those with high domain knowledgehigh text
coherency in the unguided qUB8fjOHing condition. Thus, questioning, more
SpeCiriIly structured questioning 8ppeats to assist those r a n g under either

optimal conditions or meager c o m a . In keeping with previousfy cited

outcomes , this is especialty

t
wforthose partidpants with the fewst

advantages (i-e., low domain knowledge andrbr low text coherency).
Similar outcomes arose with tfre Lsvef 1 results. Ttm8 signal word

participants with low domain k r m W g a b twt coherency, low domain
knowledgehigh text wtmncy, and high domain k

n

w

l text~

~

coherency significantly outpettmed the majority d the signal ward)unguided
questioning participants. The only exception was the performance of the kw

domain knowledge/high text coherency participants in the unguided
questioning condition whose scores tied with their low domain k n o w l m g h

text coher~ncy/signalword counterparts. Therefore, combined with previousty

cited resufts, it may be that stNctured questkming strategies and high domain
knowledge are more reliable indicators of adaptwe textbase and sihration
model development than the combination of high domain knowledge and low
text coherency alone.

nsion -8s

than

words ~

O -u T

conditions? One of the most important dements oflearning from
text is the reader's ability to assess his or her (8Wof comprehension.

Unfortunately, it has been shown that the ability to judge whether one has

comprehended read material is lacking. While the cause is presently unknown,

pr~~~*ous
research ha;; wggesbd that domain knowledge plays a significant
roIe (8.g ., Glenberg d E-n,

1987; Glerrberg, Sanocki et al., 1987).

Specrfically, it appears that high domain knowledge patkipants miScalwlata

their future test performam. As a result, their subjecbve assessrnenW of
knavledge are inaccuratdy inflated in comparison to their perfomarm on an
objetive~measure.

Other factors contributing to poor calibration indude text stwtum, text

genre, and age-8ppropriatenessteneSs
According to research conducted by Weaver
and Bryant (I-),

and Weaver, Bryant, and Bums (1995), text which is

readable and age-appmpMe leads to higher calibration scares. h m v e r ,

depending upon the text genre (i-e., expmitmy or nanative), diflemt measures

generate different calibration results. Typically, narrative text incites Ehematicbased p-ng

while expositgc text induces detail-orientad proeeasing.

Readers of expository text tend to monitor their paformam on detaildmted

measures with greater accuracy Wan on themstic-orientsd measures. These
outcomes are reversed for readers of narrative text llowem, there is

evidence to suggest that when addiinal processing is required, calibration
scores improve (e.g., Glenberg, Samcki et al., 1987; Maki et al., 1990; Maki &
Swett, 1987). This study sougM b inwdigate these mub and examine ttre

impact of adetinal processing

on cabfation d comprehension. Moreovef, it

explored whether the inclusion of guestioning strategies increased reader self-

efficacy by way of mnfiidence rahahngs,
Adhen'ng to the theories and outcomes d previously cited research, this
study paid careful attention to ageappropriateness and text genre

consiierabions. For instance, depending upon the Readabilii Index observed

(seeTable I),
the ewn'mental text entitled 'Heart Disease" falls belween the
categories of"easy(below grade 8) and 'standard" (around grade 12) (Weaver
& Bryant, 1994). The results of Weaver and Bryant (1994) suggest that for

university age participants, 'standareP tex&stKluld be used to errsure nigher
calibratiocr $cures. However, the results of this study did not r w i t e this

outcome. Furttrermore, the experimental text was manipulated b represent
both high coherency and low coherency. According to previous research, the

more readable the text, the better the dibration scamScQte
Again, this ~~did

not manifest. In fact, there urere no t
a
t cobneither high nor low coherency text manipulations

main effects wggmting that
calibration.

Thirdly, because the apetim8ntal text can be chataderked as

expository, the Post-Test was canstmted to -n

detail. Atthough there

were no themebased results with which to compare, the absence of high
calibration amongst all partidpants suggests that tact genre and the manner in
which it is tested (i-e., detai-ented

test design) do not condusively improve

calibratkm scores. And finally, the inclusion of structured questioning did not
provide the additional processing necessary b improve calibration of

comprehension. Participants using

question sterns did not out p e t f m

their signal words or unguided questioning counterparts.

The only significant o m m e of this analysis was a main effect for domain
knowledge. In keeping with previous research, those participants with high

domain knowledge were over-confident when judging their future performance

on specific Post-Test questions. Thus, low knmvkdge participants were more
accurate in their judgments. According to Glenberg, Samki et al., (1987) and

Glenberg and Epstein (1987), high domain knowledge participants typically
base their judgments on topic familiarity as opposed to text com~eMSiOn.
Despite the inclusion of a q-oning

strategy, high damin knoWdge

participants maintaimd an inaccurate perception of subject kmwklge. The
task of generating questions failed to alert them to potential knowledgegaps.

Theretore, it appears that knowledge alone influencescalibration of

comprehension. Neither text coheremy nor treatment had any known impad.

Svmhesis
Throughout this chapter, sewal important outcomes have been
disarssed, each in relation to the questions whm
i guided this study. This
section will attempt to synthesire those findings, bearing in mind the goals d
the experiment.

This study was founded on the need to better understand the

..

necessary for adaptive exposbry text processing through qUBStioning. In doing

so, attempts were made to simulate the elements typified in the majority of
reading situations. That is, levels ot domain knowledge were ascertained for
each participant while text coherency was manipulated to reflect the most and
least advantageous reading contexts.
These reading emrironrnent combinations were previously encountered

in several studies conducted by K i m and colhgues (McNamara & Kintsch,
1996; McNaman et at., 1996). In an attempt to improve irWWbal text

quality, the researchers focused on the effects of reader's background
knowledge and text eoherrnca. Specifically,they sought to determine whether

text memory and learning are errhanced or diminished by improving text
comprehensibility. As previously dikwed, the answer to this question was

complex. Depending upan one's level of domain knowledge, text either had to
challenge or alleviate the reader's mtive

resources. But is such tailoring

feasible? Can expository text be appropriatdy matched with a reader's
indiidual needs? Might there be a strategy which circumvents individualized

text assignment ? One approach may be through questioning. Perhaps

strategic questioning can invoke the a d d i i l promsing

required to make

text both challenging and cornprehmible, in spite of one's l e d of domain

knowledge.
A number ofstudies have shown that comprehension can be sigfifimntly

improved through strategic qumthing and expository text (e.g., Andre &
Anderson, 1978-1979; Davey & McBride, I=;

Lrsyncnuk et al., 1990). The

most successful strategy inwlved generic puestion stems through Reciptocal

..

Peer Questioning (e-g., King, 1989). tn using the stems, parbcrpants WBte

required to draw inferences about new information, to take a new perspective
on existing knowledge, and to elaborate upon new material and existing
knowledge stmtures. Simply, the participants were required to generate the

internal and external c o n n e d i ~necessary for text memory and learning.
Unfortunately, gem& question stems were tested exdusively with
lessonnecture comprehension and in a cooperative laming environment. This
study has been an opporhmity to observe the reliability of question stems when

used on an individual basis as well as in conjunction with expository text.
The Kintsch model of text comprdwnsb (e-g., Kintsch, 1988; Kintsch &

van Dijk, 1978) was ernplayed for this study. The COrWtNction-integration (CI)

model is connedionist model. Through the amstrucbion and integration of a
network of compts, a mental representationot the text is achiea. The most
important components of this representation include textbase and situation

models. Therefore, to determine whether comprehension occurred in this
study, it was necessary to assess both modeb. Like Kintsch and colleagues

(e.g., McNamara & Kintsch, 1996; McNarnara et al., 1996), this invdved a
sorting task, a post-test, and a recall measure. Because text comprehension

also involves self-monitoring, a dibrahjon of comprehension measure was
included. The results demonstrated Um saliem d domain knuwledge and

qmtioning, but they did not repIicgte the findings of previous research. That is,
there were fewer interaction effeds than discwered by Kintsch and colleagues

and fewer main effects for questioning as ascertained by King (e.g. King, 1989).
As suggest&, this study did not replieam the ercperimental contexts of
either King or Kicltscn and colbagues. As with previous studies, questioning

strategieswere not tam and prWW ovler several sessiocls, nor were they
employed in a cooperative setting (e.g., King, 1989). Furthermore, text

comprehension was assessed without the invohrement d a specific reading

strategy. fherefore, it was unlikely that the same resub g e w a t d by previous
r8588rchers would manifest Nevertheless, the outcomes of this study p r o d to

be promising. Atthough not atways significant, genericqusstiacl stem appear
to provide the addiional processing required for tex?memary and text learning;

particularly for those readers lacking domain lcnowfedge and/or reading low
coherence text.

As indicated in an earlier discussion, the most common significant results
involved W a i n knowledge main effeds. High domain knowJedge participants
significantfy outperformed their low domain knowledge counterparts on
primariiy textbase model variables in addition to calibration of comprehension
and confidence ratings scores. McNamara and Kintsch (1996) similarly
detected domain knowledge main effects favouring high domain knowledge

participants on propositional reeall, sorting scores, and muitiplechoice question

responses (La,
textbase and bridging inference) in Experiment 1. When
domain knowledge was changed from a dichotomous to ccrMnuous variable in
Expmment 2, there was a marginal main effect only on open-ended question

responses (b.,textbase and bridging inference). A similar outcome was also
de-

by McNamara et al., (1996) with high domain knowledge participants

significantty outperforming their low domain kmubdge w u n t on
~ pasttest qwtions only (i-e., textbase, bridging inference, deborabive inference, and

problem solving). Unfortunately, no information indimtingwhether the
dgnificant mulls iwdved quesbions which were te;Ktbase or situational was

provided in ekhw study. However, given how few situation model questions

were included in the post-tests, and that no other situation model measu~es
generaw significant domain kmwledge main effects,it appam that high

domain kmwtedge

exeelled orr textbas model variables. If this

assumption is conect, the findings of Kintsch and colleagues support the theory
pco96sed by this study- That is, in contrast to text learning, text memory and text

recall generate the greatest number of significant resutts when time is limited for

strategy invdvemefit and acquisition. Compared do the cognithdy taxing
process of schematic acmmodartion, those with the greatest knowfedge bases
can simply encode or assirn~'Iatetext information into already existing schemas.
In regards to situatlm model variaMes, few signiint outcomes arose in
this study. Was this a corrsequenced time mwahts, the nature of the

questioning strategies, or a combination of both? When considering the
outcomes of Kintseh and colleagues, we may cord&

that the inclusion of

questioning strategies wiffr such limited i m t u t b d time is detrimental to
situation model development. Given approKimably the m e reading time as
with this study, McNamara and K
m
i (1996) and Md(amara et al. (t996)

detected significant resub on all situation model vanvanabM
(Le., sorting task,

W i n g inference questions, and pmblem sdving questions). Furthennore, as
predicted by the researchers, high knowledge readers performed Wter on

these variables after W i the low coherence text while b w knowledge
readers did g e m l l y better after reading high aherenee bxt So why were

these results not m p l i i for this study? Perhaps the inclusion of qwrstioning

strategies within a limited amount d time caused a processing iWerence.
. .
Instead ofactivdy processing the text and acquiring a stuabmd
understanding, padkipants were preocarpied with question generation This
theory appears feasible in light d the threway intemth on Summary Recall

rwrderings. Those participants with high domain knowledge teading low
Coherence text achieved optimal per(manee using an unstructwed

question@ technique- Thus, the less cognitive capacity awpbd by
structured questioning, the better the participants performed on situation model
vananables.Additional support for this position can be found with the sQnMmnt

two-way interacbracbon
between treatment and text coherence on Post-Test total

soore and efaborative inference questions. Those participants reading high
coherence text performed optimally when using the less imposing unguided
questioning strategy. Therefore, in spite of a few significant dbcb invohn'ng
less wet/-developedsituational variables, the inclusion of structured

questioning strategies during a short instfllctional period appears tn tram
disrupted the active processing required for strong situational understanding.

Given that these findings contradict those of Kintsch and dbgues, can
it be said that text tailoring is the only viable solution to acfaptive text

processing? Not when we consider the strong trend evidenced by geWc

question stems. While nat always significantly superior, g m i c qumth stem
PWtkipants Outpsrfomted all 0 t h ~tramlent partfdpanCP

the POSt-Test tOW

score; textbase, elaborative inference, bridging inferemce, and problem solving
Post-Test questions; confidence ratings; Summary Recall generalizations,

elaborations, and reorderings; and Level 1 and Level 3 citations. Moreover,

gerreric question stems were involved with several significant Wmctkm effects.
This sqgests that generic question stems are viable p m d i i ot textbese and

situation model development.
So why are gmric question sterns so bendidat? The answer may be
found in the stems themselves. Each stem is designed to i d e bMbase and
situatkml undemtandings of the text. S m undetStanding is accomplished by

e x p ( i i guiding the reader to generate mnections both within the text and to
his or her pmvhs domain knowledge. Simply, gemric question sbems errgage

the reader in the active processing d text. What may have prevented more
significant findings concerning generic question stems was the time ressn'dion

imposed on the experiment,

Although not used for the purposes of tea

camprehension, King's (e-g., 1989) studies demonstrated that generic question

stems result in signifttnt outcomes. In all instances, gemk q w s t b stems
were pmdiced over several sessions. This suggests that in order for generic
question stems to be maximally beneficial, M i i t time for acquisition art
utilization must be given.
The final goal of this study was to determine whether the a m

processing induced by questioning can improve calibration ot comprehension

scores. No signrficant treatment M e d s were found, only significant main effects
for domain knowledge. In keeping with previous research, high domain
knowledge readers typically base their judgments of future perfmance upocr

topic tamilianty as apposed to text comprehension- Pwhps the indusion of
questioning strategies did not provide the additional processing required for
adaptive calibration or pernaps they failed to be effective due to time

conm*nts. Had the participants hem given more time to practice with and

internalize the strategies, signMcant results may have arisen. N~VWWBSS,
while the inclusion of questioning strategies failed to induce calibration of

mpreheMm, generic questii stems did foster reeder confidenee. On the
basis of confidence means, there was evidence that generic question stan

partidpants fd! mare W

i of their future performarm than their signal word

and unguided questioning countarparts (m.,
54.6, 50.9, and 53.4, mqmhdy).

Although these results are not significant, !hey do co~leythat generic qwstion

stems may increase reader self-emCacy. Again, future reswch is requiredto
wify or M this daim.

In summary, whik it was previously believed that text must be tailored to
the level of one's domain knowledge for active processing and situation model

development, new findings suggest that this may not be necessary. Although

not sigmfikant, generic question stems appear to elicit the inbrml and external
connections tor adepbve expos&xy text pr-ng.

Momow,they help incite

the conMence necessary for reader s e t f ~ i c amoclgst
y
university-age

partidpants.

Several recommendations for future educational practice and research
evolved from the results and di-on.
(1) To ensure the development of textbase, and especially situation model

representations with university-age participants, it is necessary to provide
additional pracess-figin the way of structured questioning techniques.

According to the findings of this study, the most a d w & g m s questioning
strategy m

s g€mericquestion stems. Although not always signifint,

results derived from generic question stem participants demonstrated a dedsive

trend toward su~eriortextbase and situation model representetims during
expasnary text processing.
(2) In lieu of strategic instmtion,

high domain knmbdge is the most reliable

indicator of textbase and situation model devekpment amongst universii-age
participants. Thus, the provision of suffient background information is

necessary for adaQtive text comprehension in the presenc8 of time amtraints
and poor strategtc processing.
(3) Amongst uniwMy-%geparticipants, text coherency has little imp8ct upon
text mprehensiorr. Therefore, mom attention should be diverted to the

development of domain knowledge and strategic m
i truco
tin

to ensure adaptha

text processing.
(4) Although not significant, the utilization of structured questioning can

influence reader self-effiicy.Amongst univdty-age participants, generic
question stems provided the s u m necessary for reader confidenceon future
test performance.

(5) Sufficient practice must be given when introducing a new questioning

technique. To ensure that internalization occurs, ample time must be prm'ded

for understanding and practice. Unfortunabely, this e e m e n t adhered to stria

time constraints. Had more time been available, a larger number of results
might have confirmed these expectations.
(6) Previous research on generic question stems has invohred group learning.
It may be that genetic questian stems are best learned in a cooperative setting.

Therefore, future text promsing research c o m i n g the questioning
strategies used in this study should indude groups of 3 to 4 participants who
are instructedto share and discuss their questions and answers. It may be that

the cognitive conflict required for optimal text processing is more likely to oowr
in a cooperative ethos as compared to an indiidualized setting.
(7) Further research with adolescent populations is warranted. Research has
typically facused upon primary and c d l m students with littie a#entian

direded toward adoiescents. Such an absence can lead to the gemration of
conjectures regarding middle years development in lleu of m*dence-based
generalizations. Some conclusions derived from previous research suggest
that athimants who are trained to engage in questiorqeneration strategbs

perform at a level of significam an amprehension and metacomprehension

measures (Davey & McBride, I-)

as well as on products tests (Laidlaw, Skdc.

& Mclaughlin, 1993). Moreover, in ~0tnpariS0nto their younger counterparts,

adobswnts are more likely to engage in directed and spontaneous transfer

(Pressley & Dermis-Rounds, 1980) when generalized results and qec3fi.k

examples applicable to the transfer task are given (Gick & Holyoak, I=),
when the learning situation is analogous to the transfer situation (Gick &

Holyoak, 1980), and when they are trained to individually monitor their own
learning (Bender, 1986). Thus, the assumption that middle years students are

devdoprnentally equivalent to younger children and adults is unwarranted.
Any future research concerning eqxMory text processing and strategic
questioning with adolescents is nBCBSSitated given their developmtal

differences and requirements.
(8) Future research evolving from this stucty shoukl indude the scoring and

categorization of participant generated questions. The collection of participant
generated questions during this study was to ensure that questions were being
generated, that partidpants were following the imtmtbns and requirements of
their treatment condition,and b enforce the benefits of notetakingand w r i t b ~
r8coTding on memory and learning. At no time was it indicated that qwstbm

would be scored and catqofkd for a d y 9 s . Future research will indude the

categorization

of questbns according to textbase and situation m d e l

representations. This will provide additional insight into the bendits of specific
questioning techniques on a reader's mental repmentation d text.
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APPENOIX A
Constructivist Question Stems

Con8tructtvlrt Que8tlon Stems*
Models
1. What do you think might occur 1.....?

answer:.......

situation

. .

2. What information do we already have about..... ?
Howdoesitapplyto .......? answer.........

textbas8mmon

3. Are there any differences betwea......and....? Explain

textbaWsituation

4.

........appears to be a problem because.........

textbasel situation

What are some possible solutions?

5. The author(s) s!ates that "................."
Explain why this statement is true or false.

ne-t

6. Compare.....andEnith .......in regards to.. .......
Explainyour answer.

textbase/sitmon

While textbase questions contain information which is stated in a single
sentence of the text, situation questions require inferences. Therefore, listed
M o w are categories of situation model inferences which may be created by the
students. Pfease note that they are p r e d e d by question stem numbers which
lend themselves to potential inference caaegories.

Slturtlon model inferences

#2., #3., #4., & #6. bn'qng idereme - 'requires linking information tram two or
mote sentences in the text to anSwer the quWon. Inferring the unstated
retation between sentences is also a process that relies on the situation moder
(McNamara et al., 1996).
-Two or more sentences or concepts have to be linked to make and answer the
question.

-

#I .,#2.,#3, #4., X5., & #6= elabomtive inference "requireslinking textuaJ and
outside knowledge information, which requires some, but not necessarily a very
deep, situation understanding."
-Useof knowledge about the topic to fill-in addiiod detail not mentioned in the
text or to establish connectbetween
im what is being read and reIa&d WIIS of
knowledge-

-

#&
I.
X4. pr&m

s&d"- "requiresapplying information from the text to a

novel situation and heme depend on situational understanding"

Coherence, w
h
e
w it be local w global, is increased by the s t r a m listed
below. Cited are particular questions stems which may incite the building of
greater coherence.

Coherence atrateglea
#2.,#3.,#. , & 116. = bMglng inference

-

#2.,#3.,#4,, & #6 = argument repetition has ref8teMal ties and a common

referent
-"two propositions are related if they share a common argument. Coherence is
thus reduced to referential ties, which is an o v e r s i m p l i , but attractimly
simple. may often be rnerety an accidental by-ploduet of some more basic
coherence relationships among propositions but senas to index the existence
of a relationship in an objective, easily identifiabfe war.
Is predicative of recall (van Dijk & Kintsch, 1983).

-

-

f 1.,C3.,#4., & #6. = causal connecwn

- relattons among events and actions.

-'exists b e W a Sates and events in the physical worW [van Oijk & Kintsch,
1983).

'Adapted from Ryan (1971) and King (e.g., 1989)

APPENOIX B

Domain Knowledge Questionnaire

Knowledge Quertlonnrtre
Titie: The Effects of Question Construction on Expodtory Text Comprehension
Reaearcher: Thelma M. Gunn
Supervlsor: Dr. B.S. Randhawa
Professor, Oepartment of Educational Psychology
Information. Answer the following questions as
honestly and as fully as poulble.
1. Before graduating from high school, did you take any c o w refating to
human anatomy?
Yes
No

W ves",briefly i d e m when you were enrolled and those aspects d human
anatomy that you studied.

2. Have you ever taken any classes pertaining to human anatomy while in
university?

Yes

No

If "yes", briefly d
i em when you were enrolled and those aspects of human
anatomy that you studied.

3. Have you ever taken any emergency medicine courses (i.e., C.P.R., E.M.T.,
etc.)?
Yes

No

If "yes",specrfy the name of ttre course, when you were enrolled, and what it

entailed.

4. Have you ever had a close personal relationship with someone with heart

problems or heart disease?
Yes

w,

No

speclty the nature of your relationship (i.e., immediate family, dose
personal friend, etc) and the nature of the heart problem or disease.
If

5.This is a diagram of a human heart.
a). In h e spaces provided, name as many parto of the heart as you can. If yau are
uncemin of the names and locations of certain parts, you are encouraged to guess.

C . M u l w Chalm. There I8 only one anrwr th8t I8 either wmct
or mt appropriate. Cltcb the anewer that corresponds to the
question.
6. Which d the following chambers pumps blood into the systemic arculatoty

system?
a. right atrium
b. left atrium

c. right ventricle
d. left v m W e

7. Venous (deoxygenated) blood is received by the
c. right ventricle
a. right atrium
d. left ventride
b. left atrium

8. The membranous sac surrounding the heart is known as the

a. pericardium
c. endocardium

b. myocardium
d. epicardium

9. A myocardial infarction results in
a. the death of an area of the aorta
b. an accelerated rate of hemopoiesis
c. rapid cell division of the layers of the pericardium
d. death of an area of the heart muscle

10. The btood flows from the lungs into the heart's

a. right atrium
b. left ventricle

c. atrioventricular valve
d. left atrium

11. A 'blue baby" is probably

a. suffering from rheumatic heart disease
b. suffering from arterial sclerosis
c. not getting enough oxygenated Mood throughout the body
d. not getting enough iron in the body.
12. The heart beat originates in the
a. AV node
b. pacemaker

c. automatic nervous systarn
d. pericardium

13. What is the normal heart beat for a young adult?
c. 70 beats per minute
a. 100 beats per minute
d. 50 beats per minute
b. 90 beats per minute

14. Coronary disease is the result of
a. high Mood pressure
b. a poorly shaped coconary valve
c. a bacterial infedion to the myocardium
d. blocked coronary arteries

15. A septa1 defect can be described as
a. a misshaped heart valve
b. a gap between the tm,sides d the heart
c. arterialwalls which are lumpy, rough, and namu in shape
d. a thinning of the lining of t
h endocardium

Purpoaa tor Study: This isa two phase study. The purposeof the first phass of the s i y
has been to determine tbse individualswho haw high k n o w and Moss who haw low
knowledge of the heart and itsfunctions. You have compktbd lbfirstphase of the shrdy.
Thepurposeofthesscondph~otthesbdyisb-imwhethetaspeatic~
comprehension technique (i.e., ques(ioning) will not only enable studmtr with high domain
knowfeu@ and bw domain knowledge to better comprehnd srcpwilory text, but hdp them to
monitor their reading behavioun. Sudents who are eligib (i-e..have Mgh or low domain
knowledge of ?heheart] and who am willing to participatewill be randomly assigned b three
s!raMgc conditions: highly s$uctured. semi--red.
and urudnrctutedquesllons. following a
brid training period, they w i l be asked to read a faw pages of seienWic Utxk Some informaltesting
will occur immediately afterward. This will indudea brief comprehension monnwing
queslionnaire, a 12-i&mposttest. a recalltask, and a word associationtask. Alt instructionand
tesh[ngwin be conducted in groups of I 0 to 20 pertrcipants.
Owatlon of Study: 12fl minutes
Cmdltm: 2 creditsfor the first hour and $5 for the second hour
bmtlacl, Mom and ti-:
To be announced
If you are digibls b -pate

in me second phase of the study, would yw be h~tmwd?
YES

NO

!t Wm,
p k a e provide your name and telephone number so that you may be saaily comadsd.
Thank you for your partielpetion thus far.

Telephone Number

RESEARCHER'S INFORMATION
--o--ooo---

SCORlNd

- -on

1

- 1 point if "yes"

- 1 point if they took the dass in tt18last 2 years, -5if they took
the dass more than 2 years ago

- 1 point if they name the heartJcirculation
- questkm #4,1 point tf 'yes" and 1 point if

can specifically name the nature of the disease, -5 point if
give a general response

(maximum 11 points)

a
m answered in full, 1 pint if
- section 2 - 2 points for each c

partial answer in correct category, .5 point if give a conect
name but in wrong spot, -5 point if they define the function but
cannot come up with the name.
(maximum 42 points)

- -'on

-

3
2 points if correct
(maximum 20 points)
Maximum total points = 73
Section 2 Answers (Clockwise):

Left common carotid artery; left subclavian artery; aorta; left pulmonary arteries;
left atrium; mitral valve; aortic valve; infundiiolum; left ventride; apex;
interventricular septum; trabeculations; right -de;
triwspid valve; fight
atrium; right pulmonary veins; right pulmonary arteries; supetiar vena cam;
pulmonic valve; brachiocephalic artery.
Section 3 Answers:

APPENDIX C

Training Materials

PROCEDURE

Scr1. Prlor knowledge qwmtlonndm (10 minutes)

1. Practlcs 8euion

(20 minutes)
generic question stem and signal word

i. question training regarding memory (textbase model) and
critical thinking (situation model) q ~ ~ o n s .
ii. strategy prompt cards with practice text
-unguided questioning
-no question training or practice

2. fbreadlng rortlng tark (10 minutes)
3. Remdlng task (10 minutes)
-Text enbitled 'Bloof (5 mi-)
for at1 subjects.
Followed by the experiment text entitled *Heart Disease' (5 minutes).
'instruct students to reread each text if there is time remaining

-

3. Expsrimtal queatloning tmkr (20 minutes)
-Students will begin individual questian generation using strategy
prompt cards and may use all texts affiliated with their emmental condition.
- Record questions and answers on q u 8 s t i o ~ n s sheets
e
4. Callbratlon of comprehenrlon queatlonnaim (5 minudes)

'instruct students to check their answers if there is time rernaining

5- Summary recall text (I 0 minutes)
"instructstuderrts to check their answefs if thete is time remaining

-

6. Port teat (12 questions 30 minutes)
'instruct students to check tneir answers if thefe is time remaining
7. Port-madlng M n g

ta&

(10 minutes)
'instruct studen& to check their answers if there is time remaining

115 minutes

I . Wore we start 1 will briefly tell you what we will be doing during this sessim.
(Procedure). Everything is timed so I will typicatly give you a 2 or 5 minute
warning; depending on the length of the task.
2 1 have given you a consent form to sign before we start Please read it over
now and sign i
t (please print) Leave it at the top of the desk in front of you. 1
wiil pick it up in a few minutes. At the end of the experiment L will give you a
copy of the ansent form, a review ofthe experiment, and your creditshroney.
3. 1 will be giving you identifiationnumbers. There is a slot at the top ofall
tests which rquires this number. P l e a s insert it whenever it is required.
Whenever you are finished with an exam or any materials pleas8 leave them
face down in front of you and t will pick tnem up. If you have any new materials
in front of you and you are finished early, you are not allowed to read or look at
them until the next task begtns.

lntroductlon
-As stated eaftiir, tfre purpose of this experiment is to understand how p p k
read and comprehend text.
-I am going to start by saying that reading and amprehension p r m have
typically been difficult to understand. This is especially true in the caw of
expository text Unlike narratiw text, expsitory textbooks typically give you a
lot of new informahion and they are written in a way that can be diffwltto
understandor follow. Howem, there are various ways that may help you ta
understand what you are reading. Some d you have deve(oped your own
ways or strategies for understandingand others have been taught some useful
strategies. Om comprehension technique that you may be familiar with is
'questionin$ This can be done in several ways. For instance, some people
ask themselves questions as they are reading and some ask thernse(ves
questbs after they have finished reading. There are also ditferent types of
questions which can be asked: questions about what was wrftten in the text and
those that require you to think about ttre information in more critical ways.
Therefore, questioning can help you to understand and comprehend material
that is new or complex That is, what we are atbmpting to understand with your
help.
Signal ward and gensrtc qumtlon sterns only
I am now~iqmexplainabitmoreaboutthetwotypesdquestions~t

I just mentioned. That is. there are questions that ask for information straight
out of the text (i-e., memory questions) and there are questions that require yau
to think more cfiticatly (i.e., criticel thinking queaim).To demonstfabe these
types of questions, I am going to begin by asking you to quickly read the text
entiW-1 '
and South Korea'. (read) (2 minutes)
201

The first type of question to be discussed is the mmnory que8tion.
(overhead) Memory questions simply ask you to recall information that you
have read. Information that you can simply find by Wing back at a specific
part of the text or at a specific sentem.
1. For example in this text I could ask 'bsaibe what Indonesia is like
geographically"? the answer can be explicitly found in paragraph 2. A: it
consists of thousands of islands, many of them tiny, some huge, which are
scattered widely o w the balmy, southem sew. There are palm trees along the
white sand beaches and the interior is covered by green jungles.
2 'What are the primary products made in Karea today"? Again the
answer can be found quickly in paragraph 4. A: textiles such as shirts and
dresses and economy ears.
3. 'Where do many Indonans live"? Thfs answer can be found in the
first sentence d paragraph 6. A: in the slum of the big city.

-

fherefore, the questions and ammm are easily avanaMe within the text. They
are recorded facts and they can be memorired. You are not required to think
about the material, just prwide the easily located answer.
The other type ofquestions that I mentioned are crltlcal thinking
questlonr. Them types d qmtions require you to explain concepts or
relationships between ideas, apply the information you have read to other
situations, to draw conclusions based on what you haw read, to support your
ideas based on what you have read, and so forth. TWdore, critical thinking
questions ask for more than what yw just read. The answer will not simply be
in the text or in a sentence. You have to think about what you read and apply
thattootherpartsofthetewwwhat~JmdyknowaboutatqAc.
1. For example, Which country i$farther north and higher in elevation"
A: You will have to think about what you have read. It mentions in paragraph 3
that Korea has barren mountain ranges as well as cold winds from the north
they also have winter On the other hand, in paragraph 2 it says that lndanesia
a W s t s of islands in the south seas, hot weather, muggy bmpwatures.
Therefore, with some thought, you can infer that Korea is farther north and
higher in elevation.
2 'What industries do you think fndanesia bases much d its economy
onH?In paragraph 2 it says that the beautifulgeography geets many tourists,
that there is rice farming (paragraph 5) and we can surmise that because of the
weather, there tropically grown fmd p
r
o
d
m
.
3. * B a s e d o n w h a t y o u ~ r e a c J a b o u t I ~ a n d K o r e a , w h i c h
counlry has a better standard of living? Syour rmporwnIt does not
directly state in the text that Korea has a betW standard of Mng but we can
surmise that tt does because Korea has mom factories, lhm dose to facbxy
employment, no need for child care sewices, pwple go to university or
technical schools, children can study abtoad. Campared to Indonesia live in
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-

-

-

-

slums, little wok, poor education system due to ethic diversity, poor
communication because ot the diversity in languages, and their eoonomy is
reliant upon weather and the global economy.

Therefore, you can see that critical thinking questions ask YOU to mink" , not just
remember or repeat what you have read.
W i l e memory questions ham merit, they aren't as helpful as critical thinking
questions when it comes to rememMng and understandingtext rnatwhl.
Therefwe, you want to try and develop aitical thinking questions as r
nmas
possible. However, it isn't always easy to think of good questiorrs. Sometimes
it is convenient to have a pmtnpt or a am for generating the best questions.
The next part of ow discussion is going to involve ways to make goad questians
using a particular strategy.

-

A. Signal Words
I am surethatmostof youhaw hearddthetbSWs='who, what, why,
when, where, and how". These are cmidered to be fundmental qtastbhg
toots used by journalists. These wMds signal the q w s t b w to acquire all of
the most important information. Signal wtds also help the questioner generate
memory and critid thinking questions. As rnwtbmd before, aftical thinking
questions are more in-depth and hdp the questioner undecstand and
remember the material better- W s use an example. I am going to ask you to
read the text entitled 'Yraits of mammalsm.Wherr you are finisbd we will go
through some questions. (3 mi-)

Here are some memory questions using signal w o e :
1. Who is induded in the list as being a mammal? (a dog, monkey &
whale, p.1)
2. What do mammals eat? (many different kinds at food, p.5)
3. Where do baby mammals develoQ before being born? ( i ithe
p.2)
4- When do mammals hitmute? (during wintar, p.9)
5. Why do mammals haw hair? (as an insulation against heat and cold,
m
1
-

P.4)
6. How do reptik stay warm? (by wing the sun,p.3)

Conversely, here are some chtical thinking questions:
1. Who is Um parent of primary importance for a
mammal?
Explain. (mothers as a food source (i-e., milk) and as a 8acher

-

(i-A,hunting))
2 What other species not listed in the text are chsitid as mammala?
Explain (humans, dmWc
farm animals, etc because they ham
.
*
the same charaetemtm listed)
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3. Where are mammals found? How are they aMe to live in these

environments? (in many environments because they have
dewdoped special ways of protecting their young aga
nist
danger)
4. When do mammals learn their specialized behaviows?(they are
either taught by their mother when young or they are inherent,
complex behaviours)
5. Why does a meat-eating mammal ham Merent teeth as compared to
a plant-eathg mammal? (so that it can cut meat as compared to
grinding plant material)
6. How do mammals survive winter when hibernating? (they maintaM a
low body temperature which requires l i energy)

Therefore, you can see that with signal words you can create memory and
critical thinking questions. That is, you can create questions which require
information simply f m the text (i-e., memory) and questions which require you
to link ideas and tp think abut what was written @e., critical thinking). The
object is to acquire as much information as possible so that yw have a dear
understanding and memory of what was read.
I am going to ask you to read the text entitled " P mand Argentinan and then we
will try to generate same qmtions using the signal words. Try to develop
critical thinking qUBShUBShons
as often as possible (2 minutes).

ex.

1. Who brought Christianity to Peru?

2. What wouW happen to the economy of Argentma if their cat* industry
was completely eradicated?
3. Where do y
w think Argentineans i m p cars, machinery, and dothing
from?
4. When was the Incan empire destroyed?
5. Why is cattle fanning such a large industry in Argentina?
6. How is the geography of Peru similar to the g m p p h y @ Sauth

Korea?

The questioning strategy that Iam about to show you involves -ng
questions using question stems. (Give them examof the question stems).
As you can see, the main part of the question has already beerr dembpedYour responsibility is to think of ways to complete the questkm by fillingin the
missing portions. The question stems frequentty ask you to link information to
that which yw already know or have just read as well as b link informatkm
aaossthevariolrspartsdthetext I n o t h e r ~ , W t h e s a n b e u P e d t o
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create memory questions, but more often than not they are used to create
ctitical thinking guestionsguestions
M s see how they work using a piece of text. I
woukl like you to read ttre text entitfed "Traits d Mammals" and then I will show
you some question examples (3 minutes).
OW^? of its
1. What do you think might occur if a mammal wes demother's body3 What derlgers m i l d ttrere be for the baby's surviva/?
' 2 What information do we already have about reptiles m
us mammals?
How do these dilbrellcBs appy io bod)t temperatwe?
3. Are there any differences between &med and imtinctive behavior ?
Explain.
4. The untimely death of a mo?hfappears b be 8 problem because of her role
as nurturerand fieacher. What are some po&Me sdutions far the baby's
su~.waIif she should dim p l e m ~ m

5. The author(s) states that 'MammaIs..arar dne onlyanimals that have hair or
fur," Explain why this statement is true or false.

6. Compare ilfmisors and
eating. Explain your answer.

with prernulars and mom
l in regards to

As you can see, many of ttrese questions require you to develop critical thinking
questions whife others allow for memory questions. The object d the stems is
to acquire as mmh informationas possiMe so that you haw a dear
undmtadng and memory d what was read. I am going to ask you to read the
text enhitled 'Peru and Argentina' (2 minutes) and then we will try to generate
some questions using the question stems. Remember, some of the stems can
be slightly mdI(lied to suit your questiocl needs. Also, try to develop critical
thinking questions as often as

1. What do you think might occur to the economy of Argentina If thdr
cattle Indu8try wa8 completdy eradicat8d3

2 What infowon do we dmdy have about the economlc potential
cottage Indurttlw? How does 3 apply to Peru?

of

3. Are there any 4 i m between Argantlnsm Uomocrucy and North
Amerlcan bamocncy?

4. Selling bed and wheat appears to be a proMan for Argentina
because they have difflculty f lnding buyers What are some posslble

solutions?

....

5. The author states that "In Argentina there are vary few Indians
today". explain why this statement is true or false.

6. Compare Peru and South Korea in regards to gmgraphy. Explain your

answer
* Explain to the students that these questions require you to link with information

that you have already read to information that you already knciw. fherelore, we
are just showing them that if they had information regarding these topics, this is
how the information they have just read may apply.
I ~ - o n s :
1. I am now going to ask you to do a category sort You can put the words into
any category you see f t You can use a word more than o m . And there are
no correct ways to make categories. Be sure to read the instructions before you
start. You have 10 minutes to complete this task. ( I will be bringing your
numbers around right away so please get started).
2. 1 am now going to provide you with a text entitied 'Bloog. Please read the
text carefully. You have 5 minutes for this task. If you are done early, please
read the text again.

3. 1 am now going to ask you to read the text enbitled 'Heart Disease'. Again,
please read the text carefully. You have 5 minutes for this task. Ifyou are done
earty, please read the text again.
4. 1 am now asking you to generate questions concerning the 'Heart Disease*

text. (You are to use the quasbion st8mligignal word straw).You may refer to
and create llnkr with the text entitled 'Mood", but your chid mpmlbillty is
to create questions wing the "hear8 dlamw" text. YOU am to cmaW and
answer 6 questions on the question/artswer sheet provided. (That means that
you must use all 6 of Ehe que8Uon atema) (That means that you am to use all
6 of the 8lgnal worda). If you haw d i k y with a question, do as much as
you can and returnto finish it lam. You am emraged to refer to the text as
often as possiblewhem creating your questions. You have 20 minutes for this

task
5. This is a confidence measure. It concerns the text entitled 'heart d i i " .
After you haw read each question, please circle a single number on the
accompanying scale to report how confident you are tnat you could amwtly
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answer the question being asked. You have 5 minutes to m p r e t e this task.
6. You are being asked to summarize what you have read in the t
a
t entitled
"heartdisease' using an essay farmat. Therefore, you are bemg asked to state
the important infarmation in the text in a briefer form. You have 10 minutes to
write all that you can recall.
7. This is a po6t-test . Answer all of the following queshions as careMfy and as
fully as possible. You may use point form, but be sure that your responses are
clear and concise. You haw 30 minutes to complete t n i task
~

8. This last ta& is the category soR It is the same sort as you saw at the start of
the experiment Again, you have 10 minutes to complete this task

(read instructions)

-Memory questions ask you to ncrll Information that yau have

read.

-The information can be found by simply looking back at a sprcific
part of the text or at a rpecltic sentence.

-

Questions and answers are easily available by looking at the text.
They are recorded expkitly within Me text and they can be
memorized.

Examdes.

1. Desaibe what Indonesia is like geographically?

2. What are the primary products made in Korea today?

3. Where do many Indonesians live?
m I a L f HINEING QUESTIONS

- Require you to explaln concepts or relationships between ideas, to

apply the information that you have read to other situations, to draw
conclu8iocrs b a d on what you have read, to support your ideas
h e d on what you have read, etc.

- Critical thinking questions ask you b think about what you have

read and to apply that informationto other parts of thr Wxt or to
what you already know about a topic.

- They ask you to critically examine, and not just remember or repeat
what you have read.

Examples:
1. Which country is farther north and higher in elevation?
2. What industriesdo yw think Indonesiabases much of its
economy on?

3. Based on what you have read about Indonesia and Korea,
which country has a better standard of living?
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Indonmia and South Korea

Many factors i n t l m whetthw a developing country can kok forward to
a prosperous future, or whether A will be forever doomed to a backwardness
and a poverty. A comparison between Swth Kffea and Indonesia illustrates
this point.
Indonesia consists ofttKHlsands of islands, many of them tiny, same
huge, which are scattered widely over the balmy, southern seas. Along the
coasttines palm trees waving over white sand beaches greet the twdsts, who
come in their cruise ships. The hot and muggy interior of the islands is covered
by green jungles, where many different kinds of plants and animals five. The
people are proud and beautiful, and lead carefree lives.
In contrast,the short and stocky Koreans inhabit a peninsulawhich is
c r i ~ o s s e by
d b a r n mowrtain ranges. Only along a few rivers and in the
plains by the sea b the soil fertib enough to farm. Dry winds blow horn the
north in winter, and people have to wear heavy, padded jackets agahst the
cold, while in summer the hot sun bums the mountain sides.

Throughout their history Korean f m s could barely grow enough
cabbage and rice to feed tfiemselves. Now, howevert many of them work in
textile mills, where they make shirts and dresses which are sold all over the
world, because they are good and cheep. Recently, South Korea also began to
produce sleek, little economy cars which have been quite a success among
American car buyers.

Indonesia diiers in many respects. In the ald days it was known as the
Spice Islands, because merchants from all over the wrkl sailed into its harbors
to trade for cinnamon and pepper- Today farms still plant rice on terraced
hillsides using the same methods as tfieit forefathecs. Each year, more of the
jungle is cut down and turned into farmland. As a result the soil becomes
exhausted quickly and erodes away when it m*m.
Many lndonesians live in the slms of kg cities, where they can't find
work. Out on the islands the people spetlk different languages, so that the
teachers, whom the government sends to open up schods, often can't talk to
their pupils. Most d tha p p i e are Muslim, but many of the islands are
inhabii by Christians, Hindus, Buddhists, and even primitive tribes who still
live in the stone age.

On the other hand, the typical Korean has a job in some faand lives
in a town close by. While the parents work, children go to school, and the
grandparents stay at home to take care of the babies. The beW sWmb
compete for admission to the univWtim and technical colleges. The whole
family is filled with pride when their son gets a scholatship to study in Japan or
in the US.
Thus, Indonesia and South Korea may develop very diierentfy in the

futwe.

Tralta of Mammals
What do a dog, a bat, a monkey, and a whale ham in common? They
are all mammaIs. Mammals am a spedal class of VBCtBbtates ( animals with
backbwles) that share certain traits or characteristics. Mammals are found on
land, in water, and in the air because they have developad traits that allow them
to live in many differ8(1~8environments. Mammals are a successful group of
animals. A group of animals is sueceaslul (a) if its members am found in many
types of environments, @) if there are many of them or (c) if they have sundmd
for long periods of evolutionary time.

One trait that allows mammals to live in many Werent environments is
that they haw developed special ways of protectn
ig
their young from the
dangers of the environment. One way that the young are protected is that
fertilization is internal in mammas, svld the young develop inside the mother's
body. The amount of dedopmnt at birth varies with t
b type of mammal. A
mammal that is not well developed at birth is more depmdmt on its parents'
care than one that is fully developed. Mammals care mom for thek young than
other kinds of animals. The mammary gland is found only in mammals and is
used in the care of their young. A mammary gland is a strucbre in female
mammals that secretes milk. The milk provides food for the young.
Another trait that allows mammals to live in many different p e e s is that
they are warn-blooded. Unlike reptiles, such as snakes or li-,
which need
the sun to stay warm, the mammal's W y can maintain a nearly constant
temperature, regardless ofthe tmpetature 0s tfw environment, Like birds, they
have a four-chambered heart that helps them do this. fhe heart keeps the body
warm by pumping Mood to all parts of the body.

A third trait d mammals that allows them to live in many different
emhronmerrts is that they are the only animals that have hair or fur. Though
some mammals have little or no hait* most are covered with hair. Hair insulates
mammals in much the same way that feathers insulate birds. It keeps them tram
getting t
w hot or too cold.

Another physical trait of mammals is that they can eat many different
kinds of faod because they have m y qmdaliied teeth. This trait also helps
them to live in
kinds of envitonments. There are fow types d be€hh
mammals: indsors, canines, prerndars, and molars. The number and shape of
each of these types oftmth are related to the kind of food the mammal eats.
Meat-eating mammals, such as wolves and liorrs, have long, pointed canine
teeth, that a n used for tWng. Their incisors are chisel~hapedand are used
for cutting. Plantang mammals, such as horses and cows, have large, flat
premolars and mdm. These teeth are used for grinding pknt ~ ~ M r i a k .

Another important reason why mammals are so successful is that they
have a we-l
nervous system that indudes a complex brain. In
general, the brain of a mammal is larger than that of other vertebrates.
Mammals are more intelligent than most other vertebrates. Their large and
complex brain supports the complex bhaviour which is another charactwistic
trait of mammals.

Mammals have two types of behaviour: learned and instinctive
behaviours. The ability to learn complex behslviours also amtdbutes to the
success of mammals. An example of b a r d behaviour is seen in bears.
Alaskan brown bears teach their offspring to hunt salmon. The young bears
carefully watch their mother. After practice, Uw young bears will become skilled
hunters.
Instincts are complex, inborn patterns of behaviour that don1 have to be
learned. For example, soon after a mammal is born, it finds its mother's
mammary gland, or breast, and begins tcr feed on milk W i i being taught,
the newborn seeks its mother's breast. This behaviour is inborn. Breastfeeding is ane type d instinct that mammals have, but mammals have many
other types of instincts. Miition is an instinct d some mammals. The defense
of certain t m i t q is another. Hibemation is a t h e r instinct of mammals.
Hibernation is a type of deep sleep in which an animal has a lowered body
temperature. Many mammals hibernate during winter. Food, needed to supply
energy, is scarce in winter. A great amount of energy is needed to maintain a
normal body temperature during cold weather- Since a hibernating animal
maintains a faw body mperahge, it uses Iiie energy. Thus, mammals who
hibernate can live in environments with cold winters.

Question Stems

- What do you think might occur if.....?

answc.......

- What information do we already have about......?
How does itapplyto *......? amnm.........

.Are there any differences between......and....? Explain.

- ........appe ars to bea pcoMernbecause.........
What are some possible solutions?

.The author@)states that '................."

Exprain why this statement is h e or false.

- Compare.....andlwith.......inregardsto.. .......
Explain your answer.

Signal words

m.....
?
mat......?

were.........?
Wfien.......?
Why.....?
How.......?

QUESTION STEM EXAMPLES
1. What do you think might occur Mamammal develaPed.

w i d e of its mother's bodv? What danOgrs would there be for the
v's survival?

answer:

............

2. What information do we alreddy have about IgOtiles versus
mammals? How do thew ditfermces apply to godv
jemmrature?
3. Are there any dlffmncsr batween M m e d and instinctive
Explain.
4. The untimelv death of a moths appears to be a problem

becausepf her mle as -erL
What am some
poosible salutionr forthe baby's swvival if the mdher should die
prematufelv?
5. The author($) states that 'Mammals ...are the onlv animals th&
have hair or fur.' Explain why thlr statement 1s true or talw.
6. Compare imiso~and wines with bremrrlars and m o b In
regards to e m Explah your mswer.

SIGNAL WORO QUESTION EXAMPLES

1. Who is included in the list as being a mammal?

2. What do mammals eat?
3. Where do baby mammals develop before being born?
4. When do mammals hibernate?

5. Why do mammals have hair?
6. How do reptiles stay warm?

Critical Thinkina Questions:
1. Who is the parent of primary importance for a young mammal?

Explain.
2. What other species not listed in the text are classified as
mammals? Explain.
3. Where are mammals found and how are they able to live in these

environments?

4. When do mammals learn their specialized behaviours?

5. Why does a meat-eating mammal have different teeth as

compared to a planbeating mammal?

6. How do mammals survive through the winter when hibernating?

Pew and Argentina

Many factors influence whether a developing country can look fotward to
a prosperous future, or writ will be forever d m e d to backwardness and
poverty. A ccrmpafison betwen Peru and Argentina illustrates this point.
The lofty, snowcapped peaks d the Andes mountains cover most of Peru.
E m the valleys are so high that the air is thin and cold. Where the mountains
reach down to the Pacific Ocean, it never rains, and the air is so dry that even
wooden tools and doth made hundreds of years ago are perfectly preserved in
the sand.

igen
rt
consists d huge, grassy plain,
In contrast, the heartland ofnaA
called the Pampas, where oowboys bard cattle on ranches as large as those in
Texas. Where rivers fiow into the Atlantic, !he capitol city sprawls, with stately
buildings and broad avenues, almost like in Paris.
Wheat fields cover much of the Pampas, whose soil is so rich that it never
needs fertilizing. However, Argentina, like Amwka, has trouble finding buyers
for all the wheat and beef it produces. The country has almost no coal, iron or
other minerals. Thus it cannot manufacture many things that people need, such
as cars, machinery, and dothing, so these items must be importedfrom other
countries.

Peru is very different. There are many small farmers who grow just
enough corn to feed their families. Other people work on large plantations
where coffee,
cotton, and sugar cane is produced for export to ather counbiesThe mountains have rich deposrts of copper, sihrec, and lead, and the
government has developed some very profitable mines. The Indians who l i iin
the high mountain valleys raise sheep and llamas. The women weave beautiful
sweaters and blankets from the wool of the llamas, just as their ancestors did.
These weavings emtutlty find their way to the fashionaMe boutiques of
Europe and the US- where they bring high prices.

Most Petuvians are Indians, descendants of the once proud and mighty
Incas- When the Spanish destroyed the Inca empire, the Indians became the
poor and oppressed people in their own land. A small grow of white plantation
owners has ruled the country ever since. They brought with them Christianity
and the Spanish language, but the great Indian masses remained outside the
Spanish culture. Most af them do not even sqlnak Spanish, and few can read or
write.

In Argentina, on the other hand, there are very few Indians today. The
streets in the big cities are crowded with busy, energetic people, and in the
outdoor cafeslively discussions can be heard. In recent years, the newspaoers
and magazines have been free to publish everything, for the people were finally
able to establish a free, democratic government

Thus,Peru and Argentina may develop very diierently in the future.

APPENDIX D

Strategy Prompts

Queatlon Sterna
Instructions:
1. You are to genefate 6 questions using the g-c
question stems.
2. You are to use each question stem only once.
2. Be sure to answer your question.
3. If you are pressed far time, create your question and return to answer it later.
4. You may refer to and create links with the text mWd 'Blood", but your
tark is to clbdte quaation8 wing the "Heart 0(mmeWtext.
5. Yw have 20 minutes.

- What do you think might occur if.....? a n w s.......
- What informationdo we already have about.....?
Howdoesitapdrto .......?

answer:.........

- Are there any diieremes behnreen.....and .....? Explain.

- ........appears

to be a prablem because.........
What are some possible sdutions'l

- The authr(s) states that "................."

Explain why this statement is true or false.

- Compare.....andllvith .......in regards to.........
-lain

your answer.

Slgnal Words
n
I -s:
1. You are to g m t e 6 questions using the signal words.
2. You are to use each signal word only

once.

3. Be sure to anrwer your question.
4. If you are pressed for time, create your -on

and return to answer it later.

5. You may refer to and create links with the text entitled ' B W , but your
tark I8 to create que8tiona urlng the 'Heart Dimam" text.
6. You have 20 minutes.

Who.....?

What...... ?

Where.........?
When.......?

Why..... ?
How.......?

Quertlonlng Reminder
1. Carefully read the text entitfed "Heart Diseare".

2. Once you feel that you understand what you have read, create 6 que8ttons.
(Suggestion: To help you think of good questions, pretend that you ate going to
ask another student questions about what you have just read.)
3. Be sure to answer your question.
4. If you are pressed for time, weate yow question and return to answer it later.

5. You may refer to and create links with the text entitled 'Blood", but your
task is to create qumtionr urlng the "Heart Di8ea8eWtext.

6. You have 20 minutes.

APPENDIX E

Heart Disease Text
(High Coherence)

Heart Dlssase
The heart is the hardest-worlting organ in the body. We rely on it to
supply blood regulady to the body every moment of svlery day. Any cffsorder
that stops the heart from supplying Mood to the body is a threat to life. HeaR
disease is such a disorder. It is very common. More people a n killed every
year in the US. by heart disease than any other disease.
There are many kinds of heart disease, some of which am preserrt at
birth and some of which are acquired later.
1. Congenital heart dlmase

A congenital heart disease is a defect that a baby is born with. Most
babies are born with perfect hearts. But one in every 200 babies is born with a
bad hean For example, hearts have flaps, called valves, that oontrd the bkod
flow between its chambers. S m M m e a
~ valve develops the wrong snape. It
may be too tight, or fail to dose properly, resulting in congenital heart disease.
Sometimes a gap is left in the wall, or septum, between the two sides of the
heart. This congenital heart disease is often called a 'septa1 defect". When a
baby's heart is badly shaped, it cannot work efficiently. It cannot pump enough
blood through the lungs so that it receives enough oxygen. As a result, the
baby becomes breathless. The blood also cannot get rid d carbon dioxide
through the lungs. Therefore, the Mood becomes purplish, which causes the
baby's skin to look blue. FtWuWely, it is now possibfe to save the lives d many
'blue babies".
2.

Acquired heart dl-

Some heart diseases are acquired after the baby is born. Rheumatic
fever is an example of an acquired disease that may cause damage to the
heart. This disease usually follows a sore throat caused by bacteria known as
strepbcmxi. This is often called 'strep throat". When strep throat causes
rheumatic few, the titissues d the heart become inflamed. Ifthe heart is badly
affected,
it fails very soon. Usualty, lwwew, it recovers, and the results d the
damage are seen only years later. This is because the rheumatic fever Wv8s
scars in the valves of the haat. Themfore, they cannot work properly. This puts
a strain on the heart so that wentualty it may fail. The effects of the rheumatic
f e w may take up to twenty or thirty years to appear.
Coronary disease is another example of an acquired heart disease. This
diseaseaffectstheco~onaryarterias.Thesearetheblood~sthatextmd
acmstheheartandsupplyitwithMoodfromthelungs. Theyarevery
important because they give the heart musde the oxygen it needs to carry on
working. In coronary disease the coronary arteries become blod<ed, causing
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parts of the heart muscle to die because of the lack of axygen. When this
happens, the p a t i a has a heart attack, which can be fatal. The bkxhge of a
coronary artery is usually caused by a clot of blood, called a 'thrombus'. When
a dot forms in a coronary artery, this is called u ~ o n a rthtombo~kf.
y
That is the
correct name for a heart attack. In normal arteries, Mood does not f m dots.
But in coronary d i i s e , the walls d the arteries are not normal. fhey become
lumpy, rough, and nanow. The lumps break off and form dots thatstop the flow
of blood bo the heart

Other examples of acquired heart disease are arrhythmia, angina, and
high blood presswe. Arrhythmia, which means 'lack of rtrythm", is an
interruptionof the hart's normal beat Angina is a sharp pain in the chest
which is very similar to that caused by a heart attack, of thrombosis. High Mood
pressure is one of the most common heart diseases. It places a heavy strain on
the heart and other organs. Therefore, it is not treated, high Mood pressure may
lead to heart attacks, kidney failure, or other serious problems. High Mood
pressure is a diis which has no symptoms. Thus, a petson may not be
aware of having it unless the Mood pressure is measured.
3. fmatmnt and prevmtlon of heart di8ea8e

Since the mi61960's, medical science has made tremendous progress
in the treatment and prevention of heart disease. Botn new dnrgs and new
surgical methods have been developed. Among the nslw dngs for treating
heart disease are chemicals called 'beta blockers*. The beta-Mockm lessen
the aft8r4ects of heart attacks; they can prevent second attacks; and they can
lower the blood pressure of people who have high Mood pressure. Other drugs
dissolve tfie lumps which break off the walls of arteries so that they do not stop
the flow of blood to the heat
Surgical techniques for treating heart disease range from repairing or
repa
l cn
ig
damaged parts, such as valves or arteries, to replacement d the
entire heaR If a heart has been so damaged that it can no longer function, it
can be replaced by mechanical heart, or, more often, by a heart tramplant In
transplant surgery, the healthy heart of someone who has d i d mpkes the
diseased heart of the patient Mechanical devices an be implanted in people's
bodies to keep their hearts functioning. The pamaker is the most mmof
these devices. It does not heal the diseased heart, but it relkes the symptoms
of an irregular heart beat and maintains the steady beat neededfar normal
living. When a hew cannot pump enough Mood through the lungs because of
poorty functioning valves, the vahms can be replaced with aMcial oms d
ptasbc and metal. For patients with coronary disease, 'blFpass s q a y " is dten
used to repair dogged or damaged arteries. Doctors use pieces of a patiat's
own veins, often from the leg, to replace the damaged portions of arteries.

Preventive care is also getting better as scientists learn more and mom
about the causes of heart disease. They have shown that diet can be an
important means of controlling hean disease. For example, a substance called
cholssterd is known to cause a build-+ of fatly
in the blood
vessels, which can cause blood dots to form in the arterb. Therefore, doctors
stress the importance of a diet low-salt diet for patients with high blood
pressure.

Heart Disease Text
(Low Coherence)

Heart Dtseaae
The heart is the hardest-working organ in the body. We rely on it to
supply blood regularly to the body every moment of every day. Any d i i d e r
that stops the heart from supplying blood to the body is a threat to life. Heart
disease is very common. More people are killed every year in the U.S. by heart
disease than any other disease.
A congenital heart d i i is one that a person is born with. Most babies
are born with perfect hearts. In about one in every 200 cases something goes
wrong. Sometimes a valve dewlop the wrong shape. It may be too tight, or
fail to ckxaproperly. Sometimes a gap is t8ft in the septa1 wall between the two
sides of Um heart. This is often called a septal WecL When a baby's heart is
badly shaped, it canrot work efficien!Iy. The blood does not recdw enough
oxygen. The batty becoma breatMess. fhe Mood cannot get rid of carbon
dioxide through the lungs. It becomes purplish, and the baby's skin lo& Mue.
It is now possible to save the lives of many blue babies.

1he diseas8 called rheumatic f~ may cawe damage to the hart.
The disease usually follows a sore throat caused by bacteria k m as
streptocad. fhe tissues d the heart became inflamed. If it is badly affected, it
fails. Usually it recovers, and the results of the damage are s m only years
rater. fhevalvesofthehwtareleftwithscars. fheycannotworkpraperty.
This puts a strain on the hwt. EvenWly it may fail. The etfects of the
rheumatic fever may take up to twenty or thiQ years to appear.
The Mood vessels that extend across the heart and supply it with blood
are called monary arteries. They are very impatant They give the heart the
oxygen it needs to carry on working. If they b e m e Mocked, parts of the heart
muscle will die.The patient has a heart attack, which can be fatal. fhe
blockage of a coronary artery is usually caused by a thrombus, or Mood clot
Coronary thmbosis trappens w t m a cbt forms in a caronary artery. That is
the correct name for a heart attack. In m a 1 ark&, b M does not form
clots. In coronary disease, the walls of the bbod vessels become lumpy, rough,
and MOW.
Amythmia is an intemrptionof the heart's normal beat. Angina is a
sharp pain in the chest which is very similar to that caused by thrombosis. High
blood pressure is m y common. If untreated, high blood pressure may lead do
heart attacks, kidney failure, or other Wous pro&ns.
Hlgh Mood pressure
may have no symptoms. A person may not be aware d having it u n h the
blood pressure is measured.

Among !he

new drugs for treating heart disease are a family d
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compounds d f e d beta Mocking dnrgs, CK simply, beta blockers. They bmm
the after-effectsof heart attacks, can prevent second attacks, and can lower the
Mood presswe of peoQle who have high blood pressure. Other drugs dbdve
the lumps which break off the walls d veins and arteries.

Heart tramplants are used more often than mechanical hearts. In
transplant surgery, the bdthy heart of sorrpeone who has died replaces t
b
heart of the pat&& Mectranical devices can be implanted in peo(3(e's bodies to
keep their haarts functioning. The most commonly used pacemaker does not
heal the diseased heart, but it relieves the symptoms of an irregular heart and
keeps a steady beat for m a 1 living. When a heart mnot pump emugh
blood through the lungs because of poorly functioning Was, the mlves carr be
replaced with srtificial ones of plastic and metal. 8
y
m
surgery is used to
repair dogged or damaged blood vessels. Doctors wg p b of a ptimt's
of utwi88.
own veins, often from the leg, to replace the damaged
A substance called cholesterol is known to cause a builbup d fatty
substances in the bkmd vessels, which can lead to heart disease, so doctors

stress the importance of a diet low in fats. Salt is known to incmse the blood
pressure, so a low-salt diet is recommended.

APPENDIX G
Blood Text

Blood

Blood is the river of life that Mws within us, tramporting nearly everything
that must be carried in the body from one place to another. Therefore, it has
extremely important functiorrs which keep the body alive and healthy. To
understand the importance of Mood, it is necessary to examine its components
and how it functions within the body.
1. Components ot blood

Among all of the body's tissues, Mood is unique- It is the only tissue in
the body which is a fluid. At first glance it may appear that blood is a simple
fluid. In truth,it is a very complex mixture d solid and liquid components or
parts. Essentialy, Maad is a complex tissue in which living blood cells, known
as the formed elements, are suspended in a nonliving fluM called plasma.
If a sample of blood is spun in a ce(a machine designed to
separate liquids through rapid spinning), the heavier formed elements are
packed down by force (centnhqal force) and the lighter plasma rises to the top
of
(Figure 1). Most of the reddish mass at the battam of the tube
erythrocytes, the red blood cells that blp to transport oxygen in the body. A
thick, whitish layer called the buffy coat lies between the plasma and
erythrocyte. This layer contains leukocytes (white Mood cells), which help
protect the body's immune system, and plablets, or cell fragments that help the
blood to dot.
2. Physical characterlrtlcs and volume
Blood is a sticky fluid with a characteristic salty taste. Depending qmn
the amount of oxygen it is
the edor of blood varies from scarlet
(oxygen-rich) to a dark red ( o m t ) . &od is heavier than water and
about five times thicker. It accounts for 8% d body weight Finally, blood is
slightty alkaline, with a pH betwem 7.35 and 7.45 (7.00 is m a l , anything
below that number is acidic and anything above is alkaline).
3. Functions ot blood In the body

Blood performs a number of functions which interact and overlap with
om another for proper body maintermnee. All are amcmed in one way or

another with protecting the body and distributing wbstams necessary for

Soodhern.
a Oistnbuhon
.of-s
*

i. Blood delivers both oxygen from the lungs and nutrients from
the digestive system to all cells within the body.
ii. Blood transports waste products from body cells to those
organs which eliminate toxins (i.e., transporting Mood to the lungs for
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eliminatian of carbon dioxide and to the kidneys for elimination of nitrogenous
wastes in urine).
iii. Blood transports hormones to the body's organs.
iv. Blood helps to maintah a healthy body temperature through
the absofptbn and distribution of bocty heat
b- Protection of the boQ;
i. Blood helps to maintain a normal pH level in all body tissues.
Many proteins in the blood and blood solutes help to keep pH levels stable so
that body ceils can perform normally. tf Mood is too acidic or too alkaline, body
cells fail to u
fncoitn
properly.
ii. Blood works to ensure that there is an adequate supply of itself
in the circulatory system. Cnemiils found in the blood work together to ensure
that blood vessels remain full and that there are no leaks from the Mood stream
into tissue spaces. This is important as full blood vessels are necessery for
proper b l m flow throughout the body.
iii. The mponents of bloocl work together to prevent t b d loss.
When a blood vessel is damaged, platelets and plasma proteins initiate clotting.
iv. Blood helps to prevent n
ie
fcoitn
within the body. Olifting along
in the Mood are antibodies, proteins, and white blood cells, all of which help
defend the body against foreign invaders such as bacteria, viruses, taKins, and

tumor c8lls.
4. Blood ver8el8

It is evident that blood must corrtinuously move throughout the body in

order to maintain proper health. The way Mood mows is through blood
vessels. These vessels form an elaborate system of d e l i i Mood that
begins and ends at the heart There are three major types of blood vessels:
arteries, capa
li re
i s,
and veins (Fgure 2). As the heart pumps and relaxes,
Mood is f w d out of the heart into the large arteries of the body. From there it
mows into m
y smaller arteries, finally reaching the smallest branches,
or arbrides which feed into the capillary beds of all body organs and tissues.
Blood draining from the capillaries is then collected by mules, or small veins
that merge to form larger veins M i ultimately empty into the great veins that
return back to the kart. AItogWw, Mood vessels carry Mood m a iowney that
stretches for about 96,558 kilometers (60,000 mi-) through an adult body.

Blood

APPENDIX H

sorting m u r e

CATEGORY SORT

Written W o w are 18 words which you are being asked to W Into

catsgoher.
1. You may put the words into any category which you think is
appropriate.
2 You may make as few or a8 many categorlcn as you wish.
3. You are not required to have the m m number of word8 in each
of the categories.
4. You may use a word more than once.
5. You may change your mlnd and reorganla the word8 at any
time. Simply draw a line through your response indiiting that
you do not want it included in that category.
6. There is no correct or Incorrect way to organize the words.
7. At the end of each category list brletly state why those word8 go
together.
8. Give each category a name
MULTIPLESCLEROSIS

PULMONARYVElN

ARRHYTHMIA

SEPTA1 DEFECT

VENTRICLE

BYPASS SURGERY

CANCER

PACEMAKER

RUE BA8Y

MITRALVALVE

STREPTOCOCCI

CARBON DIOXIDE

BLOOD CLOT

MALIGNANT

THYROID

RHNMATlC FNER

ideal Sorting Matrik

Mue baby/septal defect
blue babyfcarbon dioxide
septa1 defWcarbOn dioxide
Mood clot/coronary thrombosis
blood clotbypass surgery
coronary thrombsis/bypass surgery

bypass surgeryIpacemaker
ventricle/mitral valve
ventricle@ulmonary vein
mitral vaive/pulmonary vein

cancerltnultiple sclerosis

cancerlmalignant
multiple sclerosis/malignant

IDEAL SORTING MATRIX (WEIGHT MATRIX)

KEY
1. BLUE BABY
2SEPTALDEFECT
3. CARBON W I D E
4. aLo0DCLOT
5. CORONARY THROMBOSIS
6. BYPASSSURGERY
7.RHEUWTICFEVER
8. S T R E P T O ~ I
9. ARRHWl-iMlA
10. PACEMAKER

11. VENTRICLE
1 2 MmULVALVE
13. PULMONARYM N
14. THYROID
15. KlDNEY
16. C A m R
17. RKTlPtESaEROSlS
18, MALIGNANT

By muitip!ying two rnalnalnces
or vectors, that is, calculating the irmer products of
the two, one derives a statistical computation of the similarity, ot harmony, d the
two rnmbs. Thus, the sort score is the sum of the inner prbetween a
participant's sorb'ngmatrix (sij) and a weight matrix (wij) d i i by the sum of
the positive weights in the weight matrix ( \win 12):(( 1 (sij x Mi))/( f \wijW)).
Specifidty, a participant's sorting matrix consists of t s and Os, whereby a t
indicates a pair of items sorted together and a 0 indicatesa pair not sorted
together. The weight matrix, indicative of an ideal sorting, was canstnroted by
assigning a weight (wij = 1) to cells of the matrix representing
between
items closely related in the text. A weight (wij = -05)was assigned to pairings
between nontsxt items which were correctly categorized. This yields a !OW of
25 points for the positive values in the matrix (i.e., 12.5 x 2). The remaining cells
of the weight matrix were assigned negative values in such a way that the sum
of the matrix became 0. Specifically, the negative weight was set equal to
-(( \wi1W)I((m k)), where 1\wijV2 is the sum of the positive values in the
matrix, m is the total number of nondiagonal cells in the matrix $ -n, and &is
the number of Ws containing positive values. Diagonal cells of the weight
matrix were assigned a weight of 0."

-

~

~

-.-.---

KEY
1. BLUE BABY
2 SEPTAL DEFH=T
3. CARBON DIOXIDE
4. BLOODCLOT
5. CORONARYTHROhu(BOSIS
6. BYPASS SURGERY
7. RHEUMATICFEVER
8. STREPTOCOCCI
9. ARRHMHMIA
10. PACEMAKER

APPENDIX I

Calibration of Confidence Measure

CONFIDENCE MEASURE

Identitication #

Now that you have read the text entitled "Heart Dimusen,pleas
answer the following questions as honestly and as carefully as possible.
After you have read each question, please clrck a 8lngle number on the
accompanying scale to report how confident you are that you could
correctly anawer the qwtlon.
1. Could you discuss the condition known
as 'strep throat* and how it should be

treated?

1

2

3

5

4

6

conlident

conlident

2. Could you explain the purpose

of "by-pas~"surgery?

1

2

3

4

6

5

7

nd at all

cordldent

oonl#ent

3- Could you explain why blood must
flow property between the two sides of
the heart for the body to stay heam?

1

2

3

4

5

6

not at all
eonRdent

4. Could you explain what happens
Mcoronary arteries become blocked?
1
notat a1

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

nd at all
conRdent

t

amtimt

2

3

4

s

6

nd at all
conf#ent

6. Could you explain how a pacemaker
helps a diseased heart to function better?

7

amfkjerrt

confident

5. Could you explain the impact of
an unhealthy lifestyleon a person's heart?

-

7

nd at aU

7

caAdent

2

3

4

s

6

7

cont#8nt

7. Could you explain why
arrhythmia is a threat to life?

1
rotataw

2

3

4

5

6

wmmt

8. Could you recommend an alternate
treatment to the use of beta blockers?

1

conAdeM

2

3

4

5

6

nat at all

1

2

3

4

s

6

7
erdremely
cord#ent

2

3

4

5

6

7

not at all
wnl#ent

10. Could you explain what causes
the condition "blue baby" ?

1

7
d
w

cmdmt

alfmnt

9. Could you explain how regular
exercise is good for the heart and
for blood circulation?

-

7

nutatall

contident

cbntident

11. Could you discuss the rmmrnended
dietary changes known to control heart

disease?

1

2

3

4

5

6

not at a11

confidant

oonf#ent

12. Could you explain the consequences
of high blood pressure?
1
not at all
confident

-

7

2

3

4

s

6

7
erdreme(y
conl#ent

APPENDIX 3

Post-Test Measure

Post-Test
Identification #

Answer the following queatlonr as caretully and a8 fully #
pmaible. You m y uw point form, but be wre that your mpon8aa
are clear and conclse.
1. What is a pacemaker? Explain how it helps a patient with heart disease to
swvive.

2. What is the purpose of 'by-pass" surgeq?

3. A 62 year old man has had two heart attacks in fnre years. He was Wing
beta blockers after his first heart attack. Why stKwld the doctor consider a new
treatment and what should it be? Be speuf~c.
4. What happens when the coronary arteries became blocked?

5. What causes the condition known as "blue baby"?
6. If left untreated, what are the results of high b

W pressure?

7. You are the parent of a 6 year old child. For the past two days, you child has
complained of a very sore throat. You suspect that it may be strep throat since
several of the children in your child's classroom have been dicsgnosed with the
condition What is sbep throat, how should it be treated,and what are some
possiMe short-term and long-term consequerrces if it is not?

8. Explain why arrhythmia is a threat to life.
9. Explain how regular exercise is good for the heart and for blood circulation.
10. When valves in the heart are scarred from rheumaticfever they cannol
function properly. Expbirr why Mood must flow properly between both sides
(i.e., the chambers) of the heaft in order for the body to stay healthy.
11. What are the recommended dietary changes known to control heart
disease? Explain why they are beneficial.

12. You are a a r . Your patient is a 56 year dd man. He has an extremely
stressful job, he smdres, he eats a high fat det, and he has histmy of heart
disease in his family. He does not want to change his Mestyle. Explain in as
much detail as possibb what each one of these factors is doing to his heaa and
overall health.

Post-test Anewer Key
Scoring Procedures:
7 = if all of the underllned lnformatlon is present in the answer
including a clear undemtanding of the subject (i-e., elaborative or
additional details, a detailed or knowledgeable description d the
information, etc.).
6 = if all of the underlined Information is present in the answer
without including a clear understandlng of the subject (i-e.,
elaborative or addiional details, a detailed or knowledgeable description
of the inforrnation, etc.).
5 = if most (314) of the underllned InformaUon is present in the
answer including a clear undentanding of the subject (i-e.,
elaborative or additional details, a detailed or knowledgeable description
of the information, etc.).
4 = if most (3/4) of the underlined lnformation is present in the
answer wlthout induding a clear underatanding of the subject (i-e.,
elaborative or a d d i i a l details, a detailed or knowledgeaMe description
of the information, etc.).
3 = if some (1 or 2 points, depending on the length of the answer) d the
underlined inforrnation is present in the answer including a clear
understanding of the subject (i-e., elaborative or additional details, a
detailed or knowledgeable description d the information, etc.).
2 = if -me (1 or 2 points, depending on the length of the answer) of the
underlirred informatim is present in the answer wlthout induding a
clear underatanding of the subject (i.e., daboratha or addiional
i to
in
of the inforrnation, etc.).
details, a detailed or knowledgeable descrp
1 = if an Idea or ideas relating to ( the gist) the underlined
information are present in the answer
0 = if none of the underlined information is present in the answer
Instructlonr to Students: "Answer the following qwtion8 a8
carefully and as fully as pomible. You may u$e point form, but be
8ure that your reapon868 are clear and C O n t i ~ ~ .
1. What Is a pncemaker? Explain how It hap8 r patlsnt wlth heart

di8eaae to survlve. (6ridging Inference)
ical device i m m in the
to ke@ the
A pacemaker is a
rt functioning. While it cannot heal a diseased
. . heart, it can plieve
msdan i
n
nt h e m
needed for normal living. After all, the
beat normally and in
rhythm so as to pumD bkmd@nmn ththe ~ a n d Q &W%
the
heart. If it does not, they mll haw a heart attack-

m a

2. What Is the purpom of "by-prun rurgufy? (lextbue)
It is dten used to m
-g
e
c
I
m.
3. A 62 year oM man ha8 had two heart attacks in tlve yeus. Hs
wm taklng beta blockerr a m his tlmt heart attack. Why ahould the
doctor con8ldw a new treatment and what 8hould it bs? Be

rpecltic. (ProblemSolvlng)
his
(-lockers
were sClpOosed togevent a
problems are obviously much greater than t b 8 which beta-blockers
can help with.) His doctors could treat his proMms yvith a
dnq
pr thev may have -dar
same
of-us
such as
repairing or repladng parts or implanting a mechanical devi08 such as a
pacemaker.
4. What happen8 when the coronary arterlea become Mocked?

(Textbare)
A blockage

carts of the h e a w e to

becam of a lack of

oxygen.
5. What cau-

the condltlon known a8 "blue baby"? (Bridging

Inference)
-_wrnD enough blqeSthrough the

When a

m
.

to receive o m . Mood becomes
Therefore, the
becomes w m which causes a beby's skin W

lo& blue.
6. If left untmted, what em the rsrultr of high Hood promure?
(Textba88)
It may lead to heart w s . kidmv failure. or other s w i m .

7. You are the p
a
w of a 6 year old chlld. For the pmt two drys,
your child has complrlned of a very 8ore throut. You suspect that it
may be I m p throat rlnce 8evml ot the chlldmn In your chlld'r
classrcem have been dlrgnowd with the condltlon. Wtmt is strip
throat, how should It be treatad, and what are ronn p@ulb(eahoftterm md long-Urm corrmqwncm If It Is not? (ProMem Salving)
t h w e.h
-t. .
bv the
soitis
&usetoimpedeitsdwdopmt) Ifitisnot
ofthe
treated, WaaIic fever
r
e
a
m the
in the valveg- This mav
- 1

mau

pass surgery will be required to replace those MW-

8. Explain why arrhythmia is a thfeat to Ilfe. (Elaborative

Inference)
Arrhythmia is an inWnmtbn d the M s ncmnal b ~ & When a heart is
n
a!J-from the
not beating properlyd
..
w h e r e isaswell as f o t O I h e r a s t o f & & ~ e I t ~ s
fw D ~ X W
waan
- fumthninq).
*

*

9. Explain how regular exemla Is good for the fmft and for Mood

circulation. (Elabomtlve Inference)
R
exerm
the heaR rn
wtm,,isstrcmg,
r
$hrouahout the bodv Ii m ~ r o v i qone s c
flowing Mood also means that the &g&'s 01(hormones. and the elimination of toxia.

SE

I

r
p.. Also,
. freer
are reGglylna

oxvaen.

10. When valves In the heart are scarred from rheumatic fever they
cannot function properly. Explain why blood mu8t flow properly
the chambers) of the head In order tor the
between both $Id88 ,.uI(
body to 8tay healthy. (Elaborative Inference)
. .
the b ~ &full of c
a
mdmx*
Becausegloodenters the
(dmxygenated) Mood and is pumPeQjnto the lunas where it
to. the
reccrives o m . ~ r o m
the lungs ~ o o d
. heart and is (thFln
where It IS
pymmd back* . the &@I far a
--n hormones. .e
-l
m a w -8.

a.

11. What are the recommended dlstary changes known to control
heart dimse? Explain why they are beneficial. (8rldgIng

Inference)
because
Doctors stress th8 i m p a t a m of a diet ]ow in
cholesterol CBUSBS a build-kp of f e r n in
in the a m - Clots mwnt 0-from
which w
s Mood
reaching the heart muscle. Also, W
s recommend a Jow--for
patients with high blood pressure as satt causes an
~
~

a

12. You are a doctor. Your patlent is a 56 year old man. He hm an
extremely 8trss;sful Job, he smokes, he eat8 a hlgh tat dl@, a d he
has history of heart diseu8e In hls famlly. He doe8 not want to
change his litmtyk. €xplaln In as much detall a8 pouible what
each one of them factor, is dolng to his heart and overall health.
(Problem Solvlng)
(He is _not a *uqg man anymore so his heart is not as r
m as R once
was. He has a lot of -tional stress which can
blood
pressur~.He makes so there is less o m .n h.~ Moad
s
. He
c
h
o
~
o
&e
l
to
a
hiih
fat
And
f
=
b
probably has
-itt o ~ o b l e m % Therefore,
)
this man's heart
muscle is going to worsen due
to
all
of
these
factors
which
means he will
.
.
and
have less c i r c v which w i l l .
his
macells He must given up smoking and his high fat diet and start
exercising and going to the doctor regularly for check-ups.

cause
*

.

APPENDIX K

Summary Recall Measure

Summay recall
Identitlcatlon t
In the space below, you are being asked to eummarlze what you read
in the text entitled "Heart Dl8ua8em.This means that you are being asked to
state the Important information in the text in a briefer form. Please use a

paragraph format

f ropositional

A: AGENT

0 : OBJECT

Anaiysls

C: TIME AND PLACE
MOD: MODIFIER

G: GOAL

PI The heart is the hardest-working organ in the body.
IS [A:H€ART, 0: ORGAN (MOD: HARDESTWORKING), C: BODY]
P2 We rely on it to supply blood regularly to the body every moment of every
day.
SUPPLY [ A: HEART, 0: BLOOD, C: MOMENT (MOD: EVERY),
DAY (MOD: EVERY), G: REGULAR]
P3 Any disorder that stops the heart from supplying blood to the body is a threat
to life.
STOPS [A: DISORDER, 0:BLOOD SUPPLY, C: BODY, G: LlFE
(MOD: THREATTO)]

'P4 Heart dl8eaae is such a dlwrder.
1s [ A: HEART DISEASE, 0: DISORDER (MOD: SUCH A),
G: LlFE (THREAT TO )]

P5 It is very common.
IS [ A: HEART DISEASE, C: COMMON (MOD: VERY)]
P6 More people a n killed every year in the U.S. by heart d i i than by any
other disease.
K I L [ A: HEART DISEASE, 0:PEOPLE (MOD: MORE), C: YEAR
(MOD: EVERY), U.S., G: DISEASE (MOD: THAN
ANY OTHER)]

Them are many kinds of heart dimme, some of which am
present at birth and some of which am acqulted later.
ARE [A: HEART DISEASE (MODMANY-KIND), A: HECLRT
DISEASE (MOD: SOM€), C: BIRTH (MOD:
PRESENT- AT), C: LATER (MOD: ACQUIRE)J
"PI

P8 A congenital heart disease is a {defect) that a baby is born with.
DEfECT [ A: HEART DISEASE (MOD: CONGENtTAL), 0:BABY,
C: BORN (MOD: WITH)]

P9 Most babies are born with perfect hearts.
ARE [A: HEART (MOD: PERFECT), 0: BABY (MOD: MOST), C:
BORN]

P10 {But) one in every 200 babies gs born with a bad heart}.
IS [ A: HEART (MOD: BAD), 0:BABY (MOD: 1/200),C: BORN
*PI1 For example, hearts have flaps, called valves, that control the
blood ffow between its chamb8n.

CONTROL [ A: HEART, 0: VALVE (MOD: FLAP), G:
FLOW (MOD: BLOOD), C: CHAMBER (MOO:
6ETWEEN)J
P I 2 Sometimes a valve develops the wrong shape.

DEVELOP [0:VALVE, G: SHAPE (MOD: WRONG), C:
SOMETlMESl
PI3 It may be too tight, or fail to close properly,{ resulting in congenital heart
disease).
RESULT (0: VALVE (MOO: TOO-TIGHT)(MOD: FAIL-TO-CLOSE),
G: HEART DISEASE (MOD: CONGENITAL)]
P I 4 Sometimes a gap is left in the wail, {or septum}, between the two sides of
the heart.

GAP [0: SEPTUM (MOD: HEART-WALL), C: SIDE (MOD:
BETWEEN-TWO), C: SOMETIMES]
P15 m i s congenital heart disease) is often called a 'septa1 defect".
CALL [ A: HEART DISEASE (MOD: CONGENITAL), G:SEPTAL
DEFECT,C: OFTEM
P I 6 When a baby's heart is badly shaped, it cannot work efficiently.
CANNOT-WORK [ 0:HEART (MOD: BAD-SHAPE)]
(M0D:EFFICIENT)
PI7 It cannot pump enough blood through the lungs so that it receives enough

WW"PI8

CANNOT-PUMP[ A: HEART, 0:BLOOD (MOD: ENOUGH), G:
LUNGS]
RECEIVE[A: HEART. 0:BLOOD,G: OXYGEN (MOD:
ENOUGH)

P19 {As a result), the baby k a m e s breathb.
BECOME [ A: BLOOD, 0:BABY, G: BREATHLESS]
P20 The blood also camrot get rid of carbon dioxide through the lungs.
CANNOT-GET-RID [A: BLOOD, 0:CARBON DIOXIDE, G: LUNGS
(MOO: THROUGH)
P21 merefore, fie blood) becomes purplish, which c~tusesthe baby's skin to
look blue.
CAUSE [ A: BLOOD (MOD: PURPLE), 0:CARBON DIOXIDE]
[ 0:BABY, CSKIN (MOD: BLUE)]
P22 (Fortunately), it is now possible to save the lives of many 'blue babies*.
POSSIBLE [ 0:LIFE (MOD: BLUE-BABY) , G: SAVE, C:NOW]

P24 Rheumatic fever (isan example of an acquired disease that} may cause
damage to the heart.
MAY-CAUSE (A: RHEUMATIC FNER, 0:DISEASE (MOD:
ACQUIRE), C: HEART (MOD: DAMAGE)]
P25 This disease usually follows a sore throat caused by bacteria known as
streptococci.
CAUSE [A: STREPTOCOCCl (MOD: BACTERIA),C:THROAT
(MOD: SORE), G:RHEUMATIC FEVER]

*P26 ThIs Is often called "8trep throat".
CALL [A: STREPTOCOCCI, 0: STREP THROAT, C:
OFTEN1
P27 (When strep throat causes rheumatic f m } , the tissues of the heart
become inflamed.
CAUSE [A: STREP THROAT, 0:RHEUMATICFEVER]
BECOME [A: RHEUMATIC FEVER, 0:HEART (MOD:
INFLAME-TISSUE)]
P28 If the M r t is badly affected, it fails {very soan).
AFFECT (MOD: BAD) [O:HEART, G: FAIL, C: SOON (MOD: VERY)]

P29 Usually, m v e r } , it rmvers, and the results of the damage are seen
only years later.
RESULT [A: RHEUMATIC FEVER, 0:HEART (MOD: DAMAGE), C:
YEARS-LATER, G:RECOVER (MOD: USUALLY]
P30 q h i s is because the rhumatk fever) leaves scars in the valves of the
heart.
LEAVE [A:RHEUMATIC F M R , 0:HEART (MOD: VALVE), G:
SCAR]
P31 mrefore), they cannot work properly.
CANNOT-WORK (MOD: PROPER) [A: RHEUMATIC FEVER, 0:
VAWEj

P32 This puts a stm'n on the heart {so that} eventually it may fail.
STRAIN [A: VALVE (MOD: POOR), 0:HEART, O: FAIL, C:
EVENTUAlLfl
P33 The effects of the rheumatic fever may take up to twenty or thirty years to
appear.
APPEAR [A: RHEUMATIC FEVER, 0:EFFECT, C:YEAR
(MOD: 20 30)]

-

Coronary dbeam Is mothe? exampk of m acquimd k a r t
disease.
IS [A:COROMRY OfSEASE, 0: HEART WSEASE (MOO:
ACQUIRE), G: EXAMPLE (MOD: ANOTHER)]
"P34

'P35

This dlrease affect8 the coronary arteries.
AFFECT [A: CORONARY DISEASE, 0: CORONARY
ARTERY1

P36 Them are the blood vessels that extend across the hem and supply it with
blood morn the lungs}.
EXTEND [A: BLOOD VESSELS, 0:HEART, G: BLOOD SUPPLY,
C: LUNGS (MOD: FROM)]
P37 They are very important b
ecamthey give the heart muscle the oxygen it
needs to carry on working.
GIVE [A: BLOOD VESSELS, 0:OXYGEN, C: HEART MUSCLE
G: WORK (MOD: CARRYQN)I

P38 {In coronary disease the coronary arteries) become blocked, causing parts
of the heart muscle to die m u s e of the lack d oxygen).
(BLOCK [A: CORONARY DISEASE, 0: CORONARY ARTERIES] )
CAUSE [A: CORONARY DISEASE, 0:HEART MUSCLE
(MOD:PART), G: DIE]
{BECAUSE [A: OXYGEN (MOD: LACK-OF), 0:
HEART MUSCLE, G:DIEl)

P39 (When this happens), the patient has a heart attack, which can be fatal.
HAPPEN [A: OXYGEN (M0D:LACK OF), 0: HEART AlTACK
(MOD: PATIENT), G: FATAL]
P40 The blockage of a coronary artery is usually caused by a clot of W,

called a "thrombusn.
CAUSE [A: BLOOD CLOT (MOD: THROMBUS), 0:CORONARY
ARTERY (MOD: BLOCKAGE), C: USUALLY]

P41 When a dot forms in a coronary artery, this is called *coronary thrombosisa.
FORM [A: CLOT, 0:CORONARY ARTERY, C: CORONARY
THROM6OSlS (MOD: IN A) ]
P42 That is the correct name for a heart attack.
IS [A: CORONARY THROMBOSIS, 0:HEART ATTACK, G: NAME
(MOD: CORRECT)]
P43 In normal arteries, blood does not form dots.
DOES-NOT-FORM[A: BLOOD, 0:CLOT, C: NORMAL ARTERIES
(MOD: IN)]
P44 {But )in coronary disease, the walls of the arteries {are not normal).
ARE-NOT-NORMAL[A: CORONARY DISEASE, O:ARTERY, C:

WALL]

P45 (They} become lumpy, rough, and narrow.
BECOME [ 0:ARTERY, C: WALL (MOD: LUMPY-ROUGHNARROW)]
The lumps break off and form clot8 that atop the flow of Mood
to the heart.
BREAK OFF-FORM [A: LUMPS, 0: CLOT, G: STOP]
FLOW [A: 8L000, 0: HEART]
*P#

"PI7 Other exampIe8 of acqulmd heart dimme am arrhythmia,
angina, and high blood pre8sure.
EXAMPLE [A: HEART OlSEASE (MOD: ACQUlRE', 0:
AClRHYIHM/A-ANGINAIHIGH BLOOD
PRESSURW
P48 Arrhythmia, {which means "lack of rhythm*), is an interruption of the heart's
normal beat.
INTERRUPT [A: ARRHYTHMIA (MOD: LACK OF RHYTHM), 0:
HEART, G: BEAT (MOD: NORMAL)]

P49 Angina is a sharp pain in the chest which is very similar to that caused by
{a heart attack, or) thrombosis.
PAIN [A: ANGINA, 0: CHEST, C: IN-THE]

(MOD: SHARP)
P50

SIMILAR-CAUSE [A: ANGINA, 0: HEART AlTACK
(MOD: THROMBOSIS)]

P51 High Mood pressure is {one of the most) common (heart diseases).
IS [A: HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, 0: HEART DISEASE (MOD:

MOST-COMMON)]
'P52

It placer a heavy atraln on the heart and other organs.

STRAIN [A:HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, 0: HEARTORGANS](MOD: HEAVY)
P53 w e f o r e , if it is} not treated, high blood pressure may lead to heart
attacks, kidney failure, or other serious problems.
NOT-TREAT [A: HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE, 0: HEART ATTACKKIDNEY FAILURE-SERIOUS PROBLEM, G: LEAD-TO
(MOD: MAY)]
P54 High blood pressure @(is a disease which has) no symptoms.
IS [A: HlGH BLOOD PRESSURE, 0:DISEASE, G: SYMPTOM
(MOD: NO)]

ma),

P55
a p e r m may not be aware of having it unless the blood pressure
is measured.
NOT-AWARE [A: PERSON, 0: HlGH BLOOD PRESSURE, G:
MEASUREI

**PS6 Since the mid-1960'8, msdicai science has made
in the tmatnwnt and prevention of heart
dimme. 80th new drugs and new surgical methods have been
developed.

f141116ndour progm-

PROGRESS [A: MEDEAL SCIENCE, 0: HEART
OISEASE, G:fUEA T-PREVENT, C: MI& 1960's
(MOO: SINCE)] (MOO: TREMENOOUS)
DEVELOP [A: DRUGSSURGiCAL METHODS
(MOD: NEW)]
P57 Among the new drugs for treating heart disease {are chemicals} caHed
"beta blockers".
TREAT [A: DRUGS (MOD: NEW), 0:CHEMICAL (MOD: BETA
BLOCKERS), G: HEART DISEASE]

me

P58
beta-blockers} lessen the after-effects of heart attacks; {they} can
prevent second attacks; and {they) can lower the blood pressure of people who
have high blood pressure.
LESSEN [A: BETA-BLOCKERS, 0:HEART ATTACK (MOD:
ArnR-EFFECT)]
P59

PREVENT [A: BETA-BLOCKERS, 0:SECOND ATTACK]

P60

LOWER [A: BETA-BLOCKERS, 0:PEOPLE, G:HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE]

P61 Other drugs dissolve the lumps which break off the walls of arteries {so that
they do not stop the flow ofblood to the heart.)
DISSOLVE [A: DRUG (MOD: OTHER), 0:LUMP (MOD: BREAKOFF), C: ARTERY-WALL]

@O-NOTSTOP [A: BLOOD, 0:HEART, G:FLOW, C:
TWHa)
V 6 2 Surgical techniques for trsrting heart d i m s e range fmm
repsiting or replacing damaged partsI ruch a$ vaive8 or a M e s , to
rspIacement of the entire heart.
TREAT [A: SURGICAL TECHNIQUE, 0: HEART
DISEASE, G: REPAIR~REPUCEpC: VALVEARTERY-HEAR q

P63 {If a heart has been so damaged that it can no -1
function), it can be
replaced by a mechanical heart, or, more often, by a heart transplant.
{NOT-FUNCTION [A: DAMAGE, 0:HEART))
REPLACE [A: HEART (MOD: DAMAGE), 0: HEART (MOD:
MECHANIGTRANSPLANT), C: MORE-OFTEN

P64 In transplant surgery, the healthy heart of someone who has digd replaces
tfte {diseased) heart of the patient.
REPLACE [A: TRANSPLANT SURGERY, 0: HEART (MOD:
HEALTHY-DISEASED), C:IN-PATIENTJ

P65 Mechanical devices can be implanted in people's bodies to keep their
hearts functioning.
IMPLANT[A: DEVICE(MOD: MECHANICAL), 0:HEART, G:
FUNCTION, C: BODY (MOD: PEOPLE)]
P66 The pacemaker is the most common of these devices.
IS [A: DEVICE (MOO: MOST-COMMON), 0: PACEMAKER]

P67 It does not heal the diseased heart, but it relieves the symptoms of an
irregular heart beat and {maintains) the steady beat needed for normal living.
DOES-NOT-HEAL [A: PACEMAKER, 0: HEART (MOO:
DlSEASED)]
P68

RELIEVE [A: SYMPTOMS, 0: HEART BEAT (MOO:
IRREGULAR)]

P69

MAINTAIN[A: B U T (MOD: STEADY), G: UFE
(MOD: NORMAL)]

P70 When a heart cannot pump enough blood through the lungs because of
poorly functioning vahms, the valves can be replaced with artifkial ones of
plastic and metal.
CANNOT-PUMP [A: HEART, 0: BLOOD, C: LUNGS (MOD:
THROUGH)]
BECAUSE

P71

REPLACE [A: VALVE (MOO: POOR-FUNCTION), 0:
VALVE (MOD: ARTIFICIAL-PLASTIGMETAL)]

P72 {For patients with coronary disease), 'by-pass surgev is often used to
repair dogged or damaged arteries.
REPAIR [A: BY-PASSSURGERY, 0: CORONARY DISEASE
PATIENT, C: ARTERY (MOD: CLOGGED-DAMAGED)]

P73 Doctors use pieces of a patient's own veins, often from the leg, to replace
the damaged portions of arteries.
REPLACE[A: DOCTOR, 0: VEIN (MOD: PATIENT-LEG), C:
ARTERY (MOD: DAMAGED)]
*P74 Prcventiwe a r e k also getting better as sclentl8ts learn mum
and mom about the C.UUW of heaft dl-8e.
LEARN [A: SCIENTIST., 0: PREVENTIVE CARE, G:
HEART DISEASE (MOO: CAUSE)]
(MOO: MORE)

'PIS They have shown that diet can be an Important means of
controlling heart diseaw.
CONTROL [A: OlET (MOD: IMPORTAWMEANS), 0:
HEART DISEASE]
P76 (For example), a substance called cholestwol is known to cause a buildup of fatty substances in the blood vessels, {which can cause blood dots to form
in the arteries).
CAUSE [A: CHOLESTEROL, 0:SUBSTANCE (MOD: FAT), C: VESSEL
(BLOOD)]
[A: SUBSTANCE (MOD: FAT), 0: CLOT (MOD: BLOOD),
C: ARTERY]
P77 Therefore, doctors stress the importance of a diet low in {cholesterol).
STRESS (A: DOCTOR, 0: DIET, G: CHOLESTEROL(M0D: LOW)]

P78 @imilatly}, salt is known to increase blood pressure, {so doctors)
recommend a low-salt diet qor patients with high blood pressure).
INCREASE[A: SALT (MOD: KNOWN), 0:BLOOD PRESSURE, G:
LOW- SALT OlET (MOD: RECOMMEND)]
These are propositionswhich are found only in the good microshuetum macrostructure
version of the Heart Diseaset a t
"rhewtaremacr~proposihbnswhidrarefoundvwbatirninEhego4d r n & m s b u d u ~
ma~r~sbVCllrm
wmbn of IheHeart D
m text
{ ) Informationfound within these brackets can only be found in the good microstruetureEgood
rnaeroshudure version of the Heart D-i
text

Generalizatlon8, Elaborations, and Reorderfngr
The summaries are to be scored for the number of text propositions they
contain. A liberal, gist -ng
criterion should be employed. Nontext
statements are to be propositionalized and assigned to inference categories.
Inferencesform a conthuum in terms of their doseness to the actual text,
as opposed to being extrapolations from the reader's own knowledge.
However, several categories of inferences can be defined according to the rde
they play in the comprehension process.
1. Generalizatlon8 are reductive inferences constructed from more detailed
statements in the text. They can be traced to the actual propositions they
subsume, except for global generalizations, which are inferences about the
overall meaning of the text. Nonetheless, both are generalizations are will be
assigned as such. Generalizations reduce the number of text propositions by at
least one, although often by many more (E. Kintsch, 1990). For example,
several concrete statements about preventative care could be stated as
"Humans need to be conscious of their food intaken.

2. Elaboration8 are inferences that are not directly implied by the bext
Instead, they originate from the subject's own knowledge about the content of
the text or related information (E. Kintsch, 1990). For example, "Blood
transports waste products from body cells to those organs which eliminate

toxinsn.
This final inference catand generalizations

is to be scored independentry of the elaborations

3. Reordering8 are inferences that rearrange text content in an order that is

different from the original text. Only between-paragraph(i-e., macrolevel)
reorderings are to be considered. There are not scored at the propositional
level; instead, an idea in the form of a sentence or paragraph is ux~nted
as a
reordering ifit requires backtracking to an earlier paragraph to find its
counterpart in the original text (E. Kintsch, 1990).

Level 1: Toplc and Conclurlon
The subject must mention what the text is about in a broad or general
Example, T h e text was about heart distmewWw text was about
manner.
congenital and acquired heart disease"
Scon each response as 1
1 - label (it's about hean disease)
2 heart disease is both congenital and acquired

-

-

-

-

Level 2 : Subtopica
- The subject must explicitly mention these 3 inferred or explicit
macropropositionsin order to be judged as correct. Each statement must be
written so as to be deemed a macroproposition, not a level 3 or level 4
response.
-Example, "Congenitalheart disease is something a pemn is born with"
'Heart d i i s e can also be acquired" "Much has been discowed about the
treatment and prevention of heart diseasem
-Score each response as 1 point
1 congenital heart disease
2 - acquired heart disease
3 - treatment and prevention of heart disease

-

Level 3: Subheadings
- The subject must mention one of these text-based subheadings prior to
providing detailed information.
- Example, "Sometimes a baby is born with misshaped valves"
'Rheumatic fever is an acquired disease which can bad to heart problems"
"Heart disease can be treated with drugs"
Score each response as 1 point.

congenital

3 - blue babies

1 misshaped valves
2 septa1 defect

acquired

4 - rheumatic fever
5 amnary d i s e a ~ o m b o s i s
6 arrhythmia
7 angina
8 - high bIood pressure

-

treatment

-

9 drugs (i-e. beta-blockers, others that dissolve lumps)
10 surgical techniques (iaby-pass surgery, transplant,

-

mechanical, pacemaker)
11 - preventative carddiet (i.e. cholesterd, salt)
Level 4: Detail8
The subject must indude mast of the detail as outlined in the
proceeding responses to warrant a correct response.
Example, 'Most babies are born with a perfect heart" 'Approximately 1
out of 200 babies is born with a bad heart"
-Score each response as 1 point.

-

-

congenital

2 - 11200 born with a bad heart
3 - valve is too tight or fails to dose properly
1 most are born with a perfect heart

-

4 gap left in waJl&ptum between two sides of heart.septal

defect
5 misshaped hmMails to pump Mood through lungs b r

oxygen
6 - bload is purple when too much carbon dioxide
7 - now possible to save lives of blue babies
acquired

-

8 streptococcjlstrepthroat causes rheumaticfever
9 streinflames heart tissues
10 heart failure right away or years later (20to 30 pars)
11 - rheumatic fever scars heart val12 - coronary arteries are Mood ves~& that supply heart
with necessary oxygen from the lungs
13 coronary disease is blocked coronary a r t e ~ u s e s
heart attack because of lack of oxygen
14 blood clot in coronary artery is a Ehrombus
15 - coronary thrombosis is the mect name for a heart
attack
16 - diseased arteries have lumpy, rough, and narrow walls
17 arrhythmia interruption in normal heart beatnack of

-

-

mYthm
18 - angina - sharp pain in the chest
19 - high blood pressure very common
20 - puts heavy strain on vital organs (i.e., heart attack,
kidney, etc)
21 - has no symptoms
22 - patient may be unaware unless it is measured

treatment

23 - new drugs for treating heart disease are
chemicals/compounds ailed beta blockers
24 - beta blockers - lessen afbf-effects of heart attacks
25 - prevent second attaclcs
26 - lower high b(ood pressure
27 - other drugs d i i lumps in arteries to improve Mood
flow
28 - transplant surgery replace patient's diseas8 heart with
a healthy heart
29 - mechanical devices can be implanted to keep heart
functioning
30 pacemaker is the rnost common
31 - relieves symptoms of irregular heart beat and
maintains steady beat
32 can replace valves with artificial ones (i-e., plastic or
metal)
33 - by-pass surgery to repair clogged or damaged arteries
34 - use veins from patient (i-e., leg) to replace damaged
portions
35 diet controls heart disease
36 - cholesterol is a fatty substance in Mood vessels that
cause Wood clots in the arteries
37 low cholesterol diet is stressed
38 - salt increases blood pressure
39 - doctors recommend a fow salt diet when a patient has
high blood pressure

-

-

-

-
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APPENDIX M
Screening Procedure Consent Form and Study Description

Consent Form

Dear Student:
You are being asked to -pate
in the first phasbof a mearch study entitled The
effects of question construction on w s i t o r y text camprshmsion' which isto be conducted by
Dr. B.S. Randhawaand Thelma M. Gunn. The purposeof the study is to-u
reading
p m e s s e s ~ Your task during this first phase is to complete a prkw knowledgequdonnairs
concerning the heart. This information will be used to determine the number of individuals with
high domain knowledge and law domain knowledge of the hemt and its fmtims. On the basis
of them findings, we hops to gathsr a populationof dime and willing participantsfor ths ascend
phase of the ststudy who rspresent both knowledge Ievda It is important to note that your name
will k matched with an untraesaMe numberto ensure prbaq and anonymity. All re6ult6will bs
sscurdy stored by Dr. Randhawafor a minimum of five years as requiredby Unimmityof

Saskatctrewan guidelines. The resultswill be reported in a doctoraldigseCEEItknand will likely be
presented at professional ac&mic conferences as wdl as published in the form of puma1
artidsa Individual scores will not be reported as the primarypurpose of the study isto mdmbnd
the nature of the reding prowsms.
The duration of this phase of the study is approximately 10 minutes. If at any time you
choose to withdraw from this project. you may do so without any consequences. Inthat case. all
the data collected from you will be deleted from the study and it will be de&oyd. Should you
desire a summary of the rwlts, please i n d i i M o w and give your address.
If you have any further questions regarding this projset, pl6ase feel fme to telephone
either Dr. B.S. Randhawa(966-7661) or Thelma M. Gunn (96&7677).
Sincereiy yours,
Thelma M. Gunn
Ooctoral Student
MucationaI Psychology
UniverSnyof Saskatchewan

,agrae to partidpate in the above=rnentionedresearch study. I
understandthat all informawngathered isconfidential and that my particrpationis voluntary.
Moreover, Iam allowed bwithdraw fmm this study at any time without cmseqoences. S W I
choose to withdraw, all data c o l k k d orr my behalf will be mludsdfrom the study and it will bs
deswoyad. I acknowlalge that Ihave rdved a copy of this e o n m form.

I,

Date of consent

Name

1 want to receive a copy of the summary of thefindings

Yes
My addressis:

No

Title: The Effects of Qmon

Constntetion on Ekpository Text Comprehension

Researcher: Thelma M. Gunn
Superviaor: Dr. B.S. Randhawa
Prdessor, Oepattment of Educational Psychology

Purpow for Study:
The ability to read and comprehend text is a well-recognized goal of
instructional practice. It is -al
for success in our society since the written
word is the primary vehicle for the transmission of ideas, thoughts, and
understandings between individuals, societies, and eras. Considering the
impact of expository text (i.e., informational textbooks, i-onal
manuals) on
knowledge acquisition and utilization in the dassroom and beyand, the need for
research is evident. Unlike narrabive text (i.e., literature) which is easier to
understand and study, expo$itory text is comprised of technical terms,
unfamiliar theories, and prior knowledge; each of which the reader is typically
lacking. Therefore, the purpose of this two phase study is to examine whether a
specific reading comprehension technique (ia, quesoitnnig)
will not only
enable students with high knowledge and low knowledge of text content better
comprehend expository text, but help them to monitor their reading behaviours.
The purpose for the first phase of the study will be to determine those
students with high domain knowledge and low domain knowledge of the heart.
This is because the depth of one's prior knowledge strongly impacts the manner
in which one reads a piece of text and the amount of information learned as a
consequence. From the findings of the first phase, we hope to gather a
population of eligible and willing participants for the second phase who
represent both kftowtedge levels. During the second phase of the study,an
equal number of high and low domain kmwbdge participants will be randomly
assigned to three strategic questioning conditions: highly stnretwed, semistructured, and unstructured questions. Following a brief training period, they
will be asked to read a few p a w d sderttitic text Some informal testing will
occur immediately afterward. This will indude a brief comprehension
monitoring questionnaire, a 1Bitein posttest, a recall task, and a word
amation task. All instruction and Mng will be amducted in groups of 10 to
20 participants.
Therefore, with the help of yow participation, we hope to better
understand how we may improve expository text comprehension for high
domain knowledge and low domain knowledge students-
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Experimental Procedure Consent Form and Study Description

Consent Form
Oear Student:
You are being asked to participate in the second phase of a research study enWed The
effectsof question constmclion on expostory text comprehension' which is to be conducted by
Dr. 8.8 Randhawaand Thelma M. Gunn. The purposeof the study is to undentand maihg
processes. Your task during this second phase is to participate in some preliminaryssetegic
training. to read a few pagesof scientific tW, and to engage in postposttesting
(La,word sorting
tasks. acornprehension monitoring quWnaim,a
recall task,and a post-test). It is importantto
note that your name will be matchedwith an untrace&k number to ensure privacy and anonymity.
All resultswill be securely stored by Dr. Rendhawa for a minimum of five years as rsquued by
Universny of Saskatchewan guidelines The resultswill be reported in a doctoral diseertationand
will Ilkdy be presentedat proressional academic conferencesas well as pu#ied in me form of
s not be reportedasthe primary purpose of the study is to
journal arhjdes. Individual 9 # ~ e will
understand the nature of the reading pmcesses.
The duration of this phase of the M y is appmhately 120 minutes If at any time you
choose to withdraw from this pmjeet, you may do so withod any consequences. In that case,all
the data collectedfrom you will be deleted from the sbdy and 1will be destroyed. Should you
desire a summary of the results pleas indicate bebw and give your address.
If you have any further questions regarding this proied, please feel free to M e p b e
either Dr. B.S. Randhawa (-7661)
or Thelma M. Gunn (96&7677).

Sincerely yours.
Thelma M. Gunn
Doctoral Student
Educational Psychology
Uniwslty of Saskatchewan

, qrw to participate in the above-mmtbnedr4search study. I
1,
understandthat all informationgathered is conMmtid and lhat my participation is voluntafy.

Moreover. 1 am dbwed to withdraw from this study at any time without consequences. S h l d I
choose to withdraw. all data cdlseted on my behalf will be Wuded fmm the study end it will be
destroyed. I acknowledgethat 1have received a copy of this cmsat form.
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I want to receive a copy of the summary of the findings.
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My address is:
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Title: fhe Effects of Question Consm
t don

on Expository Text Comprehension

Reeearcher: Thelma M. Gunn
Supervisor : Dr. 0.S- Randhawa
Professor, Department of Educatiorral Psychology

Purpo8e for Study:
The ability to read and comprehend text is a well-recognized goal of
instructionaI practice. It is CllJCjal for success in our society s i m the written
word is the primw vehicle for ttre transmission of ideas, thoughts, and
understandings between individuals, societies, and em. Considen'ngthe
impact of expository text (i-e., informational textbooks, instnrctional manuals) on
knowledge acquisition and utilization in the dassroom and beyond, the need for
research is evident. Unlike narrative text (i.e.,literature) which is ~ a ~ l *to
er
undetstand and study, expository text is comprised of technical terms,
unfamiliar theories, and prior knowledge; each d which the reader is typically
lacking. Therefore, the purpose of this two phase study is to examine whet& a
specific reading comprehension technique (i.e., qmoning) will not only
enable students with high knowledge and low knmklge 04 text content better
comprehend expository texf but help them to monitor their reading behaviours.
The purpose for the first phase of the study was to determine those
students with high domain knowledge and low domain knowledge of the heartThis is because the depth of one's prior knowledge strongly impacts the manner
in which one reads a piece of text and the amount of information learned as a
consequence. During the second phase of the study,an equal number of high
and low domain knowfedge participants have been randomly assigned to Wee
strategic questioning conditions: highly structured, semi-stNckned,and
unstructured questions. Following a b M training period, they will be asked to
read a few pages of scientific text. Some informal testing will occur immediately
afterward. This will indude a brief comprehension monitoring ~~~~~~~re, a
12-item pometfa r e d l Eask, and a word association task. All instNefjOnand
WSng
will be conducted in groups of 10 to 20 partkipants.
Therefore, with the help of your parbicipation, we hope to better
understand how uv8 may improve expositary text comprehension for high
domain knowledge and low domain knowledge students.

APPENDIX 0

Quedon Response Recording Sheets

Quealon and
Identlf lcatlon f
QUESTlON

ANSWER

QUESTION

ANSWER

QUESTION

ANSWER

Sheet

QUESTION

ANSWER

QUESTION

ANSWER

---QUESTION

ANSWER

APPENDIX P

Correlation Matrix for Question Type
(Textbase, Elaborative Inference, Bridging Inference,
Problem Solving)

Correlation Coefti@nts " forQuestion T y p s fie-rati've lnference.
&&&M- Inference. and Problem-Sohrinal

Textbase

Elaborative
Inference

Bridging
Inference

Elaborative
lnference

-64

Bridging Inference

-67

.74

-

.44

-71

.67

Problem-Solving

%orrelations are signlieant at the .O1 level (2-tajled).

Problem
Solving

-

